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Democracy’s Uncertain Future

I T  I S  E A S Y  T O  F O R G E T  H O W  U N L I K E L Y  democracy is in
America. The cultural setting of the late eighteenth century was
shaped by both an Enlightenment world view and a traditional,
providentialist one.  Though finding expression in complex ways,
the evolving synthesis between the two formed a powerful norma-
tive framework for the ordering of public life for an expanding and
increasingly diverse population.  

From the vantage point of the early twenty-first century, we can
now see how unusual and fortuitous this synthesis was.  We can see
this mainly because the cultural setting in which democratic life
plays out today is so vastly different. The last half of the twentieth
century has brought about a profound cultural transformation in
which traditional moral understandings and institutional arrange-
ments have been rather strained, to say the least.  The cultural syn-
thesis of two centuries ago has largely unraveled.  

The nature of these changes are complex and their implications are
wide-ranging. Neither are they very well understood. 

Consider one small but important part of the present situation: how
Americans relate to their government and those who govern. A few
years back, the Institute for Advanced Studies in Culture conducted
a survey on the matter of American political culture and unearthed
an interesting contradiction in American public opinion.  On the
one hand, Americans continue to maintain a certain high-minded-
ness about the political system they live within. Americans, on the
whole, still share a sense of the nation’s noble legacy, its great
achievements, and its yet unfulfilled promise. To be sure, there is
considerable disagreement within the American public as to how we
should understand this ideal and how we should pass this ideal on.
Nevertheless, a basic idealism about America and a commitment to
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work toward the realization of this ideal in public and political life
undeniably exist. Even if it is somewhat romantic in character,
Americans’ idealism remains strong. 

On the other hand, American public opinion is marked by a deep
pessimism about the future, a trenchant disaffection from the large
scale political institutions that order collective life, and a barely
restrained cynicism toward a national political leadership that sym-
bolizes those failed institutions. 

For example, the overwhelming majority of Americans see their
nation as embodying and expanding the legacy of freedom but also
believe that the federal government is run by incompetent people,
that it wastes a lot of tax money, that the tax system is mostly unfair,
and that the government is not capable of solving a problem it
chooses to solve. So too, the majority of Americans confer extraor-
dinarily high status upon their elected representatives but also
believe that most politicians are more interested in winning elec-
tions than in doing what is right, that our national leaders are more
concerned with managing their images than with solving our
nation’s problems, and that the distinction between democratic dis-
course and stock Hollywood drama has disappeared. 

Again and again, high-mindedness and cynicism co-exist; idealism
and exasperation abide side by side.  

The source of this contradiction is not a simple matter of a failure
of the political system to perform better. Rather, the problem seems
to have certain structural antecedents. It is in large part a function
of the size of political institutions and the mystifying bureaucratic
complexity of law and public policy; the natural foibles and failures
of their leaders, whose private lives are exposed by the unrelenting
scrutiny of the national media; the lack of any authentic connection
Americans feel to the institutions that govern them from
Washington; the lack of any coherent public philosophy that might
make sense of the social changes taking place in our society; and the
limited capacity of the government to do anything about them.  
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Given the fact that the state is not likely to get smaller any time
soon and its functions are not likely to become less alienating, the
question is, how long can the cultural contradictions of American
political life be sustained without cynicism overtaking hope—yield-
ing to even deeper civic indifference on the one hand or incursions
of anarchy on the other?  

There are those who say that the system is self-sustaining; that the
procedures, laws, regulations, and mechanisms of power can sustain
the democratic experiment through these contradictions however
intense they may become.  They almost suggest that democracy can
continue without the rational consent of the people and a publicly-
held philosophy—even if provisional—that grounds a commitment
to liberty and justice.  Perhaps so; it remains to be seen.  But is it
naive to imagine that the weakening of the normative ideals sur-
rounding civic life will have little or no effect upon the operational
consent people give to the state over the long term?

The tensions of political legitimation in public opinion are not the
only tensions we see in contemporary American democracy. Social
theorists and political philosophers have been writing for some time
about the fragmentation of civic culture; the erosion of the moral
foundations for citizenship; the political significance of new class
divisions; the corrosive effects of the market on political representa-
tion; the expansive power of the courts; the erosion of normative
ideals such as “justice,” “freedom,” and the “common good” into
empty clichés; and the loss of legitimacy for key public institutions. 

In this issue of The Hedgehog Review, our contributors continue this
discussion by examining more closely the nature of the challenges to
American democracy at the beginning of the twenty-first century
and to inquire into its long-term viability. Is this Enlightenment-era
institution sustainable in an increasingly “post-enlightenment” cul-
ture?  If so, what might be the terms by which it could be made
viable for the long-term? 

— T.H.R.
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T H E  R O O T  O F  L I B E R A L  T H I N K I N G is not in the love of
freedom, nor in the hope of progress, but in fear—the fear of other
human beings and of the injuries they do one another in wars and
civil wars. A liberal project that seeks to diminish the fear that
humans evoke in one another is open and provisional in its judg-
ments as to the institutions that best moderate the irremovable risk
of social and political violence. It does not imagine that any one
regime is the only legitimate form of rule for all humankind, and it
does not assess political regimes by the degree to which they con-
form to any doctrine of universal human rights or theory of justice.
It rejects the view—which in the United States is treated as an axiom
of political discourse—that democratic institutions are the only basis
for legitimate government. It views democracy as only one among a
range of legitimate regimes in the late modern world and does not
subscribe to the Enlightenment hope—revived recently by Francis
Fukuyama—that peoples everywhere will converge on democracy as
a political ideal. 

The original and best exemplar of this liberalism of fear is Thomas
Hobbes. In Hobbes, the principal obstacle to human well being is
war. Wars arising between practitioners of different religions are to
be feared the most. They are the most destructive of the human

T W O  L I B E R A L I S M S  O F  F E A R

John Gray

John Gray is School Professor of European Thought in the European
Institute at the London School of Economics. Among his publications
are Endgames: Questions in Late Modern Political Thought; After
Social Democracy; and False Dawn: The Delusions of Global
Capitalism.
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good and generate a war of all against all in which no sovereign
power exists to keep the peace. 

Writing in a time of religious civil wars, Hobbes was clear that, aside
from the human passion of vainglory or pride, the chief impedi-
ment to a modus vivendi was the claim to truth in matters of faith.
On no account should the sovereign make or act upon any such
claim. The sovereign does not hold to any worldview but seeks to
craft terms of peaceful coexistence among the divergent worldviews
that society harbors. Here the liberal project is not a plan for uni-
versal progress, but a search for peace. In this liberalism of fear, the
institutions of the state are not what is most terrifying. What is most
to be feared is the condition of anarchy in which human life is ruled
by the summum malum—death at the hands of one’s fellows. A lib-
eral state is one that aims to deliver its subjects from this evil. Today,
there will be many who deny that such a project could embody lib-
eral thought in any of its many varieties. Yet a reasonable argument
can be made that this liberalism of fear is, in fact, liberalism in its
most primordial form. 

Such a liberalism of fear may seem to late moderns unambitious
and timid, lacking in noble hopes for the species. For that very rea-
son, it is the liberalism that speaks most cogently and urgently to us,
that addresses the needs of a time whose ruling project is peaceful
coexistence among diverse and potentially antagonistic communi-
ties and regimes. This Hobbesian liberalism of fear is inherently tol-
erant of diversity in polities and communities, because of its indif-
ference to private belief. The authority of a Hobbesian state does
not derive from its embodying any doctrine or creed, but only from
its efficacy in promoting peace. In early modern times, this meant
ruling without partisan regard to the religious beliefs of subjects. A
Hobbesian state is not bound to attempt to disestablish or to priva-
tize religious practice. 

In a late modern context, the Hobbesian indifference to private belief
has an application to ideological commitments. In our historical con-
text, a Hobbesian state does not make allegiance to political author-
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ity conditional on subscription to any creed. A peace-making state
can hope to command the allegiance of the religious and the irreli-
gious, those who share Enlightenment hopes and those who do not.
It can be accepted as legitimate by communities and cultural tradi-
tions that are not, and will never be, “liberal.” The original liberalism
of fear does not aim to subject the late modern world to democratic
institutions. It recognizes a democratic regime as one among many
devices, potential and actual, for containing and moderating con-
flict, but it denies that democracy has any universal authority. 

Hobbes’s liberalism of fear can be contrasted sharply with a second
fearful liberalism—the anti-statist liberalism, grounded in theories
of universal human rights or justice, which is the ruling orthodoxy
of contemporary political philosophy. Nearly all liberal theory today
is a program for limiting the state. Yet, in the conditions of late
modern societies, anti-statist liberalism is bound to issue in a signif-
icant enhancement of the state’s most purely repressive functions—
without, however, significantly enhancing the security of the citi-
zenry. Conversely, regimes that aim for peace and are not burdened
by an agenda of anti-statism may be better able to assure their sub-
jects security without enhancing the state’s repressive role. The
demonization of the state may have been unavoidable during the
totalitarian period that spanned much of this century. As we near
the century’s end, it has become unreasonable. 

This second liberalism of fear—the liberalism of Rawls, Dworkin,
Nozick, Hayek, and many others—which is a liberalism of fear of
the state, does not serve our needs in a time in which the state is a
desperately fragile and often inefficacious institution. The state must
be rehabilitated as an instrument of individual well being and the
common good. We must not look to the institutions of the state for
universal rights, strong communities, or moral regeneration. To do
so risks some of the worst evils of the age. Neither should we regard
it with such suspicion that we strive to limit it by foolish doctrines
of minimum government. We must rehabilitate the state as a pro-
tective institution. This rehabilitation, Hobbesian liberalism, duly
amended, may be able to achieve.
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Hobbesian Liberalism vs. Liberal Imperialism

Hobbes’s liberalism of fear rejects, as anachronistic and indefensible,
the Enlightenment philosophy in which we are the telos of history.
Perceiving the dilemmas of modernity from a standpoint near the
beginning of the modern age as acutely as Weber and Nietzsche did
towards its end, Hobbes remains an instructive critic of the concep-
tion of progress with which liberal thought came later to be identi-
fied. Hobbes’s thought shares with that of other early modern,
proto-Enlightenment thinkers, such as Spinoza, an underestimation
of the cultural variability of human motives; lacks altogether the
insight of Herder that individual well being requires participation in
strong communities; and shares with later Enlightenment thinkers,
such as Hume, the illusion that civilized human beings have every-
where the same values.

Even so, unlike later liberal theory, Hobbes’s thought is not com-
mitted, essentially and inescapably, to the “hubristic” and dangerous
project of deploying the power of the state to promote a universal
civilization. It sees the institutions of the state as indispensable—
variable and alterable instruments for the achievement of security
against the chief evils of human life. In this Hobbesian account, the
state is not the embodiment of a civil religion or a philosophy of
history, nor the vehicle of a project of world-transformation, nor a
means of recovering a lost cultural unity, but rather an artifice whose
purpose is peace.

Hobbesian liberalism rejects the other liberalism of fear—the domi-
nant liberalism of our time, which responds to evidence of deep cul-
tural differences in the relations of liberal democracies with nonlib-
eral regimes and a fundamentalist reassertion of “Western values”
and which understands the state as a vehicle for the defense of these
threatened values. At present, liberal political philosophy in all its
standard varieties is fundamentalist in style and apologetic in strate-
gy. Its goal is a transcendental deduction of western institutions as
the only legitimate form of government. 
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The political consensus, which conventional liberal political philoso-
phy articulates, asserts the universal authority of liberal human rights,
individualist ethical life, and (more often than not) free market cap-
italism. In the context of international relations, it is a late blossom-
ing species of liberal imperialism. It is a triumphal reassertion of the
western project at just the historical moment when non-Occidental
peoples are demonstrating that westernization and modernization
are not one and the same, but different and sometimes conflicting
paths of development. In domestic political practice in the United
States, this other liberalism of fear is a project of return—an attempt
to recover “traditional values,” forms of family life, of law, and of
national sovereignty that belong to early rather than late modernity.

If the Hobbesian liberalism of fear can reasonably claim a universal
root in the generic human evil of civil war, this latter-day liberalism
of fear is evidently an historically highly specific phenomenon. Its
aggressive affirmation of universality ties and dates it irrevocably to
the loss of American ideological identity that has followed the Soviet
collapse. 

The fearful reality that the dominant contemporary liberalism
screens from the perceptions of western societies is the polycentric
diversity of the post-totalitarian world. In the late modern world all
western ideologies are of declining global significance, and western
institutions no longer function as the cutting edge of modernity.
Indeed, for parts of the world—the societies of East Asia, for exam-
ple—further westernization could mean a retreat from late moder-
nity. The perception that this other liberalism of fear is meant to
occlude is a perception of western decline.

If, in international relations, this other liberalism of fear is a reac-
tion against the passing of western global hegemony, in domestic
political life, it is an attempt to recover a national culture that has
irretrievably vanished. That is the significance of the cultural preoc-
cupation with relativism. The neoconservative discourse of “rela-
tivism” is not used to conduct a debate in moral philosophy.
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“Relativism” signifies views of which neoconservatives disapprove in
a dispute about American identity. This is a debate that has arisen
with multiculturalism and the erosion of popular confidence in
American exceptionalism. It is a local affair. The discourse of rela-
tivism is not a moment in the history of philosophy. It is an episode
in the dissolution of American global hegemony.

The centrality and power in contemporary American political dis-
course and practice of this other liberalism of fear is a perilous dom-
inance. No universalist political project can do without enemies. In
an incorrigibly plural world, they are soon found. The imagined
threat to “the West” emanating from Soviet Communism—itself
pre-eminently an artifact of western Enlightenment ideology—has
been swiftly supplanted, in the writings of Samuel Huntington and
elsewhere, by a discourse of “civilizational conflict.” Now, if it means
anything, “civilizational conflict” means that cultural differences of
themselves occasion war. Yet this is a dangerously unhistorical claim. 

In the longer perspective of history, “multiculturalism” does not
denote one moment in a local debate about American identity; it
signifies the normal condition of humankind. Most polities of which
there is historical record, and all empires, have been “multicultural,”
and the destruction of multicultural human settlements in our cen-
tury—such as the destruction of the city of Alexandria by Nasserist
nationalism—has typically been the work of decidedly modernist
nation-building movements. Huntington’s polemic against multi-
culturalism in the United States is not a contribution to historical
inquiry or to political theory, but rather a move in a campaign to
recover an early modern culture of nationhood that is foredoomed
by the conditions of late modernity. 

In this climate of debate, it is unsurprising that longer historical
perspectives are foreshortened and distorted. The diverse cultural
traditions of Confucianism, Islam, and Christianity—which until
quite recently had coexisted for long periods in the Ottoman
Empire, the Hapsburg Empire, and the British Raj—are perceived
as inherently rivalrous. The very existence of cultures that have not
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embraced westernization is perceived as a danger to peace, particu-
larly if—like the present regime in mainland China—these cultures
reject the universal authority of liberal rights. The existing reality in
some East Asian contexts (such as Singapore, Malaysia, and Japan)
of societies that have modernized without westernizing, that have
matched or surpassed western levels of prosperity without import-
ing an individualist culture of capitalism, and that have assured low
levels of crime-related insecurity for their citizens without adopting
a western culture of rights is comprehensively denied. 

The most feared and repressed possibility is that these achievements
were possible only because such countries have rejected or limited
westernization. For if this possibility were allowed, the
Enlightenment philosophy of history and the civil religion of
American exceptionalism—in which the creation of wealth depends
on institutions that embody a culture of individualism, progress,
and rights—would be falsified. In domestic contexts, this other lib-
eralism of fear is expressed in the poisonous politics of “family val-
ues,” in the atavistic legalist reduction of all policy issues to ques-
tions in the arbitration of (supposedly) Lockean rights, and in the
recuperation of an early modern understanding of national sover-
eignty. This liberalism supports “welfare reform,” whose effect is
social exclusion, and penal policies in which mass incarceration is
adopted as a central institution of social control. 

This other liberalism of fear cannot yield a modus vivendi of any
kind in the late modern societies in which it has arisen. It is, on the
contrary, an ideological rationale for social division and cultural
warfare. The history of the abortion issue in the United States may
be a marker for a future in which a legalist culture of unconditional
rights becomes an arena of political conflict where compromise—
and therefore politics, considered as an abatement of war—is impos-
sible. Indeed, in its combustible fusion of a legalist culture of non-
negotiable rights with a repressive culture of mass incarceration and
radically exclusionary social policies, the new liberalism of fear is a
recipe for low-intensity civil war. 
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Hobbes’s Abstract Individualism and Anti-Political Liberalism

In our historical context, the Hobbesian liberalism of fear has many
decisive advantages over the conventional liberal philosophies of the
late modern period. Yet it cannot be adopted unamended. I will in
the last section of this paper comment on the respects in which
Hobbes’s thought requires most radical revision. Here I note, first,
that Hobbes’s thought belongs to the early modern period in its
abstract individualism and its proto-Enlightenment project of deriv-
ing political obligation from a rational choice of individual advan-
tage. No doubt it is immeasurably closer to political realities than
most subsequent liberalisms, but its individualist philosophical
anthropology is ill suited to thinking about how communities and
cultures can coexist in peace. As the author of one of the great
neglected twentieth-century classics of political thought, Crowds
and Power, has observed in a different work: 

Hobbes explains everything through selfishness, and
while knowing the crowd (he often mentions it) he real-
ly has nothing to say about it. My task, however, is to
show how complex selfishness is: to show how what it
controls does not belong to it, comes from other areas of
human nature, the ones to which Hobbes is blind.1

Second, Hobbes’s thought has in common with the dominant
Rawlsian liberalism of our time the illusion that the principal
impediment to peace is the rivalrous diversity of individual purpos-
es. The banal Rawlsian pluralism of individual life-plans, each
expressing a specific conception of the good, lacks the stark realism
of Hobbes’s insistence on the insatiability of human desires, but
these very different liberalisms share in common a neglect of rival-
rous cultural identities as a cause of social conflict and—in the worst
case—war. Rawls is right in seeing the liberal problematic as the

1 Elias Canetti, The Human Province (London: Picador, 1986) 115-6. 
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search for peaceful coexistence that issued from the Wars of Religion
and the Reformation, but he is mistaken in supposing that, in late
modern conditions, peace can be pursued by relegating worldviews,
conceptions of the good, and cultural identities to the sphere of vol-
untary association. Liberal institutions in which divisive commit-
ments are privatized are successful as devices for promoting peace
only when the background moral culture of society is already indi-
vidualist. Where it is not—as in most of the world—the search for
terms of peace leads not to liberal civil society, but to various kinds
of pluralist institutions. 

Third, Hobbes’s seeming hope that a form of rule can be construct-
ed in which politics has been marginalized links him with that tradi-
tion of legalist utopianism that has had so paralyzing an effect on
liberal thought in our own time. Commonly, Hobbes is criticized
for his illiberal unconcern with the limits of state power, and his
apparent approval of tyranny, and it is true that we who know, as he
could not, the evils that go with totalitarian states cannot rest con-
tent with his account of the sovereign’s powers. What is wrong with
Hobbesian thought is not, however, its neglect of constitutional
limitations on governments, but its attempt to render political life
redundant—a project it shares with today’s anti-political liberalisms.
In our conditions, peace cannot be the construction of a sovereign,
if indeed any such thing still exists in late modern contexts; it must
be an artifact of political activity. This is not to say that a modus
vivendi can be achieved in the late modern world only through
democratic institutions. It means that in societies that already pos-
sess a highly developed tradition of political activity, peace cannot
be secured by trying to suppress politics. 

In arguing that Hobbes’s thought has an application to the condi-
tions of late modernity, I am not meaning to pass over those aspects
of Hobbesian liberalism that belong with a superseded
Enlightenment project. Hobbes’s Cartesian understanding of politi-
cal reasoning, the unyielding universalism and individualism of his
philosophical outlook, together with his conception of political
obligation as arising from a calculus of rational advantage, all tie his
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thought irrevocably to the Enlightenment project and cannot speak
to us today. The aspect that does speak to us—that must inform the
attempt to articulate a postliberal pluralism—aims to identify uni-
versal and generically human evils and understands political life as
an enterprise of moderating and mitigating these evils. This aspect
of Hobbes’s thought is far removed from the unrestricted cultural
relativism (such as Richard Rorty’s) that animates most attempts at
formulating a postmodern liberalism.

Prospects for a Postliberal, Postmodern Pluralism

Thinking about the future roles of the two liberalisms of fear begins
with the recognition that there is no single trajectory of modernity
on which diverse societies stand at earlier and later points. Our
world contains pre-modern, early modern, late modern, and post-
modern states.2 In much of post-imperial Africa, in parts of post-
communist Russia, and perhaps in some areas of China, there is
nothing that resembles the institutions of a modern state. Economic
and social life goes on, but in a context of near-anarchy where the
protective functions of the state are lacking or are exercised by local
military production centers. 

The disappearance in many parts of the world of effective state insti-
tutions of any kind is one of the most important but least consid-
ered developments of the past decade. It represents an acceleration
in the declining leverage of the modern state that has led prominent
theorists of strategy to argue that along with the decline of the mod-
ern sovereign state, which was inaugurated with the treaty of
Westphalia in 1648, we are now witnessing the disappearance of
Clausewitzian war.3 Considered as military conflict conducted

2 On this point, see Robert Cooper, The Post-Modern State and the World Order
(London: Demos, 1996).

3 See Martin van Craveld, On Future War (London and Washington: Brassey’s, 1991).
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between agents of sovereign states, Clausewitzian war appears to
have been largely supplanted by intractable low-intensity conflicts
in which the principal actors are not states and their agents, but
political organizations, clans, and ethnic groups. Clausewitzian war
has not disappeared, as the Falklands War and the Gulf War testify,
but the ability of states or associations of states to direct organized
violence has declined dramatically in many parts of the world. The
control of war, taken in modern times to be the central constitutive
power of sovereign states, has slipped from states’ grasp. 

Where this has happened, the result has been the emergence of some-
thing not far from a Hobbesian state of nature. At the same time,
late modern societies are imbued by post-military cultures. It is hard
to mobilize democratic publics in support of any interventionist pol-
icy that threatens to be risky, costly, and protracted. In these circum-
stances, the anarchic, pre-modern conditions of some post-commu-
nist countries may persist indefinitely. Alternatively, these countries
may attempt to reinvent their imperial traditions—an option partic-
ularly attractive in Russia, which has never been a modern nation-
state. There is no reason to think that states in such circumstances
will be forced towards modernity in their political institutions.

The first signs of postmodern political institutions are most clearly
observable in Europe. The institutions of the European Union are
not the institutions of a modern state writ large. The EU is not, and
will not become, a modern federal state. It is an association of nation
states that have embarked on a common project of shedding much
of the sovereignty that distinguished the modern, “Westphalian”
state. This project embodies the wager that nineteenth-century bal-
ance-of-power relations between the Union’s nation-states can be
rendered redundant in the context of the EU’s common institutions. 

The wager this project entails is on the possibility of enduring and
stable political institutions that do not presuppose a common polit-
ical culture and are not legitimated by a unifying ideology. This is
the postmodern dimension of the European project. It is the attempt
to found political institutions whose cultural identities are not sin-
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gular, comprehensive, or exclusive (after the fashion of nineteenth-
century nationalism and twentieth-century weltanschauung-states),
but complex, plural, and overlapping. 

This is not the project of privatizing cultural identity in the realm of
voluntary association that is advanced in the standard liberalisms of
today. That project, in practice, can only entrench the dominant
cultural identity of a generation or more ago. This project instead
attempts to enable plural identities to find collective expression in
overlapping political institutions. The institutions of the European
Union constitute the single most convincing exemplar thus far of
the postmodern project of founding political legitimacy not on a
common national culture or on any universalist ideology, but on a
common acceptance of cultural difference. In East Asia, the fasci-
nating experiment that is underway in Singapore may amount to an
exercise in postmodern state-building and the conditions of post-
modernity may have been present for generations in Japan. There
may be a future for postmodernity in East Asia by virtue of the fact
that some of its diverse cultures have modernized very successfully
without thereby accepting any Enlightenment ideology.

It is in this historical context that an amended Hobbesian liberalism
of fear may be salient. The animating interest of European institu-
tions, as they have developed over the past 30 years or so, is an inter-
est in peaceful coexistence without loss of cultural diversity. This
points to the first radical revision that is needed in the Hobbesian
view—namely, an acknowledgment of the political relevance of the
human need for strong and deep forms of common life. Hobbes’s
thought needs to be fertilized with the insights of Herder. The
abridgment of Hobbesian individualism that this entails is plainly
considerable and necessitates consideration of how participation in
common cultural forms can find political expression. 

The second large revision to the Hobbesian account is to provide
for the permanent necessities of politics. Unlike later anti-political
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liberals, Hobbes never supposed that the institution of law could
secure the conditions of peace. Such an unreasonable optimism
about law was alien to the spirit of his thought and foreign to his
experience of the fragility of legal orders. Yet, aside from his insis-
tence on the necessity of unfettered judgment by the sovereign, there
is little in Hobbes’s thought that acknowledges the role of political
practice in negotiating the terms of peace—a lack that derives from
its debts to an early modern rationalist project of conferring
Cartesian certainty on thinking about politics. Hobbes’s thought
must be modified to accommodate Machiavelli’s perception that
politics is an ineradicable activity in common life. 

This postmodern Hobbesian view does not hold that a condition of
postmodernity is the fate of all societies. That is only the illusive
Enlightenment idea of a universal history refracted through a late
modern prism, a kind of Enlightenment fideism. It may well be that
only a few societies will ever enter a postmodern condition, and
that, even for them, it may not be irreversible. We need to learn to
think of a world, integrated by innumerable economic and techno-
logical linkages, which nevertheless contains societies, cultures, and
polities that are set on radically divergent developmental paths. 

The alteration in thinking that goes with such a postmodern per-
spective is substantial and requires adopting an instrumental, rather
than doctrinal, view of state and market institutions. At the same
time, it means accepting that the institutions that best serve human
needs will vary quite radically over time and in differing cultural
contexts. This is partly because the role served by social institutions
is never entirely instrumental; it is also always expressive. The cul-
tural forms that economic and political institutions express are
changeable, diverse, and complicated; and the development of social
or political institutions does not conform to any universal laws.
Much in the application of this Hobbesian view will depend on
highly contingent circumstances. In our present historical context,
however, the postmodern view I have sketched will tend to under-
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mine the vast claims made on behalf of the social institutions of law
and the market and to focus on the indispensable place of the state
and of the practice of politics among the conditions of a peaceful
modus vivendi.4

Postmodern Politics: Searching for a Modus Vivendi

An amended Hobbesian liberalism repudiates the Enlightenment
expectation that the world’s peoples and cultures will converge in a
universal civilization and accepts cultural difference to be a perma-
nent feature of the human condition. It conceives political life as
the search, never completed, for a modus vivendi in which the
human goods of cultural diversity can be harvested, while the
unavoidable evils arising from the conflict of evils are tempered and
moderated. Among the diverse and changeable forms that such a
modus vivendi can take, democratic institutions are only one; they
have no special privileges of the sort conferred on them in recent
versions of the Enlightenment project.

The dominant fearful liberalism of today is part of the problem, not
the solution. By making the legitimacy of political institutions
dependent on ephemeral and contested ideologies—hubristic theo-
ries of rights and discredited Enlightenment expectations of a uni-
versal civilization—it works to exclude all those who do not sub-
scribe to an early modern worldview in which these beliefs were
central. For the majority of humankind today, such beliefs are not
credible. Like all western secular faiths, they have a declining lever-
age on human allegiance throughout the world. The coming centu-
ry may be no better, or even worse, than the one that is ending, but

4 I have considered what such a shift in our evaluation of state and market institutions
might mean, primarily in the context of Britain today, in my monograph After Social
Democracy (London: Demos, 1996) republished in my book Endgames: Questions in
Late Modern Political Thought (Cambridge: Polity, 1997).
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it will be profoundly different in that its central conflicts will not be
family arguments amongst western political faiths.

For the United States, there is no alternative to liberal democracy.
Its traditions and present circumstances do not allow the luxury, or
tragedy, of radical political experiment. It would be alien to the spir-
it of the present argument to engage in prescription. But there are
clear implications of the argument I have developed: the legalist cult
of unconditional rights must be moderated; the suspicion of the
state, and of politics, with which the current liberalism of fear is
imbued is intemperate; and the evangelical faith in the free market
as the only acceptable mode of economic organization is a danger
both to domestic social peace and to international order. America’s
present public philosophy and policies need some large revisions.

The present argument suggests that more weight must be given to
political practice, less to the arbitration of rights; more emphasis
given to collective choices, and less to free markets. The faith that
law can supplant the murky compromises of politics, that societies
that lack a moral consensus can cohere through the practice of
rights, that the legitimacy of a democratic state must depend on its
embodying universal principles—these beliefs are poor guides to the
world in which Americans, along with the rest of humankind, must
henceforth live. Clearing away the debris of today’s fearful liberal-
ism may contribute modestly to the large changes in public philos-
ophy and public policy that will be unavoidable in the United States
in the coming years.
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T H E R E  I S  W I D E S P R E A D  A G R E E M E N T that American
democracy is in trouble. Social scientists offer up a mountain of
data showing that we are civically depleted, politically cynical and
rootless, socially mistrustful, and personally fearful. This is a strange
turn of events for a country associated with can-do optimism, with
a robust democratic faith—indeed, a country once quite confident
about its institutions and its ability to transmit them intact over
time. An anemic and faltering democratic faith—a decline of confi-
dence in our basic institutions—threatens to render us incapable of
sustaining these institutions over the long haul.

The Crisis of Democratic Authority 

One can approach this matter—this concern—from a number of
angles. Social scientists who have tracked the sharp decline in asso-
ciational life in America argue that the evidence points to nothing
less than a crisis in “social capital formation,” by which they mean
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the forging of bonds of social and political trust and competence.
Political and social theorists, of whom I am one, evoke Tocqueville
and speak of the thinning out of that dense fabric—that social ecol-
ogy—that historically did much of the hands-on work of democra-
cy. Certainly the debilitating effects of rising mistrust, privatization,
and anomie are many. For example: there is overwhelming empiri-
cal support for the popularly held view that where neighborhoods
are intact, drug and alcohol abuse, crime, and teen-age childbearing
diminish. Because families and neighborhoods are less and less like-
ly to be intact, all forms of socially- and self-destructive behavior are
on the rise among children and young people. The list goes on and
on. For every Panglossian optimist there are, at present, a dozen
with far gloomier assessments of our prospects. All of this suggests
that the buoyant confidence that long sustained democratic
prospects, especially the notion that human beings are capable of
self-limiting freedom and sturdy self-government, is badly battered,
and our public culture shows considerable signs of wear and tear.

I will focus on but one dimension of our discontents: the crisis in
democratic authority. I am convinced that our collective decline of
confidence flows, in part, from a general crisis of authority. That
crisis cuts across all formative institutions: religion, education, fam-
ilies, and government. And it raises questions about the continuing
power of what political theorists call “foundings” or founding
moments.

Much overshadowed by the epistemological debate over founda-
tionalism, a concern with specifically political foundings has faded.
But it is worth recalling what such moments were about and what
they set in motion. Imagine the following: a new civic order comes
into being. Certain questions must be asked: What is the nature of
this new order? How is it to be instituted among men and women?
Where does authority reside? For no exercise of political power is
legitimate without a general sharing of certain authoritative norms,
standards, documents, institutions, even cultural narratives, stories,
and songs. The democratic story added the following: Through
pledges and promises—a social contract or covenant—persons
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throw in their fortunes with one another. They seek not a perfect
world, but a better one. And authority is necessary to its realization.

But perhaps we have lost this understanding of authority. At least so
Hannah Arendt believed. Among the many strong claims lodged by
Arendt, one must include the following: Authority, she claimed,
“has vanished from the modern world. Since we can no longer fall
back upon authentic and undisputable experiences common to all,
the very term has become clouded by controversy and confusion.”1

We will return to this strong argument below and consider whether
it is, in fact, necessary as a precondition for a defensible account of
authority. But, for now, it is important to note that Arendt here
seems to suggest that we need the deep and wide sharing of an over-
arching, as well as grounding, set of experiences of labor, work, and
action to fall back upon, and if we don’t have this, authority “van-
ishes.” 

She continues: We late moderns “are no longer in a position to know
what authority really is.” What we have lost, Arendt adds rather
elliptically, is not “‘authority in general,’ but rather a very specific
form which had been valid throughout the Western World over a
long period of time.”2 Arendt doesn’t note, though she might have,
that much of that history of the Western World was not democrat-
ic—did not take shape as a democratic polity in the form we now
honor and recognize. Perhaps, we might reply by way of rejoinder, if
Arendt had limited her lament to traditional pre-democratic author-
ity, she wouldn’t have wound up with such a mordant conclusion.

1 Hannah Arendt, “What is Authority?,” Between Past and Future (Baltimore, MD:
Penguin, 1980) 91. 

2 Arendt, “What is Authority?,” 92. Portions of this discussion of Arendt and authority
are drawn from my essay “The Question Concerning Religious Authority,” prepared
for a conference at Notre Dame. This paper, along with the other conference papers,
is published in Religion and Contemporary Liberalism, ed. Paul Weithman (Notre
Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1997). The primary question taken up by
participants at the Notre Dame event had to do with the inclusion or exclusion of
“religious language” from political life.
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But Arendt is cutting deeper than that. Democratic authority, too,
she would argue, depends on taking certain truths as self-evident,
certain things for granted. The sovereignty of the people is never
absolute but checked, shaped, and reformulated in practice through
a variety of institutions that help to modulate the passions and to
give shape and form to democratic interests. And these institutions,
in turn, have always taken a good bit of their legitimating force from
some point outside themselves—in nature or “nature’s God,” for
example. In a sense, democrats historically worried that the self-sov-
ereignty of the people might become an absolute principle, a tyran-
ny in practice. So it could never be a law simply unto itself. Hence
constitutionalism, with its long, complex history—a history far too
vast to go into in any detail here. The American Constitution’s legit-
imacy derived, in part, from the nobility and right reason of its
founders—consider here the American reverence, until recently, for
the Founding Fathers. But that “right reason” wasn’t simply theirs, a
product of their own self-confirming ratiocinations; rather, it was
“right reason” as discernment of a certain kind, discovering (not
inventing) certain perduring principles that pre-dated (at least in
situ) the lives of Jefferson, Franklin, Madison, Hancock, Hamilton,
and the others.

Let’s return to Arendt’s account. If she is correct, the brief narrative
just recalled of America’s founding no longer holds water or, rather,
it is water dripping rapidly through the holes of a sieve called “late
modernity.” The problem with our inability to distinguish authori-
ty from other human possibilities and enactments generates and
perpetuates a terrible mistake, indeed, a base confusion—namely,
the tendency to conflate power, coercion, even violence with author-
ity. Mao did this most famously, of course, with his statement:
“Power grows out of the barrel of a gun.” No niceties about author-
ity here. Just brute force and legitimation will follow once the ene-
mies are vanquished. Arendt blasted Mao for this. What grows out
of the barrel of a gun is violence, not power. Failing to distinguish
between different modalities and ways of being in a political world,
we fall into something akin to the abyss, conceptually and even
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politically. We lose the past as “the permanence and durability” of
the world melts away. This loss is 

tantamount to the loss of the groundwork of the world,
which indeed since then has begun to shift, to change
and transform itself with ever-increasing rapidity from
one shape into another, as though we were living and
struggling with a Protean universe where everything at
any moment can become almost anything else.3

Arendt singles out for critical fire tendencies within philosophic lib-
eralism, by which she refers to that mode of thought most deeply
implicated in the conflation of coercion and authority. (Were she
alive today, she would no doubt find other targets.) This conflation,
in turn, spawns political actors who similarly disdain any distinc-
tion between authoritarianism, on the one hand, and authoritative
rule of governance, on the other. But authority is not tyranny;
indeed, the resort to tyranny is a sign that legitimate authority has
broken down and given way to violence.

Historically the legitimate authoritative figure was one who was
bound. He or she was bound by law, bound by tradition, and bound
by the force of past example and experience. Being bound in partic-
ular ways guaranteed a framework for action and helped to create
and to sustain particular public spaces—whether of church, polity,
or other institutions of social life. The bound authority figure was,
therefore, not free to do just anything, to make just any claim and to
make it stick. That was the lawlessness of the tyrant, whether the
King who had become tyrannical and might, therefore, be killed as a
scourge to his people and a rebel against God (here John of
Salisbury’s Politicraticus is my touchstone); or the twentieth-century
tyrant, a Hitler or a Stalin, who knows and recognizes neither the
laws of God, nor of nature, nor of human decency (a “common
sense,” in Arendt’s formulation) and makes himself a law unto him-

3 Arendt, “What is Authority?,” 95.
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self, hence an enactor of capricious terror and violence. To see this
sort of thing as an instance of unusually harsh authority is, for
Arendt, to vulgarize; it is to do violence to the truth, to what she
unabashedly called the stubborn fact of the matter. Authority and
obedience or faithfulness are twins. But in obeying—in offering feal-
ty to a tradition that is shared, constitutive of the self and of a
world—one remains free, free yet bound. This bounded freedom is
the only way to guarantee creation of a common space, simultane-
ously to constrain yet to nurture and to make possible human action.

Authority in the Political Realm

Arendt was most concerned with a political world constituted by
authority—a world, therefore, that rejected despots as unfit to rule.
For the power to coerce is incompatible with the freedom of others
and “his [the tyrant’s] own freedom as well. Wherever he ruled there
was only one relation, that between masters and slaves.”4 Between
masters and slaves (or so the Greeks thought) there was no possibil-
ity of commonality or a common tradition; the gulf was impassable.
All of subsequent political thought, at least until late modernity, is
an attempt to establish “a concept of authority in terms of rulers
and the ruled.... and there is no philosopher-king to regulate human
affairs once and for all.”5 This, then, involves a search for a commu-
nity of equals who share ruling and being ruled and share as well a
mutual commitment to authoritative rules and norms.

For the life of the polity was not just about life but about the “good
life.” This good life plays a formative and educative role. It inducts
the next generation into a way of being in the world made possible
only when free people submit to authority mutually—the sort of
authority created when citizens pledge themselves to something,
hold one another accountable, keep their promises. As well, in

4 Arendt, “What is Authority?,” 105.
5 Arendt, “What is Authority?,” 116.
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Arendt’s account, authority is natural in the pre-political realm of
necessity. (This is where she located the family, for example.) But
authority takes on something—only something—of a volitional
dimension in that sphere of action we call politics. The word
auctoritas, deeded to us by those most indefatigable of antique law-
givers, the Romans, derives from augere, to augment, to deepen.
What is deepened is an authoritative moment of political birth or
founding. Without such an authoritative moment, there is only vio-
lence or a rampant antinomianism.

Fast forward to the present moment. It seems that we have arrived
at a point where our options get cast either as a desperate attempt to
reaffirm and reassert traditional modes of authoritative determina-
tion of the sort Arendt argues modernity has shattered, on the one
hand, or, on the other, as participation in a kind of political and
epistemological free-for-all. We are, then, stuck increasingly in a
political realm in which, lacking either recognition of, or commit-
ment to, an awareness that “the source of authority transcends
power,” we are confronted daily “by the elementary problems of
human living-together.”6 Because we place so little confidence in
authoritative norms and claims, nearly everything at every moment
is up for grabs. By Arendt’s reckoning we aren’t doing a very good
job of confronting this crisis of authority. If we see the world as a
series of volitional acts, as if anything that “I” affirm marks a new
beginning, we are in a world of radical antinomianism and roman-
tic flailing that all too easily fuels cries of “oppression” whenever any
constraint is put on the self, whenever the self is called upon to bend
the knee or to bow the head before the authority of God within a
religious tradition or, in politics, to aver the legitimacy of a consti-
tutional regime even if we disagree with it in particulars. One effect
of the crisis of authority, then, is that all institutional rules of the
sort needed to define institutions, to hold them intact in order that
they might create space within which individuals can act and react,
can be formed and re-formed, are construed as tyranny.

6 Arendt, “What is Authority?,” 141.
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It seems to be the case that, traditional belief over time growing less
reliable as an authoritative standard, human beings in Western
democracies turned to constitutionalism and adherence to certain
fundamental laws and rules. Initially, these were not merely or sim-
ply procedural but exuded a strong normative content, an image of
what citizens might aspire to, what a democracy should live up to.
This dense latticework of laws is now under assault, condemned as
nothing but the window dressing for the power machinations of a
narrow-minded, self-serving elite. And there is just enough truth in
this charge that we all feel the sting. The upshot is that cynicism is
deepened. If one sees nothing but coercion and arbitrariness in any
proclamation of “self-evident truths,” there is nowhere to repair to.
If all is power and violence, one grabs as much for oneself as one
can. This helps to account for the fear and worry, even despair, sur-
rounding American democratic life at century’s end. We are unable
to justify authority in any robust sense, but without justifiable
authority we flounder and flail politically. Why should anyone be
obliged to adhere to law if all that one is confronted with is so many
arbitrary injunctions dressed up as natural law or right or the good
opinion of humankind?

Democracy and Commonality

Let’s dig a little deeper. Remember that Arendt spoke both of the
“groundwork of the world” and of “experiences common to all” as
what we have lost and yet what we cannot do without if authority,
including democratic authority, is to endure or to revive. And
remember that the alternative to authority is not some free-form
utopia but coercion, domination, violence, and unaccountable
methods and systems of manipulating persons. Let’s begin with the
standard that Arendt argues we can no longer live up to, or perhaps
even aspire to, namely, “experiences common to all.” One wonders
if Arendt could have meant this in the strong sense. Even in a rela-
tively self-contained Greek polis of the sort Arendt much admires
and in which authority, presumably, was intact, experiences weren’t
“common to all,” as she herself notes when she mentions that
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between masters and slaves there can be no commonality. But there
is another sense, a more American sense, if you will, that goes like
this: Democracy requires laws, constitutions, and authoritative insti-
tutions. But it also depends on democratic dispositions, those habits
of the heart that are formed and forged within the framework such
institutions provide. The ever-prescient Tocqueville, in Democracy
in America, offered foreboding thoughts along these lines. He
warned of a world very different from the robust democracy he sur-
veyed. He urged Americans to take to heart a possible corruption of
their way of life. In his worst-case scenario, narrowly self-involved
individualists—radically voluntaristic and disarticulated from the
saving constraints and nurture of overlapping associations of social
life and the horizon of an authoritative set of laws with extra-legal
justification—would require more and more controls from above to
muffle at least somewhat the disintegrative effects of what
Tocqueville called “bad egoism.”

Should this world of associational life, a world in which citizens
were both free and bound, weaken, bad egoism and the isolation
that resulted from it would, in turn, generate new forms of domina-
tion: democratic despotism. The social webs that once held individ-
uals intact having disintegrated, the individual would find himself
or herself isolated, impotent, exposed, and unprotected. Into this
power vacuum would move a centralized, top-heavy state or other
centralized and organized forces (the maw of consumerist society
comes to mind) that would, so to speak, push social life to its low-
est common denominator. For Tocqueville, religious belief “was
inseparable from free government and free public life because it was
the channel of a self-imposed moral restraint that shaped and, in so
doing, liberated the individual for participation in the republic.”7

The collapse of religious authority necessary to sustain the institu-
tions that engage in ethical formation fuels a political crisis in turn.

7 George Armstrong Kelley, Politics and Religious Consciousness in America (New
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction, 1974) 47. This summary of Tocqueville’s position is
drawn from Kelley’s wonderful book.
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That crisis helps to generate a deepening crisis in self-formation, in
the very standing of the self itself. And so on.

Arendt, too, saw this coming, or some version of it. She detected it
in the assault on authority in every arena—including the family and
the school. She saw it in the attack on truth, the “blurring of the
dividing line between factual truth and opinion....”8 Knowing, as
she did, how totalitarian societies can simply make embarrassing
facts disappear down the memory hole, she embraced factual truth
as the last redoubt of political possibility, by which she meant the
need to have a record, to begin from some common understanding.
But common understanding is not the same as “experiences com-
mon to all.” I agree with Arendt that liars have an easier time of it
than truth-tellers in this world, and that plausibility may even be on
their side because they can concoct tight systems that appear to con-
tain everything and control for every contingency. But I am not so
much concerned with that as with the continuing possibility of
“common understanding” despite vastly different experiences. For
this is the democratic wager. To cast it epistemologically: You can-
not found and sustain a democratic society if you presume experi-
ences are so vastly different for distinct categories and groups of
people that the gulf thus created is, in principle, unbridgeable. A
likely scenario in such a situation is that any possibility of a rough
and ready sharing of moral norms and aspirations goes out the win-
dow. Some might argue that this isn’t necessarily devastating because
it leaves political authority, including the legitimacy of certain pro-
cedural norms, intact. But that doesn’t seem a viable option over the
long run. Procedures themselves are substantive and reflect a moral
vision. We must have enough trust and confidence in the proposi-
tions that ground a democratic experiment, and that give rise to
legal and political procedures and regularities (a system of criminal
justice, for example) that we know we can repair to these proposi-
tions, whether in solidarity or in opposition. The matter can be cast
rather starkly: Unless citizens or would-be citizens are able to repair

8 Hannah Arendt, “Truth and Politics,” Between Past and Future, 250.
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to some shared political and normative vocabulary, a democratic
society cannot sustain itself over time. 

Frederick Douglass: An Appeal to Commonality 

Let’s consider this claim through a concrete example of solidarity
and opposition. I will draw upon Frederick Douglass’s oration deliv-
ered on July 5, l852, at Rochester, New York, on “What to the Slave
is the Fourth of July?” He begins by asking: “Are the great principles
of political freedom and of natural justice, embodied in that
Declaration of Independence, extended to us? and am I, therefore,
called upon to bring our humble offering to the national altar...?”9

His answer is not in the affirmative: “I am not included within the
pale of this glorious anniversary! Your high independence only
reveals the immeasurable distance between us. The blessings in
which you this day rejoice are not enjoyed in common.” You cannot
drag a man forward in fetters before the temple of liberty and call
him to join you in a “joyous anthem.” God does not take such
mockery lightly. And he will smite the nation that does. Note that
Douglass can here draw upon a common religious and civic idiom
to drive home his point to his listeners. The nations are under God’s
judgment: woe and behold! 

Above all the joy, Douglass hears the “mournful wail of millions.”
And he will not forget them, these bleeding “children of sorrow.”
For his subject is “American Slavery.” And when you see things from
the slaves’ point of view, why do they look differently? What you see
is an America “false to the past, false to the present,” and binding
herself “to be false to the future.” Following his thundering exposé
and denunciation, Douglass begins to build toward common under-
standing. And, he insists, there already is a base to build on. We

9 Frederick Douglass, Autobiographies (New York: The Library of America, 1994). The
great Fourth of July Oration, from which all quotations are drawn, appears as an
Appendix to the first “Narrative” and can be found on pages 431-435.
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don’t have to prove that slaves are men: “That point is conceded
already. Nobody doubts it. The slaveholders themselves acknowl-
edge it in the enactment of laws for their government. They
acknowledge it when they punish disobedience on the part of the
slave.” This is a brilliant move on Douglass’s part, for he shows the
ways in which, through their incorporation into a legal and consti-
tutional system, the status of the slave here affirmed runs counter to
the degraded status slavery presupposes: “What is this but the
acknowledgment that the slave is a moral, intellectual, and responsi-
ble being.” So, affirming that equal “manhood of the Negro race,”
looking at the hundreds of tasks Negroes are called upon to do and
are, in fact, doing in slavery and in freedom, they have nothing more
to prove. And because your founding documents argue “that man is
entitled to liberty? that he is the rightful owner of his own body?”
where can you go to justify slavery? You must repair to a bad theol-
ogy, but that is blasphemous on its face.

So: “What to the American slave is your Fourth of July? I answer, a
day that reveals to him, more than all other days in the year, the
gross injustice and cruelty to which he is the constant victim.” In
“revolting barbarity and shameless hypocrisy, America reigns with-
out a rival.” Douglass can make this argument—and he knows that
he can make this argument—because he has access to certain stan-
dards, norms, and “self-evident truths,” constitutional and sacred,
that his own countrymen are flouting and, in so doing, they are vio-
lating their own civic temple and poisoning their own political well.
Douglass bridges the gap that separates the experiences of slave and
free by appealing to understanding common to all—even, he insists,
the slaveholder himself. Authority is alive and well in this account
because certain shared norms and idioms, a language of denuncia-
tion and affirmation, is sturdy and reliable. Douglass knows he can
count on it. Most of our great democratic reformers knew they
could count on it. It was possible to move from vastly different expe-
riences to common understanding, because there was a common
understanding on some deep level already—else the slave, the disen-
franchised woman, and the disempowered factory worker wouldn’t
have a language of protest available that called those with different
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experiences to account. In fact, one can presuppose certain com-
monalties.

Immanence: The Loss of Democratic Authority

Let’s take up Arendt’s other reason for claiming that authority has
simply disappeared from modernity. It was, you will recall, that the
“groundwork of the world” itself has shifted and become uncertain.
The permanence and durability of the world has melted, or is melt-
ing, before our eyes. I can’t be certain what all Arendt has in mind
here, so I will give her insight a twist that I owe to Charles Taylor in
his essay, “The Immanent Counter-Enlightenment.”10 Denying
transcendence “means denying that human life finds any point
beyond itself.” The twentieth-century process of denying transcen-
dence has been powerful and effective. It means that man really has
become his own measure. We find no meaning in anything above or
beyond our-selves. Lived life exhausts itself; it is self-encapsulated.
This doesn’t mean we accept what is given. It means that, increas-
ingly, we reject the whole idea that anything is given; rather, we pre-
sume anything and everything is constructed. We are the masters of
our own fate and so on. But the upshot, over time, is a kind of flat-
tening out of human possibility and a deep sense of emptiness.
People yearn for meaning. But the prevailing climate of opinion
dictates that they must find it immanently, so to speak. (Taylor
writes of a “metaphysics of immanence.”) Small wonder we have
become so fascinated with end-things, with death and violence and
experiences on the edge: they alone promise to deliver much needed
relief from the self circling endlessly round itself.

In this world of absolute immanence, where all is flattened out and
no standards can be upheld, authority simply cannot survive. For
authority is about distinctions and accountability; it is about norms
and standards and trying to live up to them; it is about seeing one-

10 Charles Taylor, “The Immanent Counter-Enlightenment,” unpublished essay.
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self in a long stream of life; it is about being able to utter the ancient
prayer, “That I may see my children’s children and peace upon
Israel.” Our humanism has become anti-humanistic without at least
some sort of transcendental aspiration, without some notion of a
higher, a beyond, a “something more,” a solidarity that is not
reducible to the concatenation of all our private interests. Perhaps
one acknowledges a groundwork—a grounding—a notion that
“here I stand” on this ground, only if one acknowledges the possi-
bility of some sort of “greater than” or “higher” or “above.” I don’t
know. But it surely isn’t merely historic fortuity that democracy’s tri-
als and the further erosion of democratic legitimacy go hand-in-
hand with the loss of common understandings or, perhaps better
put, with our insistence that there are no common understandings
to be found and, as well, that our own ends and purposes are ulti-
mate, that there is no authority, human or divine, who can judge us.

What moves can we possibly make to restore some of the texture of
a world in which authority makes claims on us and we, in turn, on
it? For authority helps to solidify the world, indeed, helps to make a
world out of what would otherwise be William James’s “blooming,
buzzing confusion.” Given our current dilemma, we seem to seek
more of what ails us by hobbling ourselves in advance when it comes
to robust arguments about this important matter. If we talk “rights
talk,” we can say pretty much anything we want. But if we start to
talk “norm talk,” we are accused of wanting to start a new civil war.
We are urged to retreat where we should advance, and we advance
where we would be well advised to retreat.

False Pride and Democratic Demise

A recuperative project must preserve our commitment to the digni-
ty of the human person, to democracy under law, and to traditions
of political and religious faith in a world in which each is under
assault. No one thinker or book or conference can offer a definitive
statement as to the shape and scope of such a project. But I am
obliged, in light of my call for a renewal of democratic authority or,
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perhaps better put, for a deeper recognition that authority still
makes claims on us, to offer a set of necessary recognitions—neces-
sary in the logical sense and necessary in the historical sense, in a
world in which experiences “common to all” seems an impossible
standard. But that depends, in part, on how one thinks about what
we might have “in common.” In arguing that we do, perhaps, have
more in common than we may believe—for we all breathe the rar-
efied air of self-overcoming and putative mastery so characteristic of
late modernity—I will turn to St. Augustine’s brilliant unpacking of
false pride.11 For that seems to me to lie at the heart of much of our
current trouble. It is pridefulness that holds up as normative a view
of the self constructed in such a way that she is immunized from the
claims made on her by others. False pride is the presumption that
we are the sole and only ground of our own being. False pride lies
behind much of the contemporary assault on all authoritative claims
and traditions. We deny our birth from the body of a woman. We
deny our dependence on her and others to nurture and to tend us.
We deny our dependence on friends and family to sustain us. We
most certainly deny what Frederick Douglass so fervently believed—
that the nations are under God’s judgment. This false pride is the
name Augustine gives to a particular form of corruption and defor-
mation.

Pridefulness denies our multiple and manifold dependencies—and
authority, in fact, is one way we have devised to recognize such
dependencies. Those who refuse to recognize dependence are those
most overtaken by an urge to dominate, or “the need to secure the
dependence of others,” an observation from Peter Brown, who goes
on to argue that “first the Devil, then Adam, chose to live on their
own resources; they preferred their own fortitudo, their own created
strength, to acknowledging their dependence upon God.”12

11 Here I draw upon my book Augustine and the Limits of Politics (Notre Dame:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1996).

12 Peter Brown, “Political Society,” Augustine: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Robert
A. Markus (Garden City, NY: Doubleday Anchor, 1972) 320-321.
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Augustine writes, every “proud man heeds himself, and he who
pleases himself seems great to himself. But he who pleases himself
pleases a fool, for he himself is a fool when he is pleasing to him-
self.”13

In late modernity we have all become self-pleasers and self-pleasers
cannot sustain institutional forms, for that seems nothing but the
imposition of unacceptable constraint on a subject deemed sover-
eign. So we are in the soup. We lament that the center does not
hold. But we will not permit ourselves to be “held,” so to speak.
Our political commitments are thin. Our religious commitments
increasingly chafe under any constraint. Thus, we daily surrender a
bit more of the pluralistic, communal, formative dimension of that
world known as the American democracy—one that requires insti-
tutional robustness of considerable variety. We are all alone with our
freedom and coerced in ways beyond our imaginings. We may well
and truly be approaching the moment Hannah Arendt dreaded—
the moment when the actions of free citizens and the power they
create when they come together is a frozen tableaux from a lost time
and place, rather than an ever present possibility.

13 Augustine, “Psalm 122: God is True Wealth,” Selected Writings, Homilies on the
Psalms (New York: Paulist, 1984) 250.
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Introduction

The hope of American democracy does not lie in the reassertion of
self-evident truths, nor in the reconstruction of moral foundations,
nor in a renewed faith in human reason. It does not lie in a revital-
ized republicanism rooted in civic virtue nor in a communitarian
consensus rooted in a shared view of human nature. The hope of
American democracy lies just where the pre-eminent pragmatist of
our day says it does: in continuing 

along the trajectory defined by the Bill of Rights, the
Reconstruction Amendments, the building of the land-
grant colleges, female suffrage, the New Deal, Brown vs.
Board of Education, the building of the community col-
leges, Lyndon Johnson’s civil rights legislation, the femi-
nist movement, and the gay rights movement.1

The hope of democracy, in other words, lies in continuing along a
trajectory of freedom shaped by the conviction that one of the basic
ends of government is still to “secure the blessings of liberty to our-
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selves and our posterity,” or as Richard Rorty would put it, to serve
the “endless, proliferating realization of Freedom”2 by guarding the
live and let-live attitudes of bourgeois liberal democracy.

Rorty is right again when he suggests that the only shared reason we
need for continuing on this trajectory is that when we put it up
against the alternatives, the pursuit of freedom beats the competi-
tion. In other words, our best shared defense of our political prac-
tices is likely to be a pragmatic one. This is not to say that there is a
uniquely pragmatic justification of liberal democracy, but that we
would do well to place our discussion of political theory and prac-
tice within a pragmatic frame. We should begin with the questions
and problems that arise in experience, try on alternative answers
and solutions, and weigh those alternatives against each other by
tracing their consequences back into experience. As Rorty observes,
we need not attach our conviction in favor of political liberalism to
“a view about universally shared human ends, human rights, the
nature of rationality, the Good for Man, nor anything else.”3 To the
contrary, recognizing that “a liberal society is badly served by an
attempt to supply it with ‘philosophical foundations,’” we can “drop
the idea of such foundations [and] regard the justification of liberal
society simply as a matter of historical comparison with other
attempts at social organization—those of the past and those envis-
aged by utopians.”4

While Rorty does us a favor by moving us toward a pragmatic frame
and pointing us in the direction of freedom, his own liberal vision
does not hold up well when placed within this frame. Rorty’s utopi-
an vision leads to just the sort of illiberal consequences that he and
a lot of the rest of us want to avoid. When he tells us that “the citi-

1 Richard Rorty, “Trotsky and the Wild Orchids,” Common Knowledge 1 (Winter,
1992): 150.

2 Richard Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity (New York: Cambridge University
Press , 1989) xvi.

3 Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity, 84.
4 Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity, 52, 53.
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zens of [his] liberal utopia...would be liberal ironists,” and that the
culture of this utopia would be one “in which no trace of divinity
remained, either in the form of a divinized world or a divinized
self,”5 Rorty demonstrates that his utopia is an ironist utopia but
not a liberal utopia. His utopia would be a culture of and for liberal
ironists that would have no room for those who do not share the
ironic vision. When, in addition, Rorty asks all of us to frame our
defense of political liberalism in a vocabulary that privileges the iron-
ic and contingent, he again goes against his own good advice that we
share only a pragmatic defense of freedom. In the end, Rorty does
want to connect the practices of political liberalism to a particular
understanding of the human condition. His understanding drops
terms such as “comprehensive theory” or “foundations,” but it is an
understanding nonetheless, and by asking all of us to see it as offer-
ing the one defense of freedom to which we all must hold, Rorty
excludes those who do not share his controversial and partisan vision.
Ironically, the liberal ironist works against the endless proliferation
of freedom. If we are to continue on the trajectory of freedom, then,
we need an alternative hypothesis that serves the cause of freedom
more effectively than Rorty’s call for an ironist utopia.

Cultural Disestablishment

William Galston points us toward such an alternative when he
argues that our “best hope for maximizing opportunities for indi-
viduals and groups to lead lives as they see fit” lies in a liberalism
that applies a strategy of “cultural disestablishment parallel to reli-
gious disestablishment.”6 Galston understands that while the strate-
gy of disestablishment focused initially on religious differences, its
genius does not lie in anything unique to religion, but rather in the
recognition that where understandings of the human condition,
interpretations of personal experience, and questions of meaning are

5 Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity, 61, 45.
6 William Galston, “Two Concepts of Liberalism,” Ethics 105 (April, 1995): 527, 528.
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in view, it is better for people to live by conviction than by con-
straint. Because so many citizens gave religious answers to questions
about meaning in the eighteenth century, the strategy focused ini-
tially on differences drawn along religious lines. From the outset,
however, the strategy not only accommodated those who found life’s
meaning in organized religions, it also accommodated those who
constructed answers to their most basic questions in secular terms.
The First Amendment granted freedom to specific religions across
the spectrum of religious pluralism, and it granted freedom across
the line between religious and secular understandings of life as well.
As Jefferson put it, the American experiment provided a place not
only for a range of religious orthodoxies, but also for the belief in
twenty gods or in no god at all. 

Having identified this strategy as central to the genius of political
liberalism, Galston also notes that modern liberalism has lost its
way by taking sides where it ought to have guaranteed freedom.
Instead of applying a strategy of cultural disestablishment to the
deep difference between autonomy and tradition that runs through
American society, Galston argues, modern liberalism has come down
on the side of autonomy and made the problem of deep difference
even more troubling than it needs to be. By imposing a high valua-
tion of individual autonomy on groups and individuals who do not
share that value in the same way, liberalism has fallen into an estab-
lishment stance that favors autonomy over its alternatives. As a
result, freedom has been restricted and democracy is in trouble.
Galston argues that liberalism should be “about the protection of
diversity, not the valorization of choice.” Therefore, “to place an
ideal of autonomous choice...at the core of liberalism is in fact to
narrow the range of possibilities available within liberal societies.”
The autonomy principle has come to represent “a kind of uniformi-
ty that exerts a pressure on ways of life that do not embrace auton-
omy.”7 In the end, therefore, by marginalizing or excluding those

7 Galston, “Two Concepts of Liberalism,” 523.
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who cannot embrace autonomy as the highest good, modern liber-
alism works against freedom rather than for it.

Whereas some of Galston’s peers want to solve this problem by free-
ing liberalism from its ties to autonomy and then linking liberalism
to a traditionalist framework, or by establishing a communitarian or
republican alternative in its place, Galston wants to address the
problem by employing the strategy of cultural disestablishment. By
utilizing this strategy Galston hopes to provide a place for those
who value autonomy above all and for individuals and associations
that do not value autonomy in the same way. “A liberal state need
not and should not take sides on issues such as purity versus mix-
ture or reason versus tradition,” Galston writes.8 “Rather than tak-
ing autonomy or critical reflection as our points of departure, what
we need instead is an account of liberalism that gives diversity its
due.” We need a “‘Diversity State’...that afford[s] maximum feasible
space for the enactment of individual and group differences, con-
strained only by the requirements of liberal social utility.”9 To his
credit Galston does not want to drive devotees of autonomy from
the field. Instead, while practicing disestablishment across a variety
of traditions, he also wants to practice disestablishment between
autonomy and its alternatives. Autonomy should be disestablished,
but devotees of autonomy should be granted free exercise, along
with all who hold competing views of the highest good, within a
diversity state.

By taking this approach to lines of deep difference, Galston captures
the genius of the First Amendment’s disestablishment strategy. First,
he affirms the view that it is good for people to be free to live by
conviction rather than constraint when answering life’s deepest ques-
tions. Second, he demonstrates that the genius of the disestablish-
ment strategy does not lie in anything unique to religion but in its
ability to deal effectively with deep cultural differences that can take

8 Galston, “Two Concepts of Liberalism,” 523.
9 Galston, “Two Concepts of Liberalism,” 524.
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a number of forms. Third, he reminds us that a disestablishment
strategy often has to work on more than one level of difference at a
time so as not to fall unwittingly into establishment patterns.
Galston recognizes that while granting free exercise to a variety of
traditions, we fell unwittingly into establishing a comprehensive
doctrine of autonomy. He refuses, however, to react against autono-
my by attempting to drive it from the field. Instead, he argues that
what we should have been doing all along, and need to do now, is
practice disestablishment with regard to specific traditions and also
practice it across the line between traditionalism and autonomy, just
as the founders did when they brought the strategy to bear not only
on religious differences but also on the difference between religious
and secular ways of thinking.

Differences That Make a Difference

Perhaps the reason we have not built on the precedent of cultural
disestablishment as well as we might have is that the lines of deep
cultural difference that divide us most have become more complex
and difficult to identify than they were two hundred years ago. In
the late eighteenth century one could visit the places of worship
located within a few blocks of Independence Hall in Philadelphia
and, at least with regard to religious pluralism, come away with a
pretty good understanding of the lines that marked the major dif-
ferences. If the name on the outside of the building and the fur-
nishings inside did not tell you everything you needed to know, you
could visit with a congregant, rector, priest, or pastor of the church,
or with the lay president of the synagogue, and fill in the missing
information readily enough. This is no longer the case, and with
every passing year the task of identifying the lines of cultural differ-
ence that make a difference only becomes more complicated.
Diversity gives birth to diversity, not only multiplying lines of divi-
sion but weaving them together in multi-dimensional complexity.
As a result the significant lines of difference are continually shifting
and constantly challenging our intention to continue on the trajec-
tory of freedom.
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Today, the lines of cultural difference that come most readily to mind
are probably those that center on the body. Lines of difference defined
by gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, age, and disabilities stand along-
side differences of class and religion as lines that mark just the sort of
deep cultural differences to which the only adequate response is the
strategy of cultural disestablishment. If we are to enjoy freedom, those
of us who think of ourselves primarily along these lines of difference
need to be able to do so without fear that the government or public
institutions are going to attempt to coerce us to do otherwise. Indeed,
we need to know that public institutions will be there to assure us of
our freedom to live according to our own understandings, convic-
tions, and designs. Recognizing that these lines identify deep cultur-
al differences that parallel eighteenth-century lines of religious plural-
ism constitutes an important step in the trajectory of freedom, and
we would do well to continue to guard against the subtle and not-so-
subtle ways in which one group, or overlapping solidarity of groups,
becomes established at the expense of others.

What William Simon has written about sexuality, however, one
could also write about race, gender, ethnicity, disability, class, age,
and religion: “For all the significance we attach to it,” he writes,
“sexual behavior does little to signify by itself....It becomes articulate
by being transformed into sexual conduct—that is, behavior given
meaning, evaluated.” Sexual behavior is meaning-dependent and
“in its very meaning-dependency, sexuality must reflect the broad
changes taking place at both cultural and individual levels.”10

Otherwise, “to know about an individual’s sexual history—even to
know it in great detail—is to know very little, to have little under-
standing of why it occurred or the meaning it will have for that per-
son.”11 We must be careful, therefore, not to assume that there is a
single homosexual culture or a single heterosexual culture, and we

10 William Simon, “The Postmodernization of Sex and Gender,” The Truth About the
Truth: De-confusing and Re-constructing the Postmodern World, ed. Walter Truett
Anderson (New York: Tarcher/Putnam, 1995) 158.

11 Simon, “The Postmodernization of Sex and Gender,” 159.
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must guard against thinking that by categorizing people with regard
to sexual practice we have thereby understood them. The same
applies to other lines of division as well. To identify someone as
being a member of some specific category (woman, black, Asian,
gay, retired, Jewish, or working class) is not necessarily to have iden-
tified the core of that person’s self understanding, and where that
identity is central to the individual, it still needs to be given its
meaning. While we do well to continue to work hard to guard free-
dom across all of these lines of identity, therefore, we also need to be
sensitive to the fact that there are other lines of difference that
inform our identities and beliefs and give meaning to them.

One such line of deep cultural difference lies between essentialist
and non-essentialist understandings of human experience. On the
essentialist side of the line, one finds a variety of ahistoricist under-
standings of the human condition that make claims to universality.
On the non-essentialist side of the line, one finds understandings of
human experience that are historicized and contingent. On the
essentialist side, one finds stories about what we humans share with
each other that are long and detailed and have lots to say on the
subject. On the non-essentialist side one finds rather brief narratives
whose main point is that there is not much to say about what human
beings share and that we would do well not to put too much empha-
sis on the question. Essentialist stories are deep and binding, and
flow from the authority of reason, science, or religion. Non-essen-
tialist stories emphasize self-creation and lead to ways of thinking
about experience because they are possible. The one sort of story
sees the self as a work of discovery, the other holds that the self is a
work of imagination, and both stories say of the true, the good, and
the beautiful what they say of the self. For the one these are notions
of depth whose essences are to be discovered, and for the other they
are notions that will run only as deep as whatever we put into them.

This deep line of difference between essentialism and non-essential-
ism informs and cuts across lines drawn by the body, class, and reli-
gion. It separates those for whom racial or sexual identities are cen-
tral to their understanding of human nature from those for whom
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these identities provide alternative descriptions of non-essentialist
solidarities. In a similar way the essentialist vs. non-essentialist line
separates those for whom sexual orientation is a given that defines
who they are from those for whom sexuality identifies a domain of
self-creativity and imagination. The line also runs through religious
discourse and belief, demonstrating that the deeper religious differ-
ences at work today are not among Catholic, Protestant, and Jew,
but between those believers who view “the various truths and prac-
tices of a religion as socially constructed” and those believers “who
are desperately striving to keep the old faith” as the ahistorical and
absolute faith that they consider it to be.12 In short, a line of deep
division between those who see their identities and beliefs as contin-
gent and created, on the one side, and those who see their identities
and beliefs as deeply enduring and discovered, on the other, informs
and cuts across other lines of deep division drawn by differences of
race, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, disability, class, age, and religion.
The question is: how shall we respond to this line of deep difference?

The answer is that we should employ the strategy of cultural dises-
tablishment that Galston finds in the First Amendment. Rather than
committing liberalism, on the one hand, to “curing us of our ‘deep
metaphysical need,’”13 or, on the other hand, to unifying us around
transcendence or tradition, we can grant free exercise to both essen-
tialist and non-essentialist understandings of human experience and
refuse to establish either one over the other. As the writers of the
First Amendment guaranteed freedom among religions and between
religious and secular understandings of life, and as Galston preserves
a place for specific traditions without establishing either autonomy
or traditionalism in the process, so we can grant freedom across a
variety of beliefs and identities without falling unwittingly into ren-
dering all our identities and beliefs either essentialist or non-essen-
tialist in the process. The strategy of disestablishment often needs to

12 Walter Truett Anderson, “Introduction: What’s Going On Here?” The Truth About
the Truth, 9,10. 

13 Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity, 46.
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function on more than one level at a time, and it can do so here
once again. If freedom is to go all the way down to what matters
most to us, then it must extend across differences drawn by lines of
identity, without establishing essentialism at the expense of those
who see their identities as contingent and created or establishing
non-essentialism at the expense of those who see their identities as
absolute and discovered. The line of difference between essentialists
and non-essentialists can and must stand alongside differences of
religion, class, age, disability, race, gender, and sexuality without
either overshadowing those differences or being obscured by them.
These are all lines of deep difference that make a difference, and we
will continue on the trajectory of freedom only if we apply the strat-
egy of cultural disestablishment to this line of difference as we have
to the other lines of difference that have divided us most deeply.

The Free Defense of Freedom

If freedom is to be genuine, furthermore, we will need to apply the
strategy of cultural disestablishment particularly when our deep dif-
ferences emerge in the defense of freedom. The stories that give us
our best arguments in support of the principles and strategies of
political liberalism are also the stories by which we make sense of
our lives. If there is to be freedom regarding the stories by which we
make sense of life, then there must also be freedom with regard to
the ways that these stories lead us to support the ideals and strate-
gies of political liberalism. Where the justification of political liber-
alism is at issue, we are still dealing with deep differences to which
the only adequate response is a strategy of cultural disestablishment
that allows no single line of defense to be established at the expense
of others. When we do allow any single line of reasoning, whether
based in tradition or autonomy, orthodoxy or irony, to be elevated
above its alternatives, we cut into the very freedom we hope to
secure. If the desired consequence is freedom, and if freedom is to
be genuine, it must go all the way down to the differences that divide
us most deeply and extend all the way out to the reasons we give for
preserving the freedom that we cherish.
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Freedom, furthermore, is not the only thing at stake. Extending
freedom all the way out to our defense of freedom would not only
enlarge the experience of freedom, it would also lend broader sup-
port to the liberal regime that grants that freedom. If people are free
to defend freedom in ways that flow from the stories that matter
most to them, freedom will flourish and so will support for the lib-
eral regime that provides that freedom. If, to the contrary, faithful
supporters of political liberalism must share a particular justifica-
tion, then political liberalism deprives itself of the support of all
who do not come to its defense by means of this justification.
Despite their desire to be seen as good political liberals and to lend
their support to the regime, potential supporters find themselves
excluded, and their resistance to the party line with regard to justi-
fying liberalism comes to be seen as resistance to liberalism itself. As
the misunderstandings deepen, the rhetoric sharpens, and both
insiders and outsiders forget how much of political liberalism they
genuinely share. As a result, individual freedom suffers, and the lib-
eral regime undermines its own support.

Once again, Galston’s analysis of the marriage between liberalism and
autonomy is helpful. Galston argues that it was when political liber-
als began to see an autonomy philosophy as offering the one legiti-
mate justification of the ideals and strategies of political liberalism
that political liberalism got into trouble. Galston understands that:

Autonomy-based arguments are bound to marginalize
those individuals and groups who cannot conscientious-
ly embrace the Enlightenment Project. To the extent that
many liberals identify liberalism with the Enlightenment
Project, they limit support for their cause and drive many
citizens of good will—indeed, many potential allies—
into opposition.14

14 Galston, “Two Concepts of Liberalism,” 526.
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By demanding that we all hold to a justification of liberalism that is
based in giving priority to autonomy, and thereby driving would-be
supporters into an antagonistic stance, the supposed devotees of lib-
eralism turn out to be liberalism’s own worst enemies As a result,
the friends of liberalism do a disservice not only to freedom and to
their fellow citizens, but also to the liberal regime they hope to sup-
port. As Galston observes, “It would not be difficult to explain the
disasters of recent American progressive politics along these lines.”15

To continue on the trajectory of freedom, then, parties on both sides
of the lines of deep difference that divide us most would do well to
allow the justification of freedom to reflect these deep differences.
The liberal ironist need not enlist us all in the “cause of providing
contemporary liberal culture with a vocabulary which is all its own,
cleansing it of the residues of a vocabulary which was suited to the
needs of former days.”16 He need not supply liberalism with a single
vocabulary “which revolves around notions of metaphor and self-
creation rather than around notions of truth, rationality, and moral
obligation.”17 In a similar manner, the liberal essentialist, and her
republican and communitarian allies, need not unite us all around a
single essentialist justification, whether rooted in higher-level inter-
subjectivity or autonomy, in theistic faith or republican virtue. There
is no more virtue in driving non-essentialists to the margins than
there is in excluding essentialists, and a political liberalism that insists
on doing so only undermines itself and opposes the cause of free-
dom. Whether we are making a case for the strategy of disestablish-
ment, arguing for the ideal of individual liberty, or justifying politi-
cal liberalism more broadly, we need not view either a non-essential-
ist vocabulary or an essentialist line of argument as providing the
one justification to which all political liberals of good faith must
subscribe. We can, instead, welcome the justifications of liberal free-

15 Galston, “Two Concepts of Liberalism,” 526.
16 Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity, 55.
17 Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity, 44.
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dom that both essentialists and non-essentialists bring and guard the
freedom by which both parties bring those justifications.

Conclusion

The good news in all of this is that so many of us, coming from
such deeply rivalrous cultural traditions, have agreed in affirming
liberal freedoms when allowed to do so on our own terms. Over the
past couple of centuries presbyterians, congregationalists, anabap-
tists, and Quakers have concurred. Catholics, Protestants, Jews and
other religious communities have agreed. The religiously inclined
and the secular-minded have agreed. People from across the racial
and ethnic spectrum, men and women, young and old, heterosexu-
als and homosexuals, and a whole range of social classes have agreed.
Advocates for autonomy and adherents to tradition have lent their
support, and now we find that essentialists and non-essentialists
concur. Richard Rorty, on the one side, assures us that seeing “one’s
language, one’s conscience, one’s morality, and one’s highest hopes
as contingent products, as literalizations of what once were acciden-
tally produced metaphors, is to adopt a self-identity which suits one
for citizenship in such an ideally liberal state.”18 Richard Neuhaus,
on the other side, assures us that the Catholic church is “intellectu-
ally and institutionally, the world’s most influential champion of
human freedom,” and even that “the principles and practices of the
free society are made necessary by Catholic teaching.”19 This con-
sensus is good news, and we would do well to make the most of it
both for the sake of freedom and for the sake of the liberal regime
that secures that freedom.

18 Rorty, Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity, 61.

19 Richard John Neuhaus, “Forward,” Catholicism, Liberalism, and Communitarianism:
The Catholic Intellectual Tradition and the Moral Foundations of Democracy, eds.
Kenneth L. Grasso, Gerard V. Bradley, and Robert P. Hunt (Lanham, MD: Rowman
& Littlefield, 1995) ix, xi.
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The bad news is that the lines of deep difference that make a differ-
ence are drawn most clearly by our fears. Whether they focus on the
body, class, and religion, or on the lines of thought that inform these
differences, the lines of deep difference that matter most are also lines
of fear. They are marked, for instance, by homophobia and the fear
of fundamentalism, by the fear of feminism and the fear of populist
masculinities. They are marked by racial and ethnic fears and by fears
across classes and generations. They are marked by the fear that open-
minded, autonomous individualists have of narrow-minded tradi-
tionalists and by the fear that community-minded traditionalists have
of self-centered individualists. Now, increasingly, they are marked by
the fear that makes good-hearted, freedom-loving essentialists ques-
tion whether democracy can survive the dissolvents of smirking iro-
nists, and good-hearted, freedom-loving ironists question whether
democracy can survive the dogmatisms of blinkered essentialists.

These fears, however, need not lead us to despair. As John Gray
observes, it was in the context of fear that the liberal strategy of
granting freedom across lines of deep difference first proved to be
such a good idea.20

Yes, the founders were sadly inconsistent in applying this strategy,
but they did at least teach us that the strength of political liberalism
lies in its ability to see our fears not as marking the limits of free-
dom, but as marking the points at which freedom matters most.
Unfortunately, over the past two centuries too many of us have come
to think that the strength of liberalism lies in its ability to overcome
our fears by unifying all of us around a single understanding of life,
or a single vocabulary, or a single line of justification of liberalism
itself. We have forgotten that liberalism’s strength does not lie in its
ability to impose a common way of thinking about life or even about
liberalism, but in its willingness to respond to lines of deep differ-

20 See John Gray’s “Two Liberalisms of Fear” in this issue of The Hedgehog Review.
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ence and fear by refusing to establish one party to difference over
another. As unnerving as our fears may be, therefore, we do well to
take note of them, for if we will allow them to, they will identify the
lines of difference that make a difference. They will identify the
deep differences we cherish most and out of which liberalism’s best
justifications flow. Our fears, in short, will identify the places where
freedom matters most, and if we will face our fears both honestly
and liberally, they will plot the course of the trajectory of freedom.
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D E M O C R A C Y  T O D A Y  T A K E S  F O R M within a public culture
that is profoundly influenced by the new political economy. In this
economy, work and place are changing in ways that a mere twenty
years ago seemed unimaginable. In the 1970s, the great corporate
bureaucracies and government hierarchies of the developed world
appeared to be securely entrenched, the products of centuries of
economic development and nation-building. Commentators used
to speak of “late capitalism” or “mature capitalism” as though earli-
er forces of growth had somehow entered an end-game phase. But
today, a new chapter has opened. The economy is global and makes
use of new technology; mammoth government and corporate
bureaucracies are becoming both more flexible and less secure insti-
tutions. As a result, the ways we work have altered: short-term jobs
replace stable careers, skills rapidly evolve, and the middle class expe-
riences anxieties and uncertainties more confined in an earlier era to
the working classes. 

Place has a different meaning now as well, in large part thanks to
these economic changes. An earlier generation believed that
nations—and within nations, cities—could govern their own for-
tunes. Now, the emerging economic network is less susceptible to
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the controls of geography. A divide has thus opened between poli-
ty—in the sense of self-rule—and economy. This then raises the
question, where can democracy really happen? What interests me in
particular is the dramatic impact that underlying economic condi-
tions have on the pursuit of democracy in the postmodern commu-
nity and the postmodern workplace. 

I look at the practice of democracy not so much as a fixed set of
procedural requirements, but as a process that needs to have certain
kinds of symbolic markers and consummations that define where
people are in relation to each other. In other words, all democratic
processes need to culminate in symbolic forms that are provisional
but defined. And one of the ways that the postmodern economy is
challenging democracy has to do with the destruction of those sign
posts, especially those sign posts that mark how people are to make
sense of their lives in terms of place and time. Postmodernity has
managed to challenge the notion that time should have a coherent,
narrative shape—it has had a disorienting effect. The flexible econ-
omy has not only fragmented workers’ lives, but also made it very
difficult for workers to understand how the project of survival itself
has a history in time. 

How do we experience institutional changes in work and place and,
more generally, changes in our concept of time as a cultural shift?
Old Marxist notions, which argued that the economy directly repre-
sents itself in consciousness, will not serve us. Allow me to put for-
ward instead two simple propositions that seem to be emerging at
the end of the twentieth century.

First, today’s material conditions are impoverishing the value of
work. Flexible, short-term work is ceasing to serve as a point of ref-
erence for defining durable personal purposes and a sense of self-
worth. Sociologically, work serves ever less as a forum for stable,
sociable relations. Second, the value of place has thereby increased.
The sense of place is based on the need to belong not to “society” in
the abstract, but to somewhere in particular. As the shifting institu-
tions of the economy diminish the experience of belonging some-
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where special at work, people’s commitments increase to geographic
places like nations, cities, and localities. The question is: commit-
ments of what sort? Nationalism or ethnic localism can indeed serve
as defensive refuges against a hostile economic order, but at a steep
human price, fostering hatred of immigrants or outsiders. 

These two propositions might suggest an unrelievedly bleak view of
the culture of the emerging political economy. But this is not my
view. Work is a problematic frame for the self, since it tends to
equate worldly success and personal worth. Of more civic conse-
quence is the fact that troubled fortunes might actually induce peo-
ple to see themselves as other than economic animals. Rather than
act defensively, they might instead put a certain distance between
themselves and their material circumstances. They might recognize
that their value as citizens is not dependent upon their riches. Such
detachment could enrich the ways in which people use the places
where they live. If work now restricts the self, place could expand it.

At least this was Hannah Arendt’s hope a generation ago, when she
articulated in The Human Condition her famous distinction between
labor and politics.1 She hoped in particular that in urban life, with
its large scale and impersonality, people could conduct a civic exis-
tence that did not merely reflect or depend upon their personal for-
tunes. Today, the uncertainties of the new economy argue more than
ever for a selfhood, as well as civic behavior, unchained from the
conditions of labor. Yet, the places in which this might occur can
neither be classical cities, like those Arendt admired, nor can they be
defensive, inward-turning localities. We need a new kind of civic life
to cope with the new economy.

1 See Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1959).
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Growth

To make sense of the culture of the emerging political economy, we
might begin by defining its key word, “growth.” Growth occurs,
most simply, in four ways. The simplest is a sheer increase in num-
ber, an increase in supply (such as more ants in a colony or more
television sets on the market). Growth of this sort appears in eco-
nomic thinking among writers like Jean Baptiste Say, whose loi des
debouches postulated that “increased supply creates its own demand.”
This increase in number can lead to an alteration of structure. This
is how Adam Smith conceived of growth in The Wealth of Nations.2

Larger markets, he said, trigger the division of labor in work.
Growth in which size begets complexity of structure is familiar to us
in government bureaucracies, as well as in industry. A third and
quite different kind of growth occurs through metamorphosis. A
body changes its shape or structure without necessarily increasing in
number. A moth turning into a butterfly grows in this way, so do
characters in a novel. Finally a system can grow by becoming more
democratic. This kind of growth is anti-foundational. As John
Dewey argued, the elements in a system are free to interact and
influence one another so that boundaries become febrile, forms
become mixed. The system contracts or expands in parts without
overall coordination. Communications networks, such as the early
Internet, are obvious examples of how growth can occur democrati-
cally. Such a growth process differs from a market mechanism, in
which an exchange ideally clears all transactions and so regulates all
actors in the system. Resistances, irregularities, and cognitive disso-
nances take on a positive value in democratic forms of growth. This
is why subjective life develops through something like the practice
of inner democracy—interpretive and emotional complexity
emerges without a master plan, a hegemonic rule, and an undisput-
ed explanation.

2 See Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations
(London: Strahun and Cadell, 1776).
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My own view is that the freedom and flexibility of democratic
growth is not a matter of pure process, but gives rise to the need for
signposts, defined forms, tentative rituals, and provisional decisions
that help people to orient themselves and evaluate future conduct.
Yet, the flexible economy is destroying exactly these formal elements,
which orient people in the process of democratic growth. Put anoth-
er way, what we need to cope with the emerging political economy
is more democratic forms of flexible growth. The question is: where
should such growth be promoted? At the workplace? In the com-
munity? Are they equally possible, or equally desirable, sites for
democracy?

Smith’s Paradox

Let me begin to look at these questions by examining the cultural
deficits to the new capitalism. For example, one paradox of growth
has dogged the development of modern capitalism throughout its
long history. With material growth comes the impoverishment of
qualitative experience.

The age of High Capitalism—which for convenience’s sake can be
said to span the two centuries following the publication of Adam
Smith’s The Wealth of Nations in 1776—was an era that lusted for
sheer quantitative growth, of the first sort I’ve described, but had
trouble dealing with the human consequences of the second sort, in
which the increase in wealth occurred through more complex eco-
nomic structures. Adam Smith argued that the division of labor,
which was a structural complexity, was promoted by the expansion
of free markets with ever greater numbers of goods, services, and
laborers in circulation. To Smith, a growing society seemed like a
honeycomb; each new cell was a place for ever more specialized
tasks. A nail-maker doing everything himself could make a few hun-
dred nails a day. Smith calculated that if nail-making were broken
down into all its component parts, and each worker did only one
task, a nail-maker could process more than 48,000 nails a day. Work
experience, however, would become more routine in the process.
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Breaking the task of making nails into its component parts would
condemn individual nail-makers to a numbingly boring day; hour
after hour nail-makers would be doing the same small job.

I call this coupling of material growth with qualitative impoverish-
ment “Smith’s Paradox,” after Adam Smith. Though Smith did not
coin this term, he did recognize the existence of this paradox, which
came down to us in what we call “Fordist Production,” monotonous
assembly-line work, the kind of assembly-line work prevalent in
Ford’s Highland Park plant in Michigan during the First World War.
Today, proponents of the new capitalism claim that Smith’s Paradox
is now coming to an end. Modern technology promises to banish
routine work to the innards of machines, leaving ever more workers
free to do flexible, non-routine tasks. In fact, however, the qualita-
tive impoverishment recognized by Smith has simply taken new
forms. New technology frequently “de-skills” workers, who now
tend to machines as electronic janitors. Meanwhile, the conditions
of job tenure also compound de-skilling. Workers learn how to do
one particular job well, only to find that work-task at an end. The
reality now facing young workers with at least two years of college is
that they will change jobs, on average, at least eleven times in the
course of their working lives. 

More brutally, the division of labor now separates those who get to
work and those who don’t. Large numbers of people are set free of
routine tasks only to find themselves useless or under-used econom-
ically, especially in the context of the global labor supply. Geography
no longer separates the skilled First World from the unskilled Third
World. Computer code is written efficiently, for instance, in
Bombay for a third to a seventh its cost in IBM home offices.

Statistics on job creation do not quite get at people’s fear of useless-
ness. The number of jobs, even good skilled jobs, does not dictate
who will have access to them, how long the jobs can be held, or,
indeed, how long the jobs will exist. Ten years ago, for instance, the
U.S. economy had a deficit of computer systems analysts. Today, it
has a surplus. And many of these highly skilled workers, contrary to
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ideology, do not retrain well. Their skills are too specific. In sum,
the specter of uselessness now shadows the lives of educated middle-
class people, and this specter now compounds the older experiential
problem of routine among less-favored workers. The young suffer
the pangs of uselessness in a particularly cruel way, since an ever-
expanding educational system trains them ever more elaborately for
jobs that do not exist.

The result of uselessness, de-skilling, and task-labor for the
American worker is the dispensable self. Instead of the institutionally
induced boredom of the assembly line, this experiential deficit
appears more to lie within the worker—a worker who hasn’t made
him- or herself of lasting value to others and so can simply disap-
pear from view. The economic language in use today—“skills-based
economy,” “informational competence,” “task-flexible labor,” and
the like—shifts the focus from impersonal conditions like the pos-
session of capital to more personal matters of competence. As this
economic rhetoric becomes more personal, it gradually de-symbol-
izes the public realm of labor: economic inequality, power, and pow-
erlessness are facts that are difficult to translate into self-knowledge.
Similarly, the process of flexibilization in the workplace destroys
permanent categories of occupation. Ironically, while work inequal-
ity has grown, the map for evaluating this inequality has been lost.
While this shift in language seems personally empowering, it, in
fact, can serve to increase the burdens on the working self. 

This sense of “dispensability”—a sense of failing to be of much value
in this economy—has great sociological implications. What Michael
Young feared in his prophetic book, The Rise of the Meritocracy, has
come to pass: As the economy needs ever fewer, highly-educated
people to run it, the “moral distance” between the masses and the
elite widens.3 The masses, now comprising people in suits and ties,

3 See Michael Dunlop Young, The Rise of the Meritocracy, 1870-2033: The New Elite of
Our Social Revolution (New York: Random House, 1959).
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as well as those in overalls, appear peripheral to the elite, productive
core. The economy profits by shrinking its labor base. Its emphasis
on personal agency helps explain why welfare dependency and par-
asitism are such sensitive issues for people whose fortunes are now
in doubt. Labor is disposable.

Some tough-minded economists argue that current forms of unem-
ployment, under-employment, de-skilling, and parasitism are incur-
able in the emerging economic order, since the economy profits
from doing “more with less.” But this qualitative impoverishment,
this re-organization that makes increasing numbers of people feel
that they personally have no footing in the process of economic
growth, poses a profound political challenge. There is no easy solu-
tion to Smith’s Paradox, the problem of impoverished work experi-
ence. The postmodern vision of a project-less life is only for the
elite. In the lives of most people, it is a form of oppression—a cul-
tural ethos that is inhumane. There is a loss of the notion that you
can guarantee something for your children, a profound loss of social
honor. It is possible to live with a flexible self only if you are so
empowered economically, culturally, and politically that “possibili-
ty” requires choices of the sort made by consumers in a mall.

Durable Time

Because sheer quantitative growth and the division of labor offer no
remedy to the subjective, experiential problems of work, some poli-
cy makers have turned to the third model of growth, metamorpho-
sis. In the political arena, such a form of development is called vari-
ously “auto-gestion,” “self-management,” or simply “change from
within.” The practical and worthy aim is to make work more
humane by having workers themselves control their work. The goal
is to have workers reform their institutions of work through a deci-
sive act of collective will. In the political arena, metamorphosis
occurs through rupturing established institutions. While manage-
ment gurus practice rupture from the top down, socialists have
aimed to remake work institutions from the bottom up. The practi-
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cal record of such efforts at work re-organization is mixed. Some
forms of change from within and workers’ auto-gestion succeed,
mostly in small, niche enterprises; others fail, overwhelmed by the
larger currents of the global economy.

Change from within supposes order can be made out of chaos by an
act of will; in political terms, the polity is self-creating. The social
difficulty with the model arises, though, from the very act of will it
supposes. Basic social bonds like trust, loyalty, and obligation require
a long time to develop and have diminished as people do shifting,
task-centered jobs. Loyalty requires that personal experience accu-
mulate at an institution over time, but the emerging political econ-
omy will not let it accumulate. Personal time, like civic time, must
possess duration and coherence. Workers form a sense of subjective
strength and positive agency through making things last. But will
alone is insufficient to accomplish that task.

Max Weber’s famous image of modern life confined in an “iron
cage” slights stability as a positive even in the lives of ordinary peo-
ple. Weber feared the rise at the beginning of the twentieth century
of large national bureaucracies and corporations that made use of
the service ethic, earning the loyalty of those whom they made
secure. Weber doubted that loyal servants make objectively-minded
citizens. Yet petty bureaucrats, time servers, and the like derived a
sense of status and public honor from their stations in bureaucra-
cies. T. H. Marshall, the intellectual father of the modern British
welfare state, understood this well: however static big institutions
may be, however resistant to change from within, they provide their
members a scaffolding of mutual loyalty and of trust that events can
be controlled, which are prerequisites of citizenship. The bureaucrat
as good citizen is not a pretty picture, but then, Jay Gould had no
interest in the subject at all.

The current rush to take apart this institutional architecture is undo-
ing the social, civic dimensions of durable time. Take loyalty, for
example. When career paths are replaced by intermittent jobs, loyal-
ties to institutions diminish. This generalization, of course, needs all
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sorts of qualification. For instance, one study of dismissed IBM pro-
grammers found that the people with more than twenty years of ser-
vice remain enthusiastic about the company, while accepting their
firing as a matter of fate. A more diminished sense of loyalty appears
among younger workers, who have had more brutal dealings with
the new economic order; many of these younger workers view the
places where they work mostly as sites to make contacts with people
who can get them better, or simply other, jobs.

In this, the young have not failed to do their duty, since new eco-
nomic institutions make no guarantees in return. They routinely
replace permanent workers with temporary workers, or “off-shore”
work. Loyalty requires that personal experience accumulate in an
institution, and the emerging political economy will not let it accu-
mulate. Indeed, the profitable ease with which international capital
today assembles, sells, and re-assembles corporations erases the dura-
bility of institutions to which one could develop loyalty or obliga-
tion.

Time, then, is everything in reckoning the social consequences of
the new political economy. And as a cultural value, rupture—that
favored child of postmodernism—is less politically challenging than
the assertion that people ought to have the right to develop loyalty
and commitment within institutions. If the dominant powers of the
political economy violate durable time, can individuals provide for
themselves—formally or informally—amongst one another the sign
posts that institutions deny them?

This question is less abstract than it might seem at first. The mod-
ern economy did not simply wipe out the social struggles and per-
sonal values formed in an earlier phase of capitalism. What has been
carried into the present from the past is a set of subjective values—
values for making time coherent and durable, but in entirely per-
sonal terms. This personal, durable time intersects with the new
economy of work in particularly disturbing ways.
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The Coherent Self

The Victorians founded their sense of self-worth on life organized
as one long project: the German values of formation, the English
virtues of purpose, were for keeps. Careers in business, military, or
imperial bureaucracies made the life-long project possible; these
careers graded work into a clear sequence of steps. Such expecta-
tions devalue the present for the sake of the future—the present that
is in constant upheaval and that may tempt the individual into
byways or evanescent pleasures. Weber described future-orientation
as a mentality of delayed gratification. Yet, this Victorian experience
of cohering time has another side, which was subsumed under the
ethical category of taking responsibility for one’s life, though in a
way quite opposite from the innovatory character of the will to
change from within.

Today, late Victorian values of personal responsibility are as strong
as a century ago, but their institutional context has changed. The
iron cage has been dismantled, so that individuals struggle for secu-
rity and coherence in a seemingly empty arena. The destruction of
institutional supports at work, as in the welfare state, leaves individ-
uals only their sense of responsibility; the Victorian ethos now often
charts a negative trajectory of defeated will, of having failed to make
one’s life cohere through one’s work. Take what happens when career
paths are replaced by intermittent jobs. Many temporary workers
are put in the unenviable position of knowing that their job insecu-
rity suits obligation-resistant companies, yet these temporary work-
ers none-the-less believe that they are themselves responsible for the
mess made of their careers. This sense of personal responsibility
deflects workers’ anger away from economic institutions to them-
selves. 

Meanwhile, the new economic map, which devalues the life-long
career project, has shifted the optimal age curves of work to younger,
raw employees (employees who range in age from the early twenties
to early forties, instead of employees who range in age from the late
twenties to middle fifties) even though adults are living longer and
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more vigorously. Studies of dismissed middle-aged workers find these
workers both obsessed and puzzled by the liabilities of age. Rather
than believing themselves to be faded and “over the hill,” these older
workers feel that they are more organized and purposeful than
younger workers are. Even so, they blame themselves when they are
perceived by management to be obsolete. Likewise, they blame
themselves for not having prepared better for this contingency. 

Workers’ sense of personal responsibility and personal guilt is com-
pounded by the rhetoric of modern management, which attempts
to disguise power in the new economy by making the worker believe
he or she is a self-directing agent—managers are now called “coach-
es,” “facilitators,” and the like. It is not the workers’ “false con-
sciousness” that makes these titles credible, but rather a twisted sense
of moral agency.

In modernity, people take responsibility for their lives because the
whole of their lives feels their making. But when the ethical culture
of modernity—with its codes of personal responsibility and life pur-
pose—is carried into a society without institutional shelters, there
appears not pride of self, but a dialectic of failure in the midst of
growth. Growth in the new economy depends on gutting corporate
size, ending bureaucratic guarantees, and profiting from the flux
and extension of economic networks. People come to know the
resulting dislocations as their own lack of direction. The ethic of
responsibility becomes, ironically and terribly, a subjective yardstick
to measure one’s failure to cohere.

In contrast, I would like to see discussions about democracy in the
workplace enlarged beyond references to worker self-management.
When we talk about democracy in the workplace, we must address
the cultural dimensions of work, a different and literal kind of self-
management in which coherence rather than rupture is a primary
value. We must think through worker democracy in terms of this
legacy of subjectivity. Is there some way to lighten workers’ burden
of self-responsibility, while acknowledging workers’ desire for coher-
ence and durability?
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Place

The city is democracy’s home, declared Hannah Arendt, a place for
forming loyalties and practicing responsibilities. It also is a social
setting in which personal attributes fade somewhat in a milieu of
impersonality. Thus, Arendt imagined that the city—or more prop-
erly, “urbanity”—could relieve burdens of material circumstances in
the social relations between people. Could Arendt’s vision somehow
be combined with the ideal of democratic growth invoked by John
Dewey—that of the city as a place of ever increasing complexity of
values, beliefs, and cultural forms?

The cities, as well as the smaller communities, we know in America
bear little relation to this ideal place. In communities, people do
indeed try to compensate for their dislocations and impoverished
experience in the economy, but often in destructive ways—through
communal coercion and shared illusion. Many current building pro-
jects are exercises in withdrawal from a complex world, deploying
self-consciously “traditional” architecture that bespeaks a mythic
communal coherence and shared identity in the past. These com-
forts of a supposedly simpler age appear in the New Englandish
housing developments designed by the American planners Elizabeth
Platter-Zyberg and Andreas Duwany, among the architects in
Britain working for the Prince of Wales to reproduce “native”
English architecture, and in the neighborhood renovation work on
the Continent undertaken by Leon Krier. All these place-makers are
artists of claustrophobia, whose icons, however, do indeed promise
stability, longevity, and safety. 

In order to avoid place-making on these conservative terms, we need
to clarify what signposts and markers of form might successfully
orient an alternative, open, and democratic community life. Let me
cite three.

First, communities must not shy away from confronting hostile
forces. Communities can indeed challenge the new economy rather
than react defensively to it. Modern corporations like to present
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themselves as having cut free from local powers—they may have a
factory in Mexico, an office in Bombay, and a media center in lower
Manhattan; these all appear as nodes in a global network. Today,
localities fear that if they exercise sovereignty, as when they tax or
regulate a business locally, the corporation could just as easily find
another node. I believe, however, that we are already seeing signs
that the economy is not as locationally indifferent as has been
assumed. You can buy any stock you like in Dubuque, Iowa, but
not make a market of stocks in the cornfields. The ivy cloisters of
Harvard may furnish plenty of raw intellectual talent, yet lack the
craziness, messiness, and surprise that makes Manhattan a stimulat-
ing if unpleasant place to work. Similarly, in South-East Asia, it is
becoming increasingly clear that local social and cultural geogra-
phies indeed count for a great deal in investment decisions. And
because the new political economy is not, in fact, indifferent to loca-
tion, there exists the possibility for making communal demands—
contracting with corporations to assure jobs for a certain number of
years in exchange for tax relief, or enforcing strict work-place rules
on age discrimination. What matters is the will to confront. Up
until now, polities have tended to behave like weak supplicants
rather than necessary partners. Put simply, place has power.

Second, strong communities need not turn inward in a repressive
fashion. Planning, especially in large-scale environments, can avert
this and open groups up to one another by focusing on the borders
of local sub-communities as active zones. For instance, “active edge”
planners today seek to direct new building away from local centers
and toward the boundaries separating communities. In East
London, for example, some planners are working to make the edge
of distinct communities into a febrile zone of interaction and
exchange between different groups. Yet another strategy is to diver-
sify central spaces, so that different functions overlap and interact in
geographic centers. Planners in Los Angeles are seeking ways to put
clinics, government offices, and old-age centers into shopping malls,
which formerly were devoted solely to consumption activities.
Planners in Germany are similarly exploring how to get light manu-
facturing back into the pedestrian zones in city centers.
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In honor of Arendt, many of these planners call themselves mem-
bers of the “New Agora” movement. They don’t see planning as the
attempt to determine a specific outcome, but they do make assump-
tions about the form in which interaction and process should occur.
In the case of active-edge planners, the animating belief is that the
more people interact, the more they will become involved with those
unlike themselves. In the case of the central zone planners, the ani-
mating belief is that the value of a place will increase when it is not
simply commercial. Such planning is “democratic” in my own use
of the word. The agora has a defined shape that can open up the
possibility of complexity rather than hegemony. Again, part and
parcel of this complexity of place is the diversification of a place’s
purpose. For instance, you can make shopping malls into places
where people actually hang out, not just places for consumption. If
you make malls more like town centers, you can draw people out of
the network of their intimate neighborhood.

When I say “intimate,” I am not speaking of a psychological inti-
macy, but of exposure to your neighbors—such as knowing whether
and how they are employed. Did they use credit to buy that Ford
Windstar? America exposes people economically to each other in
ways that enter social discourse as measures of relative personal
merit. The reason I have focused my work on impersonality as a
political project is that I believe that if we can provide more places
in which that exposure is obscured, we can create the preconditions
for a more just political discourse and interaction. Granted, you
cannot force people to treat each other just as plain citizens, but at
least you can provide the sites in which that kind of interaction
might occur. And that is why cosmopolitanism (in a non-Kantian
sense) can be a political project. My emphasis on the shaping of
community is not, as it were, that such veiled communal relations
would triumph over capitalism. That would give to place an absurd
power. But where democracy occurs does matter in how democracy
occurs. 

Places, especially urban places, have the capacity to help people to
grow out of themselves into a more impersonal citizenship, and so
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to relieve themselves of their own subjective burdens. This may seem
abstract, but we experience one of its elements whenever we plunge
into a crowded street. A hoary cliché views impersonal crowds as an
evil. Throughout the history of the city, people have voted other-
wise with their feet. And one great theme in the literature of mod-
ern urban culture—from Baudelaire to Aragon to Benjamin to Jane
Jacobs—finds in crowds a peculiar antidote to selfhood with all its
burdens, a release into a less personalized existence. When she
moved to Washington Square in 1906, beginning an affair with
another woman, Willa Cather declared, “At last I can breathe,” by
which she meant that her erotic life no longer defined the terms of
her social existence—at least in the dense, impersonal place to which
she had moved. 

Impersonality does more than shelter outsiders or members of sub-
cultures; it offers the possibility for what Stuart Hall calls “hybridi-
ty,” a mixture of social elements beyond any single definition of self.
Impersonal release has a particular value in terms of social class and
material fortune. Various studies of existing mixed-class areas of big
cities like New York and London yield an interesting portrait; inti-
mate “neighborliness” is weak, but identification with the neighbor-
hood is strong. The poor are relieved of social stigma; those who are
rich in comparison—contrary to common sense, that most fallible
of all guides—find daily life in a diverse neighborhood more stimu-
lating than in places that serve only as private mirrors. These studies
exemplify the sociological proposition advanced by Durkheim that
impersonality and equality have a strong affinity. 

The relief of self found in dense streets, mixed pubs, playgrounds,
and markets thus is not inconsequential. Such dense forms of civil
society affect how people think of themselves as citizens. As the late
Henri Lefebvre put it, sensing one’s “right to the city” helps people
feel entitled to other rights, rights not based on personal injuries or
on victimhood. As I say, no one could argue that an impersonal city
life will extinguish either the reality or the sentiments aroused by
economic failure. But “extinguish,” like “rupture,” belongs to the
sphere of growth envisioned through metamorphosis. I imagine
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instead a more realistic democratic project, one which develops a
kind of concurrent consciousness, in which a middle-aged, suppos-
edly “over the hill” worker can also think of him- or herself in an
entirely different way, by virtue of where he or she lives. This dou-
bleness of self seems to be more practicable than the striving for
rebirth, as in a metamorphosis.

To conclude, whether we seek for democracy in workplaces or in
cities, we need to address the culture of the new capitalism. The
economy does not “grow” personal skills and durable purposes, nor
social trust, loyalty, or commitment. Economic practice has com-
bined, however, with a durable cultural ethic, so that institutional
nakedness co-exists with the will to take responsibility for one’s life.
The forms of polity we need to invent must help people transcend
both elements of that combination: we need a model of growth that
helps people transcend the self as a burdensome possession. Place-
making based on exclusion, sameness, or nostalgia is poisonous
medicine socially, and psychologically useless. A self weighted with
its insufficiencies cannot lift that burden by retreat into fantasy.
Place-making based on diverse, dense, impersonal human contacts
must find a way for these contacts to endure. The agora has to prove
a durable institution. This is the challenge that urbanists like myself
now confront. 

Baudelaire famously defined modernity as experience of the fleeting
and the fragmented. To accept life in its disjointed pieces is an adult
experience of freedom, but still these pieces must lodge and embed
themselves somewhere, hopefully in a place that allows them to grow
and endure.
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W H A T  I S  I T  A B O U T  D E M O C R A T I C  L I F E that scholars
seem to think warrants diagnosis and treatment? I would suggest
that the discontent that has afflicted American public life in recent
decades is distinguished by two interrelated features. The first is that
despite the success of American life over the past 25 years—includ-
ing rising affluence, the end of the Cold War, and greater social jus-
tice for women and minorities—there is a widespread sense that
Americans are less and less in control of the forces that govern their
lives. There is a sense of disempowerment. The second feature of
Americans’ discontent is the fear that from the family, to the neigh-
borhood, to the nation, the moral fabric of the community is unrav-
eling. These two fears—about the loss of self-government and the
erosion of community and moral authority—define the anxiety of
the age. The problem with our politics is not so much that it hasn’t
solved these problems, but that it hasn’t effectively addressed them.
It hasn’t provided us with an avenue for making sense of them, and
responding to them, and debating them.

T H E  P O L I T I C S  O F  P U B L I C  I D E N T I T Y 1
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Voluntarist vs. Republican Public Philosophy

The reason that our political discourse has been unable to address
these two sources of frustration has something to do with the pub-
lic philosophy by which we live. And what, specifically, is that pub-
lic philosophy? Briefly stated, our public philosophy affirms what
might be called a “voluntarist conception of freedom.” According to
this conception, we are free in so far as we are able to choose our
own ends, unencumbered by claims or attachments or duties that
we have not chosen. Given this emphasis on “choice of ends,” this
might also be called the “consumerist vision of freedom.”

Now the view of public life and of the government that is connect-
ed to this voluntarist or consumerist vision of freedom is one that
says that the government respects citizens, not by affirming any par-
ticular conception of virtue or the good life, but by providing a
framework of rights that is neutral among ends and within which
people can be free to choose their own ends. I call this public phi-
losophy the liberalism of the procedural republic. It emphasizes
rights, but does not affirm any substantive vision of the good.
Ironically, the triumph of the voluntarist conception of freedom has
coincided with Americans’ growing sense of disempowerment. This
sense of disempowerment, I believe, reflects the loss of agency that
results when liberty is detached from self-government and located
in the will of an independent self, unencumbered by moral or com-
munal ties it has not chosen. 

The liberalism of the procedural republic hasn’t always predominat-
ed American life. For a long time it contended with a rival under-
standing of freedom and citizenship, what might be called a civic or
republican view. The republican tradition argues that to be free isn’t

1 This essay is drawn from a lecture given by Michael J. Sandel at the University of
Virginia in September 1996. Portions of it first appeared in his book, Democracy’s
Discontent: America in Search of a Public Philosophy (Cambridge, MA:
Belknap/Harvard University Press, 1996).
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just to choose one’s ends, but to share in self-rule; to be free is to
participate in shaping the forces that govern the destiny of a politi-
cal community.

Why, you might ask, is the republican tradition a rival to, or in ten-
sion with, the voluntarist conception of freedom? After all, liberal
voluntarist selves might choose, if they wish, to participate in public
life. The difference is this: In the republican view, to share in self-
rule requires citizens who possess, or who have come to acquire, cer-
tain qualities of character, certain habits and dispositions, certain
civic virtues. Among these habits—and the actual list has been a
subject of intense debate throughout the American political experi-
ence—are, for example, an orientation toward the common good, a
concern for the whole, the capacity to deliberate well about public
things, and certain kinds of restraints that make these other quali-
ties possible or even likely. In the republican conception of freedom,
the government cannot be thought of as neutral or indifferent about
moral character. Rather, politics is perceived as a formative project.
Public life is the arena within which citizens form their moral or
civic character. It is my argument that it is this formative project,
this distinctive feature of the republican tradition, that has yielded
to the voluntarist conception of freedom—a conception that con-
ceives persons as free and independent selves, unencumbered by
moral or civic ties not personally chosen. It is this voluntarist public
philosophy that has now taken hold of our public practices and
institutions. 

Both the republican and the voluntarist public philosophies have
been present throughout the American political and constitutional
experience, but in shifting measure and importance. Very roughly
speaking, the republican self-understanding predominated earlier
than the voluntarist, through much of the nineteenth century. The
voluntarist/procedural public philosophy came to fuller expression
later, especially after World War II, particularly into the 1970s and
1980s. The argument of my book, Democracy’s Discontent, is that
America has experienced a steady drift toward the procedural repub-
lic—and yet this procedural republic, and the set of self-under-
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standings that inform it, can’t sustain the liberty it promises. And
the reason it can’t is that it can’t inspire the sense of community and
civic engagement that self-government requires. That is, the liberal
neutrality that is inherent to the procedural republic doesn’t encour-
age, and may not even permit, the ambitious formative project that
is a prerequisite, at least according to the republican tradition, of
meaningful self-government—self-government that goes beyond
voting every four years. Effective self-government is more demand-
ing than that. Thus, the formative project, as it turns out, isn’t dis-
pensable to self-government after all.

In fact, it is my contention that the republican tradition, with its
emphasis on community and self-government, may offer a correc-
tive to our nation’s impoverished civic life. If we recall the republi-
can conception of freedom as “self-rule,” we may be prompted to
raise questions that we have long since forgotten to ask: What eco-
nomic arrangements are hospitable to self-government? How might
our political discourse engage rather than avoid the moral and reli-
gious convictions people bring to the public realm? And how might
the public life of a pluralist society cultivate in citizens the expansive
self-understandings that civic engagement requires? Since the public
philosophy of our day leaves little room for civic considerations, it
may help to recall how earlier generations of Americans debated
such questions, before the procedural republic took hold.

The Political Economy of Citizenship

Democracy’s Discontent tracks two expressions of the historical shift
from the republican public philosophy to the voluntarist/procedur-
al philosophy. One expression of this shift is found in the area of
constitutional law and discourse. The second is in the area of polit-
ical economy and national debate about economic questions. For
the purposes of our discussion, I’d like to focus on the latter—how
we think about and conduct economic arguments. In order to do
this, I will first turn our attention toward Thomas Jefferson; for it
was Jefferson who gave perhaps the most distinctive expression to
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republicanism in the national debate about the economy. His ques-
tion, and a pressing question of the late eighteenth century, was
whether America should become a manufacturing nation. That was
a question of economics. But it was also to Jefferson a broader ques-
tion of political and moral economy. Jefferson worried very much
about large-scale manufacturing because it might undermine the
character of citizens and ill equip them to share in self-rule. Large-
scale manufacturing had the potential to gather a property-less pro-
letariat in big cities, something that was antithetical to civic virtue.
“The mobs of great cities add just so much to the support of pure
government,” he said, “as sores do to the strength of the human
body.”2 So it wasn’t for reasons of prosperity or affluence that
Jefferson argued against America becoming a manufacturing nation.
It was for moral and civic reasons, for the formative consequences of
economic arrangements.

Jefferson, as we all know, lost that debate. America became a manu-
facturing nation, and had become so even in the day that Jefferson
spoke those words. Nevertheless, the conception of politics and of
citizenship and of freedom that animated his arguments persisted
and informed American national political debate through much of
the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century.

Let’s race ahead to the twentieth century, to the Progressive Era.
During this period, the question “What economic arrangements are
hospitable to the qualities of character that self-government
requires?” informed the debate about national markets and industri-
al capitalism. Then, as now, the problem was that there was a gap
between the scale of economic life and the terms within which peo-
ple understood themselves. The economy had become national, but
politics and political identities were local. Americans experienced
this gap as disempowering and dislocating. How to deal with that
disjunction between the scale of economic life and the terms of

2 Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia (1787), Writings / Thomas Jefferson,
ed. Merrill D. Peterson (New York: The Library of America, 1984) 290-291.
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political community was the primary subject of political debate.
This debate reflects the persisting influence of what might be called
the political economy of citizenship. It focused attention on eco-
nomic arrangements not only from the standpoint of prosperity and
distribution, but also from the standpoint of character formation
and self-government.

There were two main alternative responses to the gap that Americans
confronted during the Progressive Era. One was represented by the
reformer Louis D. Brandeis, before he was appointed to the
Supreme Court, and also, to some extent, by Woodrow Wilson.
These men argued for a decentralized economy that would be
amenable to local democratic control. Brandeis opposed monopo-
lies and trusts, not because their market power led to higher con-
sumer prices, but because their political power undermined democ-
ratic government. In Brandeis’ view, big business threatened self-
government in two ways—directly, by overwhelming democratic
institutions and defying their control, and indirectly, by eroding the
moral and civic capacities that equip workers to think and act as cit-
izens. In his wariness of concentrated power and in his appreciation
of the formative consequences of industrial capitalism, Brandeis
brought long-standing republican themes into twentieth-century
economic debate. Like Jefferson, he viewed concentrated power,
whether economic or political, as inimical to liberty. The solution to
big business was not big government—that would only compound
the “curse of bigness”—but to break up monopolies and restore
competition, to protect independent businesses from the predatory
practices of national chains. In addition, Brandeis retained the
republican conviction that industrial capitalism would have adverse
effects on the moral and civic behavior of workers. Labor, according
to Brandeis, needed to cultivate the qualities of character essential
to self-government. That is to say that Brandeis’ primary concern
was not distributive justice, but the formation of citizens capable of
self-government and committed to democracy.

On the other side of the aisle, so to speak, were Theodore Roosevelt
and Herbert Croly. They asserted that it was impossible that they
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could ever decentralize the national economy, that a centralized
economy was an inevitable feature of industrial capitalism. Instead,
they argued that the only answer to big business was big govern-
ment, and what Theodore Roosevelt called a “New Nationalism.”
“Big business has become nationalized,” Roosevelt declared in 1910,
“and the only effective way of controlling and directing it and pre-
venting the abuses in connection with it is by having the people
nationalize the governmental control in order to meet the national-
ization of the big business itself.”3 Like Brandeis, Roosevelt feared
the political consequences of concentrated economic power. Big
business corrupted government for the sake of profit and threatened
to overwhelm democratic institutions. “The supreme political task
of our day,” Roosevelt proclaimed, “is to drive the special interests
out of our public life.”4 This task required that the citizens of the
United States “control the mighty commercial forces which they
have themselves called into being”5 and reclaim self-government
from the grip of corporate power. Where Roosevelt disagreed with
the decentralizers was over how to restore democratic control. He
considered big business an inevitable product of industrial develop-
ment and saw little point in trying to recover the decentralized polit-
ical economy of the nineteenth century. Instead, Roosevelt argued
that corporations would need to be regulated in the interest of the
public welfare. And only the Federal government was suited to the
task. The power of national government had to grow to match the
scale of corporate power.

As Roosevelt was the leading spokesman for the New Nationalism,
Herbert Croly was its leading philosopher. In The Promise of
American Life (1909), Croly laid out the political theory underlying
the nationalist strand of Progressivism. Unlike Brandeis and the

3 Theodore Roosevelt, “Speech at Denver,” August 29, 1910, The New Nationalism,
ed. William E. Leuchtenburg (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1961) 53.

4 Roosevelt, “Speech at St. Paul,” September 6, 1910, The New Nationalism, 85.
5 Roosevelt, “Speech at Osawatomie,” August 31, 1910, The New Nationalism, 27.
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decentralizers, Croly argued for accepting the scale of modern indus-
trial organization and for enlarging the capacity of national democ-
ratic institutions to control it. The Jeffersonian tradition of dispersed
power was now a hindrance, not a help, to democratic politics.
Additionally, Croly believed that the success of democracy required
more than the centralization of government; it also required the
nationalization of politics. The primary form of political community
had to be recast on a national scale. Americans would have to identi-
fy with the nation as a primary form of political community; other-
wise they would not underwrite the authority of a powerful national
government. That was the formative project of Croly and Roosevelt.
It was to reshape the self-understandings and political identities of
Americans so that the national community would take precedence in
their loyalties and commitments. Although Croly renounced
Jefferson’s notion that democracy depends on dispersed power, he
did share with Jefferson the conviction that economic and political
arrangements should be judged by the qualities of character they
promote. Repeatedly and explicitly, Croly wrote of the “formative
purpose” of democratic life. More than a scheme for majority rule or
individual liberty or equal rights, democracy had as its highest pur-
pose the moral and civic improvement of the people. According to
Croly, American democracy could advance only as the nation became
more of a nation, which required in turn a civic education that
inspired in Americans a deeper sense of national identity.6

The decentralizing and the nationalizing versions of progressive
reform described above, found memorable expression in the 1912
presidential contest between Woodrow Wilson and Theodore
Roosevelt. But despite all their differences, these contestants shared
some significant assumptions, including the view that economic
and political institutions should be assessed based on their tendency
to promote or to erode the moral qualities self-government requires.

6 Herbert Croly, The Promise of American Life (1909; Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill,
1965) 286, 407.
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Like Jefferson before them, they worried about the sort of citizens
the economic arrangements of their day were likely to produce. They
argued, in different ways, for a political economy of citizenship. The
civic emphasis of their political economy sets it apart from the
debates familiar in our day—debates that focus instead on econom-
ic growth and distributive justice.

The Consumerist Vision

During the Progressive Era, there was also a third, less celebrated
but more fateful response to the gap that Americans sensed between
the scale of economic life and their own local identities. This
response was less ambitious than the first two. Rather than try to
decentralize the national economy or cultivate a new sense of nation-
al solidarity, the third response sought to rally Americans around
their common identity. It sought to ground the political realm in “a
mundane common denominator,” a shared public identity and com-
mon purpose that could transcend differences in occupation, eth-
nicity, and class. Americans who struggled to find their way in an
economy now national in scale turned to the idea of Americans as
consumers.

By the early twentieth century, the citizen as consumer was a grow-
ing political presence. The growth of large retail organizations such
as department stores, chain stores, and mail-order businesses encour-
aged Americans to think and act politically as consumers. It was
during this period that consumer identities awakened. Chain stores
like the A&P and Woolworth’s and Walgreen’s and Sears spread out
across the country. Brand names like Borden’s and Campbell’s and
Del Monte became household names. Americans, according to his-
torian Daniel Boorstin, were bound together in “communities of
consumption.” In almost lyrical terms Boorstin depicts the emer-
gence in the early decades of the century of a new and buoyant
episode in the American democratic experience: 
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Invisible new communities were created and preserved
by how and what men consumed. The ancient guilds of
makers, the fellowship of secrets and skills and traditions
of fabricating things—muskets and cloth and horseshoes
and wagons and cabinets—were outreached by the larger,
more open, fellowships of consumers . . . No American
transformation was more remarkable than these new
American ways of changing things from objects of pos-
session and envy to vehicles of community.7

Boorstin goes on to argue, 

Now men were affiliated less by what they believed than
by what they consumed . . . Men who never saw or knew
one another were held together by their common use of
objects so similar that they could not be distinguished
even by their owners. These consumption communities
were quick; they were nonideological; they were democ-
ratic; they were public, and vague, and rapidly shifting.
. . . Never before had so many men been united by so
many things.8

Gradually, then, in the period following the Progressive Era, the
American economic debate, law, and policy came to understand the
American citizen as a consumer, rather than as a producer. But a
politics based on consumers, rather than producers, changes the
question that Brandeis and Croly had asked. Whereas they had
raised the query, “What kind of economy forms the qualities of
character necessary to self-government?” and, the related question,
“How do we elevate or improve or restrain people’s preferences?,” a
politics based on consumer identities asks, “How best—most fully,

7 Daniel J. Boorstin, The Americans: The Democratic Experience (New York: Vintage,
1973) 89.

8 Boorstin, The Americans, 89.
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or fairly, or efficiently—can we satisfy people’s preferences?” Thus,
the shift to consumer-based reform in the twentieth century was a
shift away from the formative ambition of the republican tradition,
away from the political economy of citizenship. Although they did
not view their movement in quite this way, the Progressives who
urged Americans to identify with their roles as consumers rather
than producers helped turn American politics toward a political
economy of growth and distributive justice whose full expression lay
decades in the future.

One policy area where the changing perception of the American cit-
izenry was evident was in the evolution of American anti-trust law.
In 1938, Franklin Roosevelt appointed Thurman Arnold to be head
of the anti-trust division of the Justice Department. Arnold’s ratio-
nale in zealously litigating anti-trust cases was to break up big eco-
nomic powerhouses not for the sake of democratic authority and
self-government, but because monopolies and trusts drive up con-
sumer prices. According to Arnold, Americans should rally to sup-
port anti-trust laws not out of their commitment to some antiquat-
ed vision of democracy, but instead out of interest, as he put it, in
the “price of pork chops, bread, spectacles, drugs, and plumbing.”9

Another crucial moment in the fading of the political economy of
citizenship came in the late New Deal, with the rise of Keynesian
fiscal policy. One of the virtues of Keynesian fiscal policy, part of its
political appeal, even before World War II proved its economic suc-
cess, was that it enabled policy makers to bracket, or set aside, con-
troversial conceptions of the “good society,” controversial visions of
how to restructure industrial capitalism. Keynesian economics had
the political advantage of enabling policy makers to avoid judg-
ments about the preferences of citizens, or consumers. Instead, pol-
icy makers could simply take those preferences and regulate the
economy by manipulating macro-economic levers—by manipulat-

9 Thurman W. Arnold, The Bottleneck of Business (New York: Reynal & Hitchcock,
1940) 123.
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ing aggregate demand. Keynes himself said that the whole end and
object of economic activity is consumption. This assertion flies in
the face of the political economy of citizenship, which argues that
one of the primary aims of economic activity, one of the proper
measures of economic arrangements, is the kind of characters it will
form. This assertion avoids the sticky question: How hospitable to
self-government is this or that economic arrangement or policy?

The political appeal of Keynesian economics found one of its clear-
est statements in John F. Kennedy, who in 1962 was favoring a tax
cut, a Keynesian tax cut, to spur the economy. In a speech at an eco-
nomic conference, Kennedy said: 

Most of us are conditioned for many years to have a
political viewpoint, Republican or Democrat—liberal,
conservative, moderate. The fact of the matter is that
most of the problems, or at least many of them, that we
now face are technical problems, are administrative prob-
lems. They are very sophisticated judgments, which do
not lend themselves to the great sort of “passionate move-
ments” which have stirred this country so often in the
past.10

And in a commencement address at Yale University, he said, the
“central domestic issues of our time are more subtle and less simple”
than the large moral and political issues that commanded the
nation’s attention in earlier days. And so Kennedy urged the coun-
try to face, as he put it, “technical problems without ideological pre-
conceptions,” to focus on the “sophisticated and technical issues
involved in keeping a great economic machinery moving ahead.”11

10 John F. Kennedy, “Remarks to the White House Conference on National Economic
Issues,” May 21, 1962, Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: John F.
Kennedy, 1962 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963) 422.

11 Kennedy, “Commencement Address at Yale University,” June 11, 1962, Public
Papers, 470-71, 473.
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And so Kennedy articulated the aspiration toward neutrality that
increasingly characterizes the procedural republic. 

The Risk of Coercion 

Much more can be said about the rise of the procedural republic and
its aspiration toward neutrality. Underlying this aspiration is the
worry that any alternative to procedural neutrality will be coercive.
This concern is based on the argument that the more expansive the
demands of republican citizenship, the more extensive the task of
cultivating virtue. That is, the task of forging a common citizenship
among a vast and disparate people invites strenuous forms of soul-
craft, thereby heightening the risk of coercion. Such coercion is by
no means unknown among American republicans. For example,
Benjamin Rush, a signer of the Declaration of Independence, want-
ed “to convert men into republican machines” and to teach each cit-
izen “that he does not belong to himself, but that he is public prop-
erty.”12 But civic education need not take so harsh a form. In prac-
tice, successful republican soulcraft involves a gentler kind of tute-
lage. For example, the political economy of citizenship that informed
nineteenth-century American life sought to cultivate not only com-
monality but also the independence and judgment to deliberate well
about the common good. It worked not by coercion but by a com-
plex mix of persuasion and habituation, what Tocqueville called “the
slow and quiet action of society upon itself.”13 The republican poli-
tics that Tocqueville describes with these words is more clamorous
than consensual. It does not despise differentiation. Instead of col-
lapsing the space between persons, it fills this space with public insti-

12 Benjamin Rush, A Plan for the Establishment of Public Schools and the Diffusion of
Knowledge in Pennsylvania (1786), Essays on Education in the Early Republic, ed.
Frederick Rudolph (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1965) 17, 14.

13 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, vol. 1, trans. Henry Reeve, ed. Phillips
Bradley (1835; New York: Knopf, 1945) 416.
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tutions that gather people together in various capacities that both
separate and relate them.

So the civic stand of freedom is not necessarily coercive. It often
finds democratic and pluralistic expression. To this extent, the liber-
al objection to republican political theory is misplaced. But the lib-
eral worry does contain an insight that we dare not dismiss.
Republican politics is risky politics, a politics without guarantees.
And the risk it entails inheres in the formative project. To accord the
political community a stake in the character of its citizens is to con-
cede the possibility that bad communities may form bad characters.

The Risk of Disenchantment

In contrast, if we can detach liberty from the exercise of self-govern-
ment and conceive liberty instead as the capacity of persons to
choose their own ends, then we can dispense with the difficult task
of forming civic virtue. But the liberal attempt to detach freedom
from the formative project confronts problems of its own, problems
that can be seen in both the theory and practice of the procedural
republic. The philosophical difficulty lies in the liberal conception
of citizens as freely choosing, independent selves, unencumbered by
moral or civic ties antecedent to choice. This vision cannot account
for a wide range of moral and political obligations that we com-
monly recognize, such as obligations of loyalty or solidarity. By
insisting that we are bound only by ends and roles we choose for
ourselves, we deny that we can ever be claimed by ends we have not
chosen—ends given by nature or God, for example, or by our iden-
tities as members of families, peoples, cultures, or traditions.

Some liberals concede that we may be bound by obligations such as
these, but they insist these obligations apply only to private life alone
and have no bearing on politics. But this raises the difficulty: Why
insist on separating our identity as citizens from our identity as per-
sons more broadly conceived? In fact, as we have discovered, a poli-
tics that brackets morality and religion too completely soon gener-
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ates its own disenchantment. Where political discourse lacks moral
resonance, the yearning for a public life of larger meaning finds
undesirable expression. Groups like the Moral Majority seek to
clothe the naked public square with narrow, intolerant moralisms.

A political agenda lacking substantive moral discourse is one symp-
tom of the public philosophy of the procedural republic. Another is
the loss of mastery. The triumph of the voluntarist conception of
freedom has coincided with a growing sense of disempowerment.
Despite the recent expansion of personal rights, Americans find to
their frustration that they are losing control of the forces that gov-
ern their lives. This has partly to do with the insecurity of jobs in
the global economy, but it also reflects the self-images by which we
live. The liberal self-image and the actual organization of modern
social and economic life are sharply at odds. Even as we think and
act as freely choosing, independent selves, we confront a world gov-
erned by impersonal structures of power that defy our understand-
ing and control. The voluntarist conception of freedom leaves us ill
equipped to contend with this condition. Liberated though we may
be from the burden of identities we have not chosen, entitled though
we may be to the range of rights assured by the welfare state, we
find ourselves overwhelmed as we turn to face the world on our own
resources.

Our Present Predicament

Let me reiterate our present predicament. Today, our reigning polit-
ical agenda is unable to address the erosion of self-government and
community that is reflected in our impoverished conception of citi-
zenship and freedom. We are, in fact, faced with a situation not
unlike the one that the Progressives confronted earlier this century.
Once again there is a gap between the scale of economic life and the
terms of political identity. Only now the economy we face is not a
national economy, but a global economy, whose power no national
political community, not even the most powerful, is capable of reg-
ulating.
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What responses are open to us in addressing this challenge? Well,
some might suggest following those Progressives who sought to
enlarge political identity, pushing citizenship outward, in their case,
to the nation. In our case, many have begun to argue for a kind of
cosmopolitan citizenship—a citizenship that would cultivate and
extend global identities and sensibilities. But I would suggest that
there are limits to this project—partly political and partly moral—
just as there were limits, as it turned out, to the nationalizing pro-
ject. As the global media and markets shape our lives and beckon us
to a world beyond boundaries and belonging, the civic resources we
need to master—or at least to contend with—these forces are still to
be found in the places and stories, memories and meanings, inci-
dents and identities, that situate us in the world and give our lives
their moral particularity. Simply put, most of us organize our lives
around smaller solidarities. If civic virtue can only be cultivated
closer to home—in families, schools, congregations, and work
places—rather than on a global scale, then how can we address the
gap between the local and the global? I believe that the formative
project of the republican tradition is indispensable for this purpose.
But, unlike earlier republican visions, ours will have to enable us to
live with multiple, overlapping, sometimes contending moral and
political loyalties. It must equip us to live—this is the difficult
part—with the tensions to which multiply-situated and multiply-
encumbered selves are prone.

Lastly, the republican tradition teaches one lesson that is relevant to
this formative project at the close of the twentieth century. It teach-
es us that for every virtue there is a characteristic form of corruption
or decay. If we look around us, we see the two forms of corruption
to which civic virtue is prone. One is the tendency of those who
face multiple loyalties and identities to pull back, and to insist on
clear, unambiguous sovereignties. That’s the response of fundamen-
talism. It is no accident that we see the rise of just this sort of fun-
damentalism not only on the edges of American politics, but around
the world. The second kind of corruption to which this modern
form of civic virtue is prone is the drift to protean, story-less selves,
who have lost all capacity—given the multiplicity of identities and
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commitments—to hold a narrative thread that provides coherence
to their lives. This leads ultimately to a disempowering of the human
subject. In light of these two forms of corruption—these pitfalls of
modern civic virtue—the challenge today is to construct institu-
tions that nurture the kind of citizens that self-government requires.
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John Patrick Diggins

Introduction

At a conference on political thought held at Yale University several
years ago, one session addressed the question: “Does Democracy
Require Foundations?” Panel members who took part in the session
were responding to the idea, derived from French poststructualism
and deconstruction, that we must learn to live in a world without
philosophical absolutes, without, that is, any possibility of tracing
things to their origins or establishing necessary, indubitable truths
as a means of legitimizing a political regime. All there is, we are told,
is the reality that power is everywhere, and that words and language
can get us nowhere since they float freely without reference to
objects beyond the text.

Curiously, all the members of the panel agreed that democracy did
not require foundations. Had I participated, I would have dissent-
ed, or at least suggested that the answer can be yes as well as no. For
most of American history, politics was practiced without reference
to philosophical foundations, and indeed the founding of the

John Patrick Diggins is Distinguished Professor of History at the City
University of New York. Among his many publications are The Lost
Soul of American Politics: Virtue, Self-Interest, and the Foundations
of Liberalism; The Promise of Pragmatism: Modernity and the Crisis
of Knowledge and Authority; and most recently, Thorstein Veblen:
Theorist of the Leisure Class.
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Republic itself, as articulated in the Federalist Papers, did not rely
upon such foundations as “self-evident truths.” Yet in periods of
moral crisis—such as the crisis over slavery, which the Democratic
Party had deflected until the 1850s—it is difficult to see how poli-
tics can be addressed without reference to deeper philosophical
foundations. Consider the Lincoln-Douglas debates.

In those famous debates, Senator Stephen Douglas might be regard-
ed as a precursor of postmodernity, one who refused to think of pol-
itics as requiring foundations or to regard slavery itself as a matter of
right and wrong. Abraham Lincoln, although often referred to as a
pragmatist, was a foundationalist on the issue of slavery. Not only
did he reject the idea that the subject of slavery should be left up to
a public opinion poll, or that its status could turn on the tropes of
language itself, he also demonstrated why truth must be grounded
in invariant principles. What the poststructuralist hails as a great
discovery—that ideas are social constructions reflecting the condi-
tions of their production—was, for Lincoln, precisely the problem.
“The world,” Lincoln wrote,

has never had a good definition of the word liberty, and
the American people, just now, are such in the want of
one. We all declare for liberty; but in using the same
word we do not all mean the same thing. With some the
word liberty may mean for each man to do as he pleases,
with himself, and with the product of his labor; while
with others the same word may mean for some men to
do as they please with other men, and the product of
other men’s labor. Here are two, not only different, but
incompatible things, called by the same name, liberty.
And it follows that each of the things is, by the respec-
tive parties, called by two different and incompatible
names—liberty and tyranny.

The shepherd drives the wolf from the sheep’s throat, for
which the sheep thanks the shepherd as his liberator,
while the wolf denounces him for the same act, as the
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destroyer of liberty, especially if the sheep was a black
one. Plainly the sheep and the wolf are not agreed upon
a definition of the word liberty; and precisely the same
difference prevails today among us human creatures,
even in the North, and all professing to love liberty.1 

A language that cannot be constrained by the defining properties of
the object to which it purports to refer is precisely the problem of
politics as Lincoln saw it. Ultimate questions cannot be decided by
either the vagaries of language or the brute realities of power.
Although the issue of slavery was indeed fought over on the field of
battle, Lincoln sought to prevent war by elevating politics to princi-
ples based upon foundations. Thus he challenged the proto-post-
structuralism and contextualism of Douglas, who insisted that the
meaning of slavery and freedom depended on the use of language
and how the terms were understood in different sections of the
country. If that were the case, Lincoln replied, there would be no
way to establish right from wrong. 

That is the real issue. That is the issue that will continue
in this country when these poor tongues of Judge
Douglas and myself shall be silent. It is the eternal strug-
gle between these two principles—right and wrong—
throughout the world. They are the two principles that
have stood face to face from the beginning of time; and
will ever continue to struggle.2

There is a moralistic, foundational tradition in American politics
that reaches sublime expression in Lincoln and appears again in
Woodrow Wilson. It may have something to do with Calvinism,
which George Santayana credited with giving America something

1 Roy P. Basler, ed., The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, vol. VII (New Brunswick,
NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1953) 301-302.

2 Basler, The Collected Works of Lincoln, vol. III, 315.
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American politics sorely needs: “an agonized conscience.”3 There is
also a fundamentalist tradition involving the competing religious
perspectives of evangelical Protestants, orthodox Jews, and doctri-
naire Catholics, whose members disagree vociferously with their
more liberal counterparts on such issues as education, sexual rela-
tions, abortion, marriage, and the family.4 But the tradition that
founded America and shaped its course of political development, at
least up until recently, was neither foundational nor fundamentalist,
and it involved two ingredients that were a part of what might be
called the Anglo-Scottish legacy.

The Anglo side stems from a Lockeanism that pervaded America’s
political history and, I hope to demonstrate, is still with us despite
all the recent developments in contemporary culture. In some
respects the seventeenth-century philosopher John Locke presaged
the pragmatist philosopher John Dewey. Long before the latter made
philosophy instrumental, the former liberated philosophy from
metaphysics, declaring that unanswerable questions need not both-
er us since all we need to know is whatever answers to our practical
needs. Thus the sailor need not plumb the depths of the ocean,
Locke advised in An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, but
only know the length of the line in order to keep his vessel off the
shoals.5

Although Thomas Jefferson may have been uncomfortable with
Locke’s unconcern for metaphysical foundations, he embraced his
political theory, even to the point of claiming it should be the offi-
cial philosophy of the University of Virginia. The idea of inalienable
natural rights, and the relationship of labor to moral character and

3 George Santayana, “The Genteel Tradition in American Philosophy,” Santayana on
America, ed. Richard Colton Lyon (New York: Harcourt, 1968) 36-56.

4 James Davison Hunter, Culture Wars: The Struggle to Define America (New York:
Basic, 1991).

5 John Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (Oxford: Clarenden, 1975).
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freedom to property and opportunity—ideas that resonate in the
Declaration of Independence—are derived from Locke’s The Second
Treatise of Government. It is the Lockean consensus in American
thought that makes it so difficult to find a tradition of civic virtue
based on politics alone to the exclusion of economics and the life of
labor.6

The Scottish component in American thought can be seen in the
Federalist Papers and in the voluminous writings of John Adams,
where David Hume and Adam Smith are cited. What the Scots pro-
vided was a combination of Calvinism and skepticism that made
American thinkers aware of the omnipresent reality of power and
interest, the unreliability of language as representative of reality, and
the deceits involved in the rhetoric of virtue. The poststructuralists
and deconstructionists of our time have the French Enlightenment
in mind when they do a critique of its pretensions to reason and
logocentrism. But such Cartesian assumptions are not in the
Federalist, and America had its political founding not on the promis-
es of knowledge but on the premises of power and the devices nec-
essary for its control.7

The Fragility of Civil Society

The expression “civil society” has been revived in America after hav-
ing disappeared from political discourse for more than a century.
When people in countries once under communist control found
that they had to figure out ways of coping with their lives apart
from government, the term “civil society,” first used by the German

6 Joshua Foa Dienstag, “Serving God and Mammon: The Lockean Sympathy in Early
American Thought,” American Political Science Review 90 (1996): 497-511. See also
John Patrick Diggins, The Lost Soul of American Politics (New York: Basic, 1984).

7 For a comparison of the early federalist thinkers and contemporary poststructuralists,
see John Patrick Diggins, The Promises of Pragmatism: Modernity and the Crisis of
Knowledge and Authority (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996) 427-434.
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philosopher G. F. W. Hegel, reemerged in Eastern Europe. More
recently in America, the term was traced to Alexis de Tocqueville’s
Democracy in America, where the French thinker extolled “voluntary
associations” and other organizations that sprang up spontaneously
to face problems and sustain stable values in a period of rapid
change. The critique of present-day America holds that the
American people have become too dependent upon the Federal gov-
ernment and, as a result, neighborhood, community, and the family
are losing all independence and self-reliance. 

That critique has been elegantly expressed in Michael Sandel’s
Democracy’s Discontent: America in Search of a Public Philosophy. The
American government has become a “procedural state” that responds
neutrally to various interest groups and rights-bearing factions, mak-
ing no distinction in regard to values and ethics as it deals with sub-
jects who assume themselves to be independent, freely-choosing,
and self-constituting individuals. In reality, according to Sandel,
persons are “encumbered by moral or civic obligations they have
not chosen” and, hence, we must see ourselves as part of a commu-
nity and take responsibility for that community’s affairs. The essence
of freedom in the “civic republic” is involvement in the very com-
munity that influences our fate. Power must be dispersed away from
the Federal government toward local communities.8

The case for a decentralized civic republic calls to mind the eigh-
teenth-century debate between the Federalists and anti-Federalists
over the new Constitution. The latter also believed that values and
civic attitudes are best generated at the local level and that a large
government remote from the people can undermine the people’s
character and virtue. Today, many Americans would also agree that
government has become the problem rather than the solution, but
how much they would like to see it recede from their lives is anoth-

8 Michael J. Sandel, Democracy’s Discontent: America in Search of a Public Philosophy
(Cambridge, MA: Belknap/Harvard University Press, 1996) 3-24.
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er matter altogether. Nevertheless, at the time of the Constitution,
it was precisely because local governments proved incapable of gov-
erning themselves that a larger “extended Republic” had to be
devised. Instead of practicing civic virtue and putting the interests
of the public good ahead of their own acquisitiveness, people in sev-
eral of the states printed cheap money and took other actions to
avoid indebtedness, and thus the new U.S. Constitution had to
assume control of currency and other monetary affairs. The
Federalist Papers authors discovered what British leaders had already
learned when trying to get the colonists to pay their share for the
upkeep and military protection of the imperial system: the more
local and private are politics, the less public spirited are the people.

What, after all, was the American Revolution if not a revolution
against taxes; against government as an external imposition; against
civic duty as loyalty to the mother country; and against, from the
British perspective, reform itself? Had the Revolution been inspired
by the principles of classical republicanism, one would expect the
Declaration of Independence to have demanded the right to partic-
ipate in politics in the name of civic virtue—subjects upon which it
remained silent. Instead, the Declaration pronounced a set of
Lockean principles that set Americans free not to engage in civic
obligations but to pursue happiness. Had America developed
according to the visions of the nationalist Alexander Hamilton or of
the Calvinist John Adams, one might expect to find some traces of
morality and public duty. But America’s political culture has been
Jeffersonian through and through—a culture that continues to extol
the goodness of the people and the awfulness of government. In
America, liberty seldom meant more than resistance to authority,
and freedom always referred to the foreground. As George Santayana
put it, describing the America of Ralph Waldo Emerson, “a sense of
potentiality and a sense of riddance are, as he might have said, the
two poles of liberty.”9

9 George Santayana, “Emerson the Poet,” Santayana on America, 268-283.
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The America of Tocqueville also seems distant from anything resem-
bling a “civic republic.” In Democracy in America, Tocqueville him-
self is not so certain that civil society can be relied upon to over-
come America’s drive toward a materialism that may turn out to be
more “pernicious” than “virtuous” and an individualism that would
be more destructive of community values than upholding of them.
In America it was “not that virtue is great but that temptation is
small,” he observed, noting how the absence of distinct social class-
es rendered property safe from democracy and made it unnecessary
for the American people to follow Montesquieu’s advice and prac-
tice civic virtue by renouncing inclinations toward comfort and plea-
sure. 

It is amazing that many recent scholars cite Tocqueville’s Democracy
in America as a beacon that will help guide us out of our contempo-
rary dilemmas. His description of “voluntary associations” takes up
only a half-dozen pages in a book that goes on for 700. More seri-
ously, Tocqueville, instead of describing Americans as situated, root-
ed, and encumbered with ties here and there, explains why associa-
tions are impermanent and why Americans are too migratory, too
much on the move to sustain any sense of community. “Why Are
Americans So Restless Amidst Their Prosperity?” he asked. A nation
of immigrants who chose to uproot themselves from past ties,
Americans continue to see themselves as free to choose again and
again to move on. Americans are seldom relaxed, content, at one
with themselves. Thus, although Tocqueville spots a few stirrings of
civil society, he describes the American national character as incom-
patible with communal loyalty and other requirements necessary for
a civic republic. 10

According to Sandel, American intellectual history, years ago,
amounted to a struggle between two warring camps: Hamiltonian

10 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, trans. George Lawrence (Garden City,
NY: Anchor, 1969) 604-632; Raymond Aron, Main Currents in Sociological Thought,
vol. 1, (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1968) 258.
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nationalism and the public good and Jeffersonian individualism and
the local community. When writing about the past today, the divi-
sion is between liberalism and republicanism, and the analysis goes
something like this: 

Liberalism is negative in that one exercises rights primar-
ily to protect oneself from government interference and
from societal threats.

Liberalism is rights-based and its claims take precedence
over the larger good, the spiritual well-being and welfare
of the nation as a whole.

Liberalism thus results in proceduralism; it is concerned
only with the processes of government, not with any sub-
stantive conception of the moral or civic life, but simply
with the freedom to choose our own ends and values.

Republicanism, in contrast, is positive; it is for some-
thing, particularly whatever may be higher or more
ennobling in the life of citizenship.

Republicanism emphasizes civic virtue, the willing sub-
ordination of private interests to public ideals; hence it is
less about rights than about duties and obligations.

Republicanism also emphasizes liberty not as a stance
apart from government but as a principle that is earned
by virtue of participating in politics and taking part in
the workings of government and in government’s vital
decisions. 

Sandel’s account of how liberal proceduralism became prevalent in
modern American law is compelling; but acceptance of his account
of how republican moralism prevailed in early American history
requires a willing suspension of disbelief. 
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Sandel sees the Lincoln-Douglas debates as an instance when repub-
lican moralism challenged liberal proceduralism. Douglas wanted to
avoid the question of slavery as a moral issue and to allow people in
the territories to “vote it up or down.” In contrast, Lincoln argued
“for a political conception of justice,” for the idea that “policy should
express rather than avoid a substantive moral judgment about slav-
ery.”11 Against Douglas’s amoral procedural position, “Lincoln
replied that it was reasonable to bracket the question of the morali-
ty of slavery only on the assumption that it was not the moral evil
he regarded it to be. Any man can advocate political neutrality ‘who
does not see anything wrong in slavery,’” Sandel quotes Lincoln as
insisting, “‘but no man can logically say he don’t care whether a
wrong is voted up or down.’”12

Sandel’s account of the debates is accurate and discerning, but we
must face the contradiction within civic republicanism when it
comes to moral issues like slavery. Douglas’s advocating popular sov-
ereignty in the territories was compatible with republicanism in that
the people themselves would decide the issue of slavery. Lincoln,
aware that democratic input does not necessarily lead to democratic
outcomes, had to deny people the right to do wrong. Here we have,
it seems, a conflict between the republican principle of liberty as the
right to participate in the decisions of government and the republi-
can principle of substantive justice as the duty to bring ethics to
bear upon politics. Fortunately for America, Lincoln was a Calvinist
who knew sin when he saw it, and he was willing to deny the repub-
lican principle of participatory politics, even going so far as to deny
the self the right to self-determination. 

When forced to choose between liberty and morality, Lincoln chose
the latter. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., in contrast, chose the former
and left the American judicial system sunk in proceduralism.

11 Sandel, Democracy’s Discontent, 22.
12 Sandel, Democracy’s Discontent, 22.
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Sandel’s critical analysis of Holmes’s reasoning is as learned as it is
lucid. Holmes led the way in seeing the Constitution as an instru-
ment of safeguards rather than as a vessel of truths. Along with other
justices, Holmes denied the notion that the Constitution substan-
tively affirms a particular social or economic philosophy; while the
justices championed judicial protection of such civil liberties as free-
dom of speech, they resisted the position that the Constitution
should take on controversial issues involving moral or political
beliefs. “There is,” wrote Holmes, 

nothing that I more deprecate than the use of the
Fourteenth Amendment beyond the absolute compul-
sion of its words to prevent the making of social experi-
ments that an important part of the community desires,
even though the experiments may seem futile or even
noxious to me and to those whose judgment I most
respect.

Sandel’s own judgment of Holmes deserves quotation:

Although Holmes’s dissents are often read as arguments
about the role of the judge, they also contain a larger
claim about the nature of the Constitution. Implicit in
his dissents is not only an argument for judicial defer-
ence to majorities but also a certain reading of the
Constitution, a reading that says the Constitution does
not embody any particular conception of the good. His
point was not only that judges should refrain from
imposing their morality on the Constitution, but also
that the Constitution itself refuses to endorse any partic-
ular morality.13

13 Sandel, Democracy’s Discontent, 45.
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Sandel is disturbed to discover how Holmes’s reasoning led to a
stance of judicial restraint that would be neutral about the ends of
government and leave us with a “procedural republic” when what
we need is a polity of community, civic engagement, and other vir-
tuous activities required by the ideal of self-government. But it
should be noted that Holmes’s proceduralism evolved from his deep-
er pragmatic temperament; and while Sandel’s recent quarrel is with
proceduralism, this writer’s long-standing quarrel has been with
pragmatism. A philosophy that promises to help us confront “prob-
lematic situations” and solve them, pragmatism may very well be
the problem of democratic politics itself.

Pragmatism And Its Limits

In the last decade or so, pragmatism has enjoyed a revival in America
and in parts of Europe and Asia. The revival may have something to
do with the collapse of communism, the exhaustion of Marxism as
a theory of history and society, and the renewed respect paid to
democracy as a way of life as well as a political system. At first glance
it may seem that pragmatism reinforces democracy as an open-
ended proposition ungrounded in philosophical foundations. The
case for “postmodern democracy” that has been made on behalf of
Friedrich Nietzsche can also be made on behalf of John Dewey. The
philosopher Lawrence J. Hatab makes the case in these terms: 

We can summarize the case for a postmodern, postmeta-
physical democracy as follows: In politics, since we have
no certainty, no absolutes, no transcendent or a priori
guidance, since we cannot trust human beings to be fully
knowledgeable or good, we need an ongoing contest of
perspectives, a vote to provide temporary contingent
decisions, and an agreement that such decisions be bind-
ing. Nothing in this description involves or requires
some positive condition, property, or capacity that makes
us “equal,” that indicates some universal “human nature”
or “common good.” Indeed it is driven by negativity,
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opposition, and limits. We can therefore replace “all per-
sons are equal” with “no person should be excluded from
participation,” or, if one likes it in positive terms, “all
persons should be allowed to participate.” Why should
everyone be included? Because we do not know the truth
or the good, and we cannot know in advance with any a
priori confidence what course we should follow or who
is privileged to identify or execute that course.14

Dewey, who remained convinced that there was no way to return to
eighteenth-century ideas like “human nature,” would probably
endorse the statement, although with perhaps more trust in people
being “fully knowledgeable” in using their intelligence. The prob-
lem is that the position described above resembles nothing so much
as Douglas in his debates with Lincoln. It was Douglas who insisted
that we cannot know in advance what should be the policy on slav-
ery in the territories and, hence, it should be left up to the people to
decide. There are no certainties or absolutes in politics, no philo-
sophical foundations from which we can take our bearings. Lincoln,
good Calvinist that he was, knew better and took his bearings from
the Bible and the Declaration of Independence. Combine Lincoln’s
political actions with his thoughtful meditations, and we have a
leader who could be both a pragmatist and a foundationalist 

The philosopher Richard Rorty remains convinced that we can
embrace the former and drop the latter. The mission of the intellec-
tual, he has argued, consists in writing a “narrative of emancipation
from cruelty” that will bring about “a decent society—defined as
one where social institutions do not humiliate,” and such efforts 

can be spun without much reference to religion or phi-
losophy, to the views people hold about the existence or

14 Lawrence J. Hatab, A Nietzschean Defense of Democracy: An Experiment in Postmodern
Politics (Chicago: Open Court, 1995) 76. 
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non-existence of God, or about the nature of Truth or
Reason. We should not presume that there is a tight con-
nection between the attainment of decency in human
relations and the ascendancy of a particular worldview.15

Perhaps not. But it would be helpful to have presented before us
concrete examples in history when emancipatory movements have
succeeded without “reference to religion or philosophy.” The aboli-
tionist movement had many orientations to Protestant religion and
the philosophy of Transcendentalism, which in turn derived from
the German idealism of Immanuel Kant and its ethic of duty. The
pragmatist-poststructuralist regards Kantianism as deluded by its
own foundationalist precepts and imperatives, but it served well
those who wanted to bring about the decent society that is part of
Rorty’s hopes. The abolitionist-theologian Theodore Parker even
felt the need to regender God: “I have called God Father, but also
Mother...to express more sensibility, the quality of tender and
unselfish love, which mankind associates with Mother more than
aught else besides.”16 To forge the most successful American politi-
cal movement of the twentieth century, the post-World-War-II civil
rights movement, Martin Luther King, Jr., drew upon the
Transcendentalist Henry David Thoreau and the theologian
Reinhold Niebuhr—further evidence, it would seem, that philoso-
phy and religion are not irrelevant to the making of a decent society. 

When one turns to the career of Dewey himself, one would also like
to have some reassurance that he was able to confront problems fac-
ing America without recourse to foundational principles in philoso-
phy and religion. Although a decent man of utmost principles him-
self, Dewey seemed indifferent to the indecencies and brutalities of
the world around him. He never wrote about the issue of race in

15 Richard Rorty, “Intellectuals and the Millennium,” The New Leader 80 (24 Feb.
1997): 10-12.

16 Parker is quoted in Vernon L. Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought: The
Romantic Revolution, vol. 2 (New York: Harcourt, 1930) 418.
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America and seldom made any mention of feminism and the
women’s movement, as did many of his own generation, particular-
ly the Greenwich Village rebels of the pre-World-War-I years. And
significantly, the success of both the civil rights movement and the
women’s movement had little to do with democracy and instead
depended upon the Constitution and the equal protection of the
laws. Any success the trade union movement had in America also
had little do to with democracy and the sentiments of majorities
who refused to identify with the working class. Pragmatism suppos-
edly has reference only to “experience,” and not to God, truth, rea-
son, or whatever might be considered foundational. Yet it may be
that experience itself refutes the promises of pragmatism, particular-
ly in the area of politics and social reform.

Except for educational reform and a brief involvement with the paci-
fist movement in America, Dewey rarely became caught up in
American politics as practiced at the local or national level of gov-
ernment. Unlike Walter Lippmann and Henry Adams, he never
wrote about democratic politics and representative government as
actual, day-to-day realities; unlike Weber and Tocqueville, he never
wrote on the necessity of reconstituting representative political insti-
tutions or held a public office that required coping with the wheel-
ing and dealing of electoral politics. Thus Dewey, like our contem-
porary neo-pragmatists, was reluctant to admit that many problems
facing the country derived directly from democracy itself. Contrary
to the view of the pragmatist, it was not the lack of participation
and involvement on the part of the citizen that had befuddled the
American polity. With its emphasis on instrumental adaptation to
changing conditions, pragmatism issued in the proceduralism that
is death to politics as an ethical vocation.

In The Public And Its Problems and elsewhere, Dewey declared that
the answer to the problems of democracy is “more democracy.”
Nowhere in his writings did he seem to understand that more
democracy means more politics—and with more political participa-
tion, the American people end up with more institutions and agen-
cies, more structures and systems, even, and especially, those struc-
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tures that become alienated from the very people who consented to
their creation. Hence, today’s state primary systems, once thought
to be a popular democratic reform that would wrest power from
party heads, have made politics so expensive that only millionaires
can afford to run for office. 

When one raises reservations about Dewey’s “more democracy” fix-
ation, one risks being dubbed an elitist who seeks to exclude others
from political participation. Yet the issue needs to be raised, for mass
democratic participation could very well generate the conditions of
its own defeat. The leveling of social difference, the demands for
equality before the law, the Constitutional guarantee of procedural
rights—all result in more regulation, while popular demands made
upon the state result in greater expenditures from the public trea-
sury together with the proliferation of agencies to administer
government programs and supervise budget allocations.
Democratization and bureaucratization go hand in hand as each
professes to be objective in treating people alike. But in a rights-
based culture, deriving from America’s liberal tradition, government
is pressured to serve particular constituencies. It is not enough to
claim that interest politics represent a betrayal of democracy when it
happens whenever people have a chance to express their desires.
Whether in 1776 or in 1996, whether democracy is breaking the
bonds of domination or enjoying the fruits of liberation, no govern-
ment dare ask the American people to pay for the services and pro-
tections they enjoy. 

The reason that “more democracy” cannot solve problems of democ-
racy, and that pragmatism cannot solve problems of indecency,
humility, and cruelty, is that most Americans have, since the
Puritans of the seventeenth century, been practicing pragmatists.
The decision to allow slavery to be incorporated into the
Constitution was a decision on the part of northern statesmen to be
realistic and settle for pragmatic compromise instead of raising issues
of right and wrong. It was abolitionists like William Lloyd Garrison
who were uncompromising in insisting that foundational principles
were being violated: 
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Assenting to the “self-evident truth” maintained in the
Declaration of Independence “that all men are created
equal, and endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights—among which are life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness,” I shall strenuously contend for the
immediate enfranchisement of our slave population.17

American History Without Foundations 

The philosophy of pragmatism that informed many of Holmes’s
decisions also came to prevail in much of American political and
educational life. No less than legal proceduralism, pragmatism
makes knowledge instrumental rather than substantive, a matter of
inquiry based on problem-solving rather than a challenge to grapple
with fundamental moral issues. Convinced that knowledge has no
foundations in anything fixed and permanent, pragmatism teaches
us not what to think and believe, but how to go about finding out
how things have come to be the way they are. And if as historians
we find out how America came to be what it is, what then? 

American historians as well as political scientists commit the same
mistake of thinking that what has happened recently in politics
refutes the liberal consensus. I suggest, in contrast, that if one watch-
es how America evolved pragmatically throughout its history, the
liberal consensus remains alive and well. After the passing of the
seventeenth-century Puritans and their doctrines, and after a few
doses of foundational theory were applied in drafting the
Constitution, American history proceeded procedurally as the
American people ceased looking to doctrines and ideologies and
instead responded to the exigencies of change. As I have pointed out
elsewhere, a century before Rorty pronounced the “end of philoso-
phy,” Henry Adams discerned the American political mind coming

17 Garrison is quoted in Parrington, American Thought, vol. 2, 354.
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to its end in ceasing to have any significant role in American histo-
ry.18 When one considers what Jefferson wrote in his political phi-
losophy regarding state sovereignty; the virtue of small, simple
republics; the curse of the Constitution; and Hamilton’s commercial
policies; and then compares those thoughts to Jefferson’s concrete
actions as President, one observes how America’s leader moved in
directions that violated all his principles. Adams depicted political
leaders of both parties behaving pragmatically and allowing deci-
sions to be determined by “circumstance” rather than by “princi-
ple,” by considering consequences rather than by adhering to ideol-
ogy. Except for some moralists outside the political system who
intervened when they saw injustice and cruelty, that system ran
smoothly without the disruptions of a conscience based on founda-
tional principles. 

The philosopher may mislead us when we are told that the American
past allowed itself to be confined by foundational postulates until
pragmatism came along to liberate us from all dogmatisms.
Conceived as an “experiment,” what governed the movement of
American history was not a foundational premise but a commit-
ment to growth and development unrestrained by moral theory or
political ideology. As Robert Penn Warren observed, what the Civil
War taught Adams and Holmes was that history displays not the
force of principle, but the principle of force—a vague, shadowy phe-
nomenon that the human intellect can only adjust to as the move-
ment of events defies all efforts to guide and direct them.19 Since a
commitment to pragmatism comes down to an absence of any com-
mitment to anything beyond the incoherence of a history that pro-
ceeds on its own ways, how can pragmatism solve the problems of
proceduralism?

18 Diggins, The Promise of Pragmatism, 17-21.
19 John Burt, Robert Penn Warren and American Idealism (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1988) 34-42.
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As we approach the end of the twentieth century, it may be time to
question the whole pragmatist-poststructuralist proposal that the
quality of moral life does not depend upon the quality of founda-
tional thought. Many of the values that Rorty holds highest (includ-
ing a decent sensibility of social relations that leaves no one suffer-
ing from hunger or humiliation) do not necessarily require rational
foundations. Many religious principles were never meant to be
derived from reason and, hence, were formulated as a series of com-
mandments. But pragmatists, ever averse to authority, want to per-
suade us rather than command us, thereby attributing to their own
powers the omnipotence that had once belonged only to God. Faced
with the sin of pride, some of us find more persuasive the pro-
nouncements of religion even when we ourselves are not religious.
There is in the voice of the pragmatist what Santayana would have
called a “sort of acoustic illusion”; a voice that “reverberates from
the heavens is too clearly a human voice.”20 I, for one, would prefer
to hear Rorty say: “Thou shalt not humiliate.” 

20 George Santayana, “The Genteel Tradition in American Philosophy,” 127-158.
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C I V I L  S O C I E T Y  A N D  D E M O C R A C Y:

A  C O N V E R S AT I O N  W I T H  M I C H A E L  WA L Z E R

Talbot Brewer

Citizenship: A Lost Ideal?

In your early book, Obligations, you argue that the ideal of citi-
zenship portrays our highest political possibility, the possibility of
obeying only laws of our own making. You note, however, that
this ideal is often invoked as if it were already realized, and then it
becomes the worst sort of ideological mystification. Still you find
something redeeming in this ideology. As you put it, “Ideology is
the social element in which ideals survive, and this may well be
true even when the ideology is perfectly hypocritical. For if
hypocrisy is the tribute that vice pays to virtue, then it serves at
least to sustain the social recognition of virtue” (213). What sort
of political potency do you think the ideal of citizens as self-rulers
has today?

Michael Walzer is a Professor in the School of Social Science at the
Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey. He has written
numerous articles and over fifteen books, among them On Toleration;
Thick and Thin: Moral Argument at Home and Abroad; The
Company of Critics; Interpretation and Social Criticism; and Just
and Unjust Wars.

Talbot Brewer is Assistant Professor of Philosophy at the University of
Virginia. His first book, The Bounds of Choice: Unchosen Virtues,
Unchosen Commitments, is forthcoming from Garland Publishing
Company.
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It’s not so easy to talk about those ideals and to talk about citizen-
ship in a country where, in the last presidential election, less than
half the people bothered to vote, and where rates of political partic-
ipation in state and local and municipal elections run even lower.
The old democratic vision, the Rousseauian vision, of a society of
active citizens where people “fly” to the assemblies, where as
Rousseau says, they derive a larger proportion of their happiness
from their public commitments and activities than from any private
concerns—that vision of democratic self-rule just doesn’t seem
evocative now in an American setting. 

And maybe it’s worth speculating on the different meanings of
“democracy” in a society that is also as committed as we are to lib-
eral and individualistic values and to the pursuit of happiness or the
development of private life. It may be that American citizenship is
going to involve a fairly low scale of routine political activity inter-
rupted occasionally by upsurges of popular feeling like the civil
rights movement of the ‘60s, and that we can’t hope within a liberal
and individualistic environment to sustain the upsurges, so the aim
should be to keep the routine engagement as high as you can and
then to cultivate the opportunities for participatory eruptions on
specific issues when those seem urgently necessary or simply proper-
ly motivated.

Some people thought that environmentalism and feminism, the new
social movements of the ‘70s and ‘80s, would produce a sharp
increase in participation of the kind we saw in the ‘60s and the ‘30s.
So far they haven’t, but they have sustained themselves above the
routine of citizen engagement and so they have also sustained the
possibility of a larger-scale engagement on specific sets of issues. But
the Rousseauian ideal, I think, is lost to us and I’m not sure that an
effort to reproduce it—that is, to get 85% of the people to “fly” to
the assemblies and to vote—is at all the right thing to do.

When you get sudden increases in participation that don’t arise out
of new organizations and movements, then you have a dangerous
influx of—I’m not sure what the right word is—of uneducated vot-
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ers. The role of parties, movements, and the associations of civil
society is to educate and to produce competent citizens. If you don’t
have organizations of that sort and you get an upsurge of new peo-
ple who haven’t voted before, who haven’t participated before, the
outcomes are more likely to be ugly than democratically beneficial.
I think, for example, of the Nazi vote in the early ‘30s as the prod-
uct of lots of new voters, people who hadn’t voted before and hadn’t
worked through the union movement and the Social Democratic
party or the Catholic parties, but were raw and open to demagogic
appeals. The best protection against demagogy in democratic life is
associational richness, and if you’re lacking that, then it’s not clear
to me that your goal should be very high levels of participation.

Perhaps our ideal of citizenship is different from Rousseau’s
ideal—more like citizen as recipient of benefits from the state—
and the aspiration to self-rule has dropped out of our picture of
what the status of citizen involves. Or, perhaps the public holds
on to the aspiration to self-rule, but finds current political prac-
tices and structures resistant to their influence or will in a politi-
cally de-energizing way. It sounds as if you’re favoring the first
diagnosis.

I think both are true, which isn’t a very bold statement. Certainly
the sense of citizenship as entitlement is now very powerful in
American life. But the fact is that we still have a fairly large-scale
engagement in the associations of civil society and in various kinds
of single-issue political movements and organizations that come out
of civil society, right now many of them on the right—anti-abor-
tion, pro-capital punishment, prayer in the schools. These are issues
around which people do mobilize, and even someone who disagrees
with their goals has to recognize that those mobilizations are acts of
engagement. So, the question is: Why isn’t there more citizen
engagement of that sort across the political spectrum, and particu-
larly—where it used to be so strong—on the left?
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The standard response is the one you gave: Well, nobody is giving
them something to vote for. That may be true, but it can’t be the
whole story because there are, in fact, organizers out there, some of
them left over from the ‘60s, some of them newly mobilized by the
revivalist leadership of the AFL-CIO; there are organizers in the
field, and they are encountering a degree of resistance among people
who ‘‘objectively’’—as we used to say—need to organize themselves.
Why that is so is not at all clear to me.

Hasn’t the mobility of capital and the globalization of the econo-
my objectively reduced the bargaining power of labor workers in
this country to a degree where there may be some rational basis
for being suspicious of organization as a strategy? Could that be
part of an account of demobilization on the left?

Economists disagree fairly radically about the impact of globaliza-
tion, and the extent to which it undermines sovereignty and the
ability of a single government to shape its own economy. Of course,
I would like to believe those economists who say that it’s still possi-
ble for a political movement in a country as powerful as the United
States to shape the economy significantly. I hope they’re right. But
the most successful strike in the last couple of years was a strike in a
non-globalizable industry, that is, UPS. They can’t deliver packages
in Mexico City. They’ve got to deliver them in New York. So that
was an industry that couldn’t threaten to leave, and it did produce
the biggest union victory in recent years. Whereas in industries that
are more mobile and more globally organized, unions have so far
been less successful.

Still, a stronger AFL-CIO would have produced a different NAFTA
Treaty, and one which would have served the interests of both the
American workers and Mexican workers better than the actual
Treaty. So I’m not sure the rationale is gone, but something is gone.
I think the factors are, in part, historical and cultural. The old work-
ing class was culturally distinct—perhaps less so in the United States
than in Europe but here too—in its language, in its dress, in the
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cohesiveness of its neighborhoods, in the patterns of self-help, in the
religious culture. There was a working class world, and it was the
often-unacknowledged foundation of a great deal of political activi-
ty. That seems to have disintegrated with the impact of mass cul-
ture, of a certain degree of affluence, of geographic even more than
social mobility.

Reinvigorating Civil Society

In your recent book, On Toleration, you lament the fact that the
poorest and politically weakest members of our polity have, as you
say, “come to be spoken for and also exploited by a growing com-
pany of racial and religious demagogues and tin-horn charismat-
ics” (98-9). I wonder if you could say a bit more about how this
has come to be, and what the prospects for improvement might be.

I probably wrote those lines in the aftermath of the so-called Million
Man March organized by Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam. Since
I grew up politically in part with the civil rights movement in this
country, and went South a number of times to write about it in
1960, I have a vision of what the mobilization of Americans com-
mitted to racial justice ought to be like—in part because I have a
sense of what it was like. Now, what caused the collapse of the civil
rights movement in the ‘60s? Some people on the right say its suc-
cess caused its collapse. It achieved much of what it aimed for and
so it slowly disappeared, which is the right thing for political move-
ments to do after they have achieved most of what they aimed for.
There is a grain of truth, but only a grain of truth, in that. The
more visible legal forms of discrimination were eliminated from
American life, and we see the beginnings of a black middle class of
a different kind than existed before. But in fundamental ways the
movement didn’t achieve what it aimed for. It didn’t produce the
mobilization among black Americans that it aimed for, or it didn’t
sustain that mobilization. It didn’t produce the multiplicity of orga-
nizations that were a feature of working class mobilization in the
19th century.
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I think there was a clear aim of sustaining a whole organizational
structure alongside the churches out of which many of the civil
rights leaders came. They wanted better schools, they wanted news-
papers of their own, they wanted magazines, they wanted drama
societies, they wanted summer camps, they wanted athletic associa-
tions—the same kind of richness that social democracy produced
for the European working class. They wanted all of that for black
Americans and didn’t achieve it. And the result was an increasingly
radical polarization among black Americans between those who
made it into the new middle class, and the larger mass, especially of
urban blacks, and the emergence of new patterns of alienation from
whites, which only looked like they were being overcome in the ‘60s
movements.

So it’s in that context—it’s in the context of the decline of cities; of
black political leaders taking over cities at the depth of their decline,
so that they were without the resources that office is supposed to
bring and did bring to successive generations of ethnic immigrant
politicians; the rise in crime; the drug culture; the weakening of the
hold of the black churches in many communities—all this produced
the situation that I described in the quotation with which you
began. And I thought that there was an obligation on the part of
black intellectuals to talk about what had happened, to acknowl-
edge the failures, to speak out against some of the visible conse-
quences of those failures, like Farrakhan, and to search for ways of
redeeming the ‘60s vision.

At the beginning of On Toleration, you write that toleration is
“the work of democratic citizens.” But on completing the book, it
seemed to me at least that you were calling for something more
demanding than toleration. You believe that we ought to use polit-
ical means self-consciously to reinvigorate a diverse civil society.
This involves not merely toleration of diverse political voices but
an active effort to promote associational membership, ethnic and
religious affiliation, unions, neighborhood groups, youth centers,
charter schools, community arts, and so forth—many of the things
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that you just named as original goals of the civil rights movement.
I can imagine some critics objecting that this would represent a
deep strain on the public political culture, not to mention an aban-
donment of the liberal ideal of neutrality. What do you think of
such worries?

Let’s begin with the worry that led to this argument before we get to
the worries produced by the argument. Toleration is supposed to be
the solution to a problem posed by seemingly irreconcilable differ-
ences—religious, cultural, ethnic, whatever. So the original struc-
ture of the argument is: “difference requires toleration.” I have, so to
speak, been born into a highly successful regime of toleration, with-
in which difference has begun to be blurred, and the argument now
takes not the form “difference requires toleration” but “toleration
requires difference.” If you’re to have a liberal regime of toleration,
there have to be diverse groups—with significantly different con-
ceptions of the world, the good life and the good society—to be tol-
erated. If the regime of toleration is so bland that it blurs all the dif-
ferences, or if difference comes to name individual idiosyncrasy
rather than group culture, then there’s nothing to tolerate.

I think the ideal of a liberal regime of toleration, one that makes it
possible to live with significant differences and in a single political
community, is very attractive. And looking at the decline of differ-
ence, and the decline of the organizations—cultural and religious—
that have sustained it, I’m led to the proposal that you just described:
Maybe we need now consciously to support difference, and to sup-
port the organizations that sustain it.

Take, for example, the argument of Robert Putnam’s very famous
article—every American social scientist dreams of writing an article
that becomes that famous—“Bowling Alone,” a description of asso-
ciational life in the United States. Many of its details are disputed
quite fiercely, and it’s possible he got some things wrong. But it’s a
description of associational life accompanied by a series of graphs,
and all the graphs have the same straight line moving down from
left to right on the page. There are something like 16 graphs and
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they all look the same. They describe membership in unions, atten-
dance at meetings of parent-teacher associations, participation in
the old fraternal organizations—Kiwanis, Lions, Elks, and those
kinds of groups—reading a daily newspaper, voting; and it’s the
same line. A study of that sort simply documents the anxiety that I
was feeling that the kind of associational life that sustains cultural
difference and gives it potency is in decline. Now, exactly how radi-
cal a decline we can argue about, but it’s in decline.

It seemed to me that there were already some precedents for reme-
dies. The public subsidy of the civil/social realm, the public subsidy
of associational life, including religious life, in the United States
(despite the so-called wall between church and state) is already very
well advanced. It provides, in fact, a model for what we should be
doing, but doing more extensively and more self-consciously,
because there is so much denial in the United States, so much pre-
tending.

When the Republicans came to power in ‘94 and started cutting the
welfare budget, the loudest screams of protests went up from the
religious organizations—the Catholic charities, the Jewish federa-
tions, and so on—and The New York Times ran an extraordinary
article with graphs showing the portion of the budget of Catholic
charities and of Jewish and Lutheran charities that came from tax
money, and the percentages were very high. I think close to 60% of
the money Catholic charities spend is tax money, and it comes in all
kinds of ways. For example, we have a voucher plan for nursing
homes. We’ve rejected vouchers so far for parochial schools, but we
have vouchers for parochial nursing homes. My wife’s mother is in a
Jewish nursing home near Trenton. The budget must be 60% tax
money because people bring in Medicare benefits, and Medicare
entitlement is a voucher. You can bring it to a Jewish or a Catholic
or a Lutheran nursing home, and it’s perfectly all right that a rabbi
comes on Saturday, and they celebrate the Jewish holidays, and
there’s a kosher kitchen. The tax money flows in. I think it does
mean you couldn’t turn away a non-Jewish applicant, but you don’t
get many non-Jewish applicants for a nursing home of that kind. So
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in effect, we are sponsoring, with federal money, religious welfare
organizations.

Now, if you look closely, you will immediately see that the commu-
nities that get the most federal money are the best organized, already
the strongest politically in the United States. Black Baptists get some
federal money and run some programs, but they get a lot less than
white Lutherans, say, because they are politically weaker and have
fewer trained professionals who know how to get at the available
money. So if you want a vibrant associational life, and one that sus-
tains cultural difference—that means it also has to provide life-cycle
services, because that’s the crucial way that you sustain cultural dif-
ference, from day care centers to nursing homes. They have to be
provided in a universal fashion for everybody. But there also has to
be a capacity within civil society to provide them in a more particu-
lar way. And this has to be subsidized. In a society where all of the
communities are dispersed and lack the coercive power to tax—and
they also lack, because of their dispersion, the forms of social pres-
sure that once existed within these communities—they have to be
helped, and I don’t see anything wrong with helping them.

Liberal and Communitarian Fears

I want to talk in general terms about the liberal-communitarian
debate in which you’ve been a key figure for many years. One way
to characterize the wellspring of this controversy is as a conflict of
intuitions about what is most to be feared. The primary fear of
communitarians seems to be that we might lose our capacity for
worthy and life-animating convictions in a swamp of con-
sumerism, careerism, television addiction, etc. The primary liber-
al fear seems to be that our life-animating convictions might be so
thoroughly at odds with those of others, and have such a strong
grip on us, that we’ll be unable to sustain any common life at all,
or to find any common ground for political decisions. If we view
the debate in this way, it does alter what some have taken to be its
fixed points, since it portrays the communitarians as rebels against
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an increasingly widely-shared but debased common culture, rather
than as champions of a common culture, and it portrays liberals as
would-be forgers of a not-yet-established political community,
even though this would be a very thin one.

You seem to understand both of these fears and to have an interest
in both of these projects. I have a nest of questions here. Do you
think that the liberal/communitarian categorizations are useful?
Where would you locate yourself in the context of these debates?

I’m sympathetic to both of these anxieties, and I feel them differ-
ently in different times and places. The issue, exactly the way you
posed it, was best expressed for me by an Israeli friend at a confer-
ence in Jerusalem, who said to an American communitarian politi-
cal theorist (not me but a friend): “For you community is a dream;
for us it is a trauma.” Living in Israel with ultra-orthodox political
parties—not just religious communities but politically mobilized
religious communities—I think the vision that you attributed to
liberals, the fear of the loss of any kind common culture, is very
powerful. And there’s another fear that liberals also express, which is
also justified, that communities of that kind (I’ve just spent six
months in Jerusalem, so I have a very vivid conception of a mobi-
lized ultra-orthodox hard-core fundamentalist community) are not
only a threat to the unity or the civic culture of the country; they
are also oppressive to the weakest of their own members, and above
all to women. So, many liberal critics of communitarianism are sim-
ply supporters of the individual rights that these communities tram-
ple on. And increasingly feminist critics of communitarianism are,
so to speak, driven to where perhaps they didn’t want to be—that is,
to a liberal politics—in order to defend women who have no chance
to defend themselves in these communities. So those fears are very
real.

One of the questions that any communitarian has to address, and
many of them don’t, is the question: “At what point do you call for
state intervention to protect individual rights?” It’s a small version
of the larger question of intervention in international society, and I
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would not want to turn away from that question. I think that at a
minimum—maybe we should not stay at the minimum, but at a
minimum—you’ve got to preserve the right of exit from these com-
munities. I’m not exactly sure how to do that, but there has to be a
way of getting out.

Would you say further that the way of getting out has to be rela-
tively palatable or not very costly? I take it you don’t think it’s suf-
ficient for apostasy not to be a crime.

No, that’s not sufficient. Since leaving these communities common-
ly means a complete break with family and friends, you can’t make
it costless. It’ll always be costly, but you have to make sure that there
are no civil penalties, no disabilities, no discrimination after the fact
of leaving—in all those ways you’ve got to protect the people who
break away.

Now the harder questions—we’ve so far avoided these—are the
questions of schools. You can protect people who leave, but those
are going to be grown-ups or at least adolescents. But what about
children? There are some of these communities that teach the boys
how to pray and something of the religious culture, but teach the
girls nothing at all. So what do you do? Do you refuse to pay for the
schools? Do you insist on regulating the schools? Do you enforce a
certain curriculum? You can prescribe a curriculum, but if you don’t
go in and teach it, it will be taught with a nod and a wink.

In the Israeli case, the religious schools do not teach secular history.
They don’t teach anything about democratic government, although
these kids are going to grow up to vote. They are taught nothing
about democratic values or the right of opposition. That’s where the
hardest questions arise, it seems to me, in the degree of control over
cultural reproduction that the state is going to exercise, or parents
are going to exercise.
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This issue is addressed in the Supreme Court case Wisconsin v.
Yoder, where Justice Burger argues that Amish children ought to
be exempted from certain mandatory school requirements, in part
because of the distinctiveness of the Amish belief system and the
presence in the public schools of an “hydraulic pressure towards
conformity” with an alien mass culture. Increasingly, it seems, this
is becoming not merely an Amish problem but a general problem:
mass culture has a grip on the socialization of our children that
significantly infringes on the capacities of parents to shape their
children’s conception of the good. 

I’m sympathetic to that Supreme Court decision. I think that was
an example of judicial wisdom, though possibly not of principle. It
may be that they effected a compromise, which is not what courts
are supposed to do, on the Dworkin model that distinguishes what
courts do from what the legislatures do. But it was a wise decision.
One of the things that made it possible is the general Amish with-
drawal from political life. It’s much safer to accept the exemption in
the case of the Amish because these children are not going to vote in
our elections. They’re not going to determine, along with our chil-
dren, the general fate of the country. If they were, we might be a lit-
tle more insistent on shaping their education and making sure that
they know at least some of the things that we think citizens ought
to know.

Now, the general weakness of American cultural communities is
partly a consequence of liberal culture, and of social and geographic
mobility, and of the nature of immigrant communities cut off from
the territorial base that turns out to be very important in sustaining
a common culture. The weaknesses of these communities are, I
think, a peculiar feature of American life. It’s not a universal feature.
It’s a particular problem, it seems to me, of immigrant societies and
of large-scale states spread across vast distances. This gives rise to the
communitarian anxiety about the loss of cultural particularity and
the thinness of the common culture.
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What young people educated in this world of mass culture, com-
mercial culture—what they’re going to be like is unclear to me. I
think that the short-term impacts are probably exaggerated. We have
good reason to believe in the capacity of families to sustain religious
and other particularist cultures over very long periods of time, with-
out the support or even against the pressure of mass media and
commercialism. So I just don’t know how great the danger is.

But what we see is weakness in cultural communities, high levels of
intermarriage, low levels of participation in the core activities of the
communities. You may know John Higham’s image of the ethnic
communities in the United States as having a core and kind of
spreading periphy. The core struggles to hold the periphery. The
periphery rides free on the work of the core. The core will often sus-
tain, for example, religious services that people on the periphery will
use at birth and death and maybe once or twice in between; they
count on the core to provide those services, but they’re not willing
to pay for them. Participation in the core seems to be less than it
used to be. More and more people live on the periphery, and the
peripheries are spread wide and they overlap with the peripheries
from other cores. And there’s general confusion about identity.

All that leads me to look for some sort of remedy in the strengthen-
ing of associational life—and because of the free-rider problem, in
subsidizing the cores. But exactly how great the danger is, and what’s
really happening out on the peripheries, where the peripheries over-
lap, I don’t know.

Post-Modern and Cosmopolitan Selves

You’ve used the phrase “the post-modern self ” as a place-holder
for whatever’s happening on the peripheries. And this idea of free
ridership surfaces in your discussion of the rise of post-modern
selves. You argue that it can be fulfilling for isolated individuals to
pick and choose amongst elements of cultures that aren’t their
own, incorporating bits of cultures into a cosmopolitan identity,
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but that cosmopolitanism can only be vibrant where it is free rid-
ing. That is, the elements that the cosmopolitan self picks out of
traditional cultures would be pallid if the cores weren’t holding. So
universal cosmopolitanism is not nearly as attractive as isolated
cases of cosmopolitanism.

Right. I was once involved in a public debate with a strong defend-
er of cosmopolitanism, who described his own life. He was a cos-
mopolitan intellectual, born in one place, educated in another, now
living in a third, and continuing to visit the three places and cele-
brating his peripheral engagement in all three—and, it seemed to
me, forgetting that his peripheral engagement in all three was depen-
dent, was parasitic, on other people sitting still in each. He could
not enjoy his cosmopolitanism without the parochialism of some
other people. There’s a lot that is very attractive in cosmopolitan
intellectual life, but I find it less attractive when it doesn’t acknowl-
edge the value of the particularisms that make it possible.

So when it celebrates itself as an exemplar of autonomy and deni-
grates embeddedness in traditional ways of life as instances of fail-
ure to be autonomous or something of that sort, then this is when
you find it unpalatable?

Right. I become most communitarian in the face of that version of
cosmopolitanism.
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F R O M  T H E  B E G I N N I N G , democracy has confronted a recur-
ring nightmare. In order to identify and pursue worthwhile collec-
tive goals, concerted, coherent, and purposive social action is neces-
sary. But what if this invariably involves a higher degree of social
control, discipline, and hierarchy than any recognizably democratic
social ideal could ever tolerate? Plato was perhaps the first to canvas
this possibility. If he is right, the circumstances of human life render
self-defeating (and hence irrational) the democratic aspiration to
empower and improve society by liberating it. 

Most of the historical and contemporary contributions to what we
today call “democratic theory” can plausibly be seen as attempts to
confront, dispel, or cope with particular variants of this nightmare.
Opponents of the Ancien Regime monarchies needed Rousseau to
explain how citizens could collectively identify and pursue their own
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common good better than an enlightened despot who claimed to
represent them; early Americans needed Madison to explain how
democratic conflict could be exploited to combat rather than exac-
erbate the perceived instability of democratic self-rule; reluctant
parliamentary reformers in nineteenth-century Britain needed Mill
to explain how wider political participation might edify rather than
corrupt public debate; cold warriors needed Schumpeter to redefine
democracy so as to reconcile the democratic pretensions of the lib-
eral nation-state with its systematically oligarchical reality. 

Convincing or not, these contributions all presuppose some inter-
locutor who charges either that democratic attempts to secure
important public benefits are typically self-defeating, or that non-
self-defeating social action must be basically undemocratic.
Historically, such charges haven’t just reflected anti-democratic prej-
udice. This is presumably one reason why we are able to take the
idea of democratic theory at all seriously: if there were nothing but
unreasoned fear and prejudice fuelling the democratic nightmare,
theoretical argumentation would hardly seem a necessary or appro-
priate response. Only reasoned challenges to democratic politics call
for, or deserve, reasoned apologias. 

The two works of democratic theory under consideration here con-
front, more or less explicitly, and with mixed success, contemporary
variants of the democratic nightmare. This is harder to see in the case
of Gutmann and Thompson’s Democracy and Disagreement, because
the authors decline to offer a systematic justification for the form of
democracy that they recommend (7). Instead, the book engages a
particular debate among proponents of democratic politics. As the
authors conceive it, the participants in this debate all acknowledge
the need to constrain democratic rule in various ways, but disagree
about the form and location of the appropriate constraints. Gutmann
and Thompson oppose those who would limit these constraints to
either (a) a series of rules of a purely procedural nature, intended to
ensure that the political process is fair and/or (b) a set of constitu-
tionally defined and judicially enforced restrictions intended to
ensure that certain fundamental social values are upheld (27-39).
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Gutmann and Thompson don’t deny the importance of these sorts
of constraints, but rather want to embed them within a broader and
in their view more basic set of democratic constraints (40). They
formulate these broader constraints as a set of rules of moral argu-
ment to guide citizens’ (not just judges’ or academics’ [4-5, 45])
deliberations about public policy. On their model, principles of “rec-
iprocity,” “publicity,” and “accountability” structure the delibera-
tions themselves, and determine what counts as an appropriate res-
olution, while the values of “basic liberty,” “basic opportunity,” and
“fair opportunity” form the subject matter of the deliberation (348).
According to Gutmann and Thompson, by observing these princi-
ples citizens can make up a “deliberative deficit” whose contempo-
rary symptoms include “communicating by soundbite, competing
by character assassination, and resolving political conflicts through
self-seeking bargaining” (12). 

A critic of democracy might reasonably regard these as chronic and
perhaps decisive failings of representative democracy. However,
Gutmann and Thompson aren’t ready to give up on democracy, and
they suggest that deliberative democracy will yield public decisions
that are “more morally legitimate, public-spirited, mutually respect-
ful, and self-correcting.” As they concede, this “is more than democ-
racy in America now offers most of its citizens most of the time”
(51). The clear implication is that contemporary “soundbite”
democracy typically produces morally questionable outcomes,
undermines mutual respect and fellow-feeling among citizens, and
fails adequately to correct its own mistakes. It is here that Democracy
and Disagreement offers a response, albeit tentative, to a familiar
contemporary variant of the democratic nightmare. Gutmann and
Thompson want to convince us that their deliberative principles
can inject (a currently often absent) moral coherence and rationali-
ty into the democratic process. By encouraging a sense of “collective
moral purpose” (62), deliberative democracy can express “as com-
plete a conception of the common good as is possible within a
morally pluralistic society” (93). 
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Democracy and Disagreement does not set out to vindicate delibera-
tive democracy against all-comers. Instead, Gutmann and
Thompson aim simply to sketch the outlines and likely virtues of a
new democratic model and to invite further reflection on its
prospects. However, the idea that their recommended forms of
deliberation can be expected to enhance democratic debate and deci-
sion-making is open to question. 

By what standard do Gutmann and Thompson assess the quality of
debate and decision for the purposes of developing their account of
democratic deliberation? Throughout the book, they insist that the
relevant test concerns the degree to which procedural, constitution-
al, and deliberative democracy can “resolve” moral disagreement.
But why should this be the appropriate barometer of the relative
merits of these three kinds of democracy? The answer suggested by
Gutmann and Thompson in several passages is that all three con-
ceptions accept the principle that political decisions ought to be jus-
tified on the basis of reasons that are acceptable to citizens bound by
them (26, 39). I doubt that this is a sufficient answer. Gutmann and
Thompson here mobilize a very vague principle of political legiti-
macy and authority accepted by a huge range of theories (democra-
tic and nondemocratic). Plausible as it is as a general condition for
legitimacy, it nevertheless leaves us well short of the demand that
citizens publicly resolve their moral differences as far as possible. 

Moreover, focusing exclusively on this aim surely reflects an oddly
narrow view of the point of the democratic project. Far more natur-
al criteria by which to judge the merits of different democratic forms
might include the extent to which they: empower citizens, realize
the value of self-government, curb the power of elites, make society
more just, encourage worthwhile forms of life, etc. And why would
realizing any of these less obliquely salient goals necessarily require
citizens to aim as far as possible for public “resolutions” of their
moral disagreements? Perhaps suitably empowered, self-governing,
just, and worthwhile forms of life are ones in which most moral dis-
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agreements are authoritatively settled without “minimizing rejec-
tion” (85) of views held by citizens. Setting aside cases in which
moral disagreement threatens serious social dislocation or instability
(which seem irrelevant to the proposed comparison between proce-
dural, constitutional, and deliberative democracy), public moral rec-
onciliation isn’t automatically self-justifying. 

Gutmann and Thompson, of course, aren’t expecting citizens to
reach comprehensive moral consensus on all disputed questions.
Still, their form of deliberative democracy “imposes obligations on
citizens to seek moral accommodation when their comprehensive
conceptions differ” (39). But perhaps democrats, and particularly
deliberative democrats, might reasonably view this obligation as a
liability, not an asset. Could they not conclude that the perpetual
imperative to “economize” on disagreement is likely to constipate
the deliberative process? Or that sometimes a bit of healthy disre-
spect is a reasonable price to pay for a robust democratic discourse
that realizes the value of self-government or strives with “collective
moral purpose” to eliminate injustice? If so, such democrats could
reasonably reject both Gutmann and Thompson’s model of deliber-
ation and the criterion by which they favorably contrast it with pro-
cedural and constitutional democracy. 

Suppose, however, we concede this point to Gutmann and
Thompson. Could we then accept their argument that deliberative
democracy promises to “resolve” moral disagreement more “satisfac-
torily” than its competitors? For this argument to be convincing, we
would obviously need a fairly clear account of what makes some
“resolutions” of moral disagreement more “satisfactory” than others.
Unfortunately, Gutmann and Thompson leave this crucial issue
fuzzy. At different points, they suggest that more “satisfactory reso-
lutions” (44) are those that: increase the likelihood that citizens are
able to respect each other (43, 51, 56, 80), increase the “justifiabili-
ty” of outcomes (43), promote “moral learning” (93), are fairer (26,
52-3), are more likely to elicit citizens’ compliance and co-operation
(41-2, 67), enhance civic virtue and public-spiritedness (42). These
aren’t obviously equivalent or even compatible (perhaps more “justi-
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fiable” outcomes express “disrespect” toward certain citizens’ reason-
able points of view, and perhaps citizens won’t want to comply or
co-operate with “fair” decisions). Given this, it is difficult to extract
from Democracy and Disagreement clear reasons for thinking that
deliberative “public reason” improves on other ways of resolving
moral disagreement under democratic conditions.

There isn’t space here to examine this question in full, but one can
appreciate some of the relevant issues by contrasting Gutmann and
Thompson’s own view with an alternative way of addressing moral
disagreement that they explicitly reject: the model of toleration.
According to them, “toleration requires majorities to let minorities
express their views in public and practice them in private” (61). As
interpreted by Gutmann and Thompson, deliberative democracy
goes beyond this in two ways. First, citizens are asked to resolve dis-
cursively, not merely express, their views in the public sphere.
Second, deliberative democracy requires that citizens aim to respect,
not merely tolerate, each others’ views: the deliberative goal of moral
accommodation requires citizens to learn the difference between
“respectable and merely tolerable differences of opinion” and adopt
a “favorable attitude toward” those with whom they disagree (79,
93). Although Gutmann and Thompson aren’t clear on this point,
it seems reasonable to suppose that the model of toleration affiliates
most naturally with a constitutional conception of democracy.
Certainly, one very obvious way of institutionalizing toleration is to
impose firm constitutional restrictions on the rights of majorities to
interfere in others’ ways of life. In any case, Gutmann and
Thompson clearly oppose this way of dealing with moral disagree-
ment: “mere toleration…locks into place the moral divisions in soci-
ety and makes collective moral progress far more difficult” (62-3). 

But is it obvious that this approach to moral disagreement is inferi-
or to Gutmann and Thompson’s deliberative alternative? Suppose
we concede to Gutmann and Thompson the claim that “resolutions”
of moral disagreement are more “satisfactory” insofar as they pro-
mote greater mutual respect among citizens who disagree. Even
judged by this standard, it seems to me an open question whether
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deliberative democracy is a better way of coping with moral dis-
agreement than the model of toleration. It is true that if “mutual
respect” requires a strongly “favorable attitude” toward those with
whom one disagrees or “collective acceptance of individual moral
beliefs” (93), then the model of toleration doesn’t demand or expect
citizens to display it in the context of political debate. But by itself
this claim is hardly decisive. A defender of toleration can respond in
several ways. 

First, she might deny that Gutmann and Thompson can simply
arrogate all desirable forms and elements of “respect” to their own
view. “Respect” and “mutual respect” are vague terms that gesture
toward a cluster of complex and underspecified moral claims and
attitudes. Given this, it isn’t obvious that one who rejects delibera-
tive democracy and opts instead for the model of toleration also
rejects mutual respect. For example, in the current climate, I find it
very hard not to regard the views of the NRA and of those who
oppose strict gun control with contempt. Presumably, however,
deliberative democracy would impose upon me an obligation to
accommodate these views when I deliberate with my fellow citizens
about gun control policy. But suppose I reject this requirement, and
choose instead to express my intransigent views about the gun lobby
within the looser terms of democratic debate implied by the model
of toleration. Gutmann and Thompson might then accuse me of
failing to be appropriately respectful toward those with whom I dis-
agree. But to this I can reasonably reply that the model of toleration
has its own account of “mutual respect.” While under the model of
toleration I’m not required to affirm the respectability of the NRA’s
views, I am obliged to respect the constitutional rights of the NRA
to defend them, and those of other citizens to make up their own
minds. This demands much less than deliberative accommodation,
but upholding others’ constitutional rights does arguably express a
kind of respect toward them. In the absence of some fuller argu-
ment for the claim that this constitutionally mediated kind of
respect is insufficient, the vague concept of “mutual respect” can’t
automatically serve as a tie-breaker between deliberative democracy
and the constitution of toleration. 
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Second, while it is true that toleration doesn’t demand that citizens
strongly affirm the respectability of views they reject, or impose
obligations upon citizens to reach binding accommodations through
public deliberation, that doesn’t mean that it prevents dissenting cit-
izens from developing strong attitudes of mutual respect in other
ways. All that it means is that we shouldn’t necessarily expect public
debate about social policy to foster appropriately respectful attitudes
toward those with whom one is arguing. Sometimes, Gutmann and
Thompson seem to imply that if citizens fail to develop attitudes of
mutual respect in this context, there are no other venues or ways in
which citizens might learn to respect each other’s moral views. Thus
they say that under the model of toleration, “[c]itizens go their sep-
arate ways, keeping their moral reasons to themselves, avoiding
moral engagement” (62).

However, such claims are almost certainly exaggerated. Political
debate that aims for an authoritative resolution of moral disagree-
ment is only one arena within which I interact with my fellow citi-
zens and can learn about their “moral reasons” and beliefs. Indeed,
the proponent of democratic toleration might plausibly suggest that
this is a particularly unsuitable arena for fostering attitudes of mutu-
al respect. Perhaps the highly charged context of debate over public
policy, in which entrenched social interests are playing for high
political stakes, and where individuals often become psychologically
invested in their positions, tends to exacerbate antagonism and con-
tention. If so, it might turn out that the model of toleration actual-
ly indirectly promotes greater mutual respect, by encouraging delib-
erative encounters among dissenting citizens to take place in less
polarizing environments.

These counterarguments may not be decisive, but I hope they sug-
gest some of the issues that need to be addressed if Gutmann and
Thompson’s project is to be carried forward. It’s worth noting that
answering these questions would require at least some consideration
of the practical viability of deliberative public reason. Although
Gutmann and Thompson consider an impressive array of actual
political disputes, they do so mainly to illustrate the moral content of
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deliberative democracy, not to assess its viability empirically (7). Until
the empirical preconditions for successful deliberative democracy are
addressed, however, doubts of the sort canvassed here will remain.

This raises a final question about Democracy and Disagreement: how
is it possible for Gutmann and Thompson to intervene in these
actual debates and recognize appropriately “reciprocal” resolutions
without actually directly consulting the participants, and in the
absence of empirically informed assessments of how one might rea-
sonably expect deliberations to proceed in practice? The answer to
this question highlights a fundamental feature of their theory: ulti-
mately, the standard of “justifiability” that deliberative democracy
uses to determine whether an appropriate “resolution” has been
reached is nonempirical. That is, it isn’t a question of what citizens
have accepted or likely would actually accept, but of what they could,
and should, accept if they think through the relevant issues in the
appropriate fashion. Whether or not we agree with Gutmann and
Thompson that the institutionalization of deliberative public reason
would be a good thing, it is clear from their own discussion that one
doesn’t need to institutionalize it in order to recognize the sorts of
public policies it is likely to recommend. This is what allows
Gutmann and Thompson to enter debates (about, for example,
abortion, paternalism, affirmative action, and environmental pro-
tection) as hypothetical deliberative participants and identify resolu-
tions that citizens should accept as binding. Gutmann and
Thompson’s discussions of these and other cases form the most valu-
able parts of their book, and taken as direct theoretical analyses of
the issues, they are always lucid and often thought-provoking. It
would be an excellent thing if citizens deliberating about public pol-
icy could match the standard of argument set by the discussions of
such issues in Democracy and Disagreement.

But what is necessary to make this possible? Again, Gutmann and
Thompson draw back from systematically addressing this question.
However, they make some telling remarks en passant. In one pas-
sage, they concede that certain “background conditions” must be
met in order to prepare citizens for worthwhile deliberative partici-
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pation, and they mention: “the level of political competence (how
well informed they are), the distribution of resources (how equally
situated they are), and the nature of political culture (what kinds of
arguments are taken seriously)” (42). Later on, they discuss the kind
of “civic education” that is necessary to sustain deliberative democ-
racy: such education, they say “would teach children not only to
respect human dignity but also to appreciate its role in sustaining
political cooperation on terms that can be shared by morally moti-
vated citizens” (66). These aren’t insignificant conditions, and realiz-
ing them might require considerable institutional reform. Gutmann
and Thompson sometimes recognize this. For example, they say that
cultivating the appropriate “moral character” is “likely to require
some significant changes in traditional civics education” (359). How
might civics education be re-organized so as to cultivate the appro-
priate kinds of civic virtue? Gutmann and Thompson say “it would
be pedagogically self-defeating if schools were to teach this lesson
dogmatically or through indoctrination. But they are not bound to
remain neutral on a question that affects the nature of democracy
itself ” (66). 

This tantalizing formulation raises difficult questions. What would
“not remaining neutral” actually mean in practice? When schools
punish students for cheating or stealing are they neither “remaining
neutral” nor indoctrinating them about good moral behavior? If so,
would the required civics education authorize the punishment of
those who refuse to acknowledge “human dignity” and the values of
deliberative civic virtue? When one asks such questions about this
and all the other preconditions for deliberative democracy men-
tioned by Gutmann and Thompson, the democratic nightmare
returns to haunt us. Even if a deliberative, civically virtuous, and
mutually respectful polity is a worthwhile collective goal, it may be
that achieving it would require forms of discipline and social con-
trol that are hard to reconcile with the freedom and equality that
democrats characteristically prize.

It is difficult to imagine a work of democratic theory more antithet-
ical to Gutmann and Thompson’s book than Ankersmit’s Aesthetic
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Politics. Apart from the fact that he emphatically repudiates the tra-
dition of Anglo-American analytical political theory within which
Gutmann and Thompson operate, Ankersmit also explicitly rejects
many of the assumptions that underlie their deliberative model. In
contrast to their claim that moral and civic engagement are condi-
tions for political accommodation, Ankersmit asserts that it “is only
because we do not personally care about every problem confronting
society and are indifferent to a large number of issues that political
compromise is possible at all” (103). And unlike Gutmann and
Thompson, Ankersmit believes that “political debate is positively
antidialectic…[T]he argument of one’s opponent has to be rendered
innocuous, shown [to be] not worthy of serious consideration”
(106). Such claims illustrate the deliberately provocative and uncon-
ventional tone of this often dazzling, but profoundly muddled, book.

Ankersmit’s goal is to introduce and defend a form of “aesthetic”
political philosophy. He believes that this is a necessary task because
he thinks that almost all mainstream forms of political analysis
remain mired in the bankrupt assumptions of what Richard Rorty
and other so called “postmodern” writers call “the metaphysical tra-
dition.” According to Ankersmit, we can fully escape the pervasive
“neo-stoicism” of these modern modes of thought only by embracing
completely his alternative “aesthetic” approach (119). Instead of try-
ing to excavate foundational political truths, “postmodern aesthetic
political theory” artfully reconstructs political reality in the manner
of painters or composers (161). The chief intellectual resource on
which this alternative kind of political understanding draws is the
practice of historical interpretation, which Ankersmit also takes to be
essentially aesthetic. This is one reason why the centerpiece of
Aesthetic Politics is an extended meditation on the historical predica-
ment of modern representative democracy (350). Ankersmit chooses
to illustrate the modus operandi of aesthetic political philosophy by
offering a challenging and marvelously erudite historical interpreta-
tion of representative democracy in Europe and America. 

Ankersmit has an additional reason for using representative democ-
racy as a testing ground for aesthetic political theory, and it is here
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that the democratic nightmare again comes into view. He believes
that contemporary democracy is in trouble: “we all know that there
is something fundamentally wrong in the relationship between the
citizen and the late twentieth-century democratic state that we all
want to mend—but we simply do not know how to mobilize our
collective will.” For Ankersmit, this situation is exemplified in the
“unchecked reign of unintended consequences that is the major
political problem of our age” (12). Though Ankersmit concedes that
the problem of unintended consequences is a generic feature of
human affairs (and compares it to Machiavelli’s Fortuna), he never-
theless believes that this problem has been greatly exacerbated in
recent history. He cites environmental exploitation, overpopulation,
and the self-defeating character of much modern welfare policy as
examples of the failure of democratic states to control the forces
they have deliberately unleashed (13, 220, 370). Such problems
expose the debility of contemporary democratic government, and
for Ankersmit the “greatest challenge for the future will be how to
deal with this kind of problem without falling back into new forms
of feudalism and autocracy” (152). Ankersmit thinks that contem-
porary political theory, still hopelessly snarled in the “inevitable fias-
coes” of neostoicism, has been blind to the predicament of represen-
tative democracy and is unable to recommend appropriate respons-
es. Only his own aestheticized political theory is up to the task of
saving democracy from itself. 

Why is traditional democratic theory ill-equipped to respond to,
and indeed detect, this new variant of the democratic nightmare?
Ankersmit’s answer is that neostoic metaphysics encouraged genera-
tions of theorists to construe democratic representation mimetically.
On this view, the goal of democratic politics is for representative
institutions to act in accordance with some putatively independent
and objective entity like “the public interest” or the “will of the peo-
ple.” But such a project presupposes that we can objectively measure
the degree of correspondence between (say) the wishes of the repre-
sented and the actions of the representative, an assumption that
cannot survive the postmodern assault on all notions of objective
correspondence (38). In order to supersede this alleged confusion
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we must understand democratic representation along aesthetic lines.
Instead of aiming for photographically accurate depictions of that
which they represent, aesthetic representations offer creative recon-
structions that “substitute for reality” (45-51). 

As should by now be clear, Ankersmit is a (high) priest of (high)
postmodernism: he wants to do for postmodern democracy what
Schoenberg did for chromaticism. Aesthetic Politics is the most sub-
stantial and ambitious contribution to democratic thought that
“postmodern theory” has yet offered. As such, it affords a unique
opportunity to assess the usefulness of postmodern paradigms for
democratic theory. Unfortunately, Ankersmit’s attempt to marry
democracy and postmodernism is deeply problematic.

To begin, why is it obviously useful to project debates about demo-
cratic representation onto the characteristic postmodern distinction
between discourse that tries to “mirror” reality (the “metaphysical”
tradition) and discourse that aims at aesthetic redescription? Even if
we concede (for the sake of argument) the validity of the postmod-
ern assault on traditional epistemology, it’s not clear that the point
carries over unproblematically into the arena of democratic repre-
sentation. Perhaps there is a rough analogy between the aspiration
to reflect accurately some mind-independent reality and the attempt
to disclose the real will or interest of the people for the purposes of
impartial political representation. But there are several disanalogies
that Ankersmit doesn’t adequately address. 

One very basic disanalogy can be brought out in the following way.
In the second context, the relevant standard of “impartiality” is a
moral one, whereas in the first the operative criterion of “objectivi-
ty” refers to some nonmoral measure of accuracy or correspondence.
Even if we accept the postmodern argument that no viable measure
of correspondence is available for those seeking to cut nature at its
joints, why would that show that moral impartiality is similarly
problematic? Consider, for example, the case of a corrupt military
regime that uses force and intimidation to maintain the rule of an
unaccountable, self-serving cabal of oligarchs. The oligarchs and
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their military associates claim to represent the best interests of the
public, but actually they exploit their power to subsidize their own
lavish lifestyle and to protect themselves against popular insurgency.
Most of us would be inclined to say that this regime’s claims to be
genuinely representative are transparently spurious. Is it clear that
when we do so, we automatically fall into naively mimetic under-
standings of representation, as Ankersmit suggests (38)?

I don’t think so: when we indict this regime’s unrepresentativeness,
we aren’t claiming that the regime is inaccurately depicting the inter-
ests of the citizens, or failing to perceive objectively the “will of the
people.” The problem is rather that the regime simply disregards
any considerations other than its own partisan interest, and that this
is unfair. The appropriate remedy for this would not be an optimal-
ly accurate representation of the public interest (whatever that might
mean), but rather a regime in which the partisan interests of the
current ruling elite don’t enjoy an arbitrary and unjustified privi-
lege. The issue here isn’t accuracy, but fairness. This kind of repre-
sentation is more or less “impartial” insofar as it gives due weight to
all relevant social interests. It is this ethical standard of representa-
tion, or something close to it, that I take to be primarily relevant to
democratic theory. But identifying this with the goal of reflecting
“the people represented as accurately as possible” (28) seems to me
to miss its point.

Ankersmit’s determination to assimilate these two forms of repre-
sentation results in a caricatured account of traditional theories of
democracy. Ankersmit claims that on the traditional, nonaesthetic
view, “the identity of the represented and the person representing is
the ideal of all political representation” (28). In one sense, Ankersmit
is right; democrats’ characteristic (and in Ankersmit’s eyes mis-
placed) enthusiasm for popular sovereignty and forms of direct
democracy supports this assertion. But Ankersmit interprets this in
a misleading way. It’s not true that democrats have advocated nar-
rowing the gap between representatives and represented because
they aim for mimetic accuracy. Rather, they have argued that nar-
rowing this gap increases the likelihood that citizens’ interests and
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points of view will be given a fair hearing, and guards against the
possibility that certain social groups enjoy unjust privileges. Again,
the argument centers on norms of justice and fairness, not standards
of mimetic correspondence. 

These points can be reinforced by reflecting on the practice of
democratic representation. From the perspective of traditional
democratic theory, it seems eccentric to think of democratic repre-
sentatives, like senators or ministers of state, giving descriptions of
their constituents and the citizens they represent in either mimetic
or aesthetic terms. The relevant relations of representation are whol-
ly different. They involve, for example, interpersonal practical rela-
tions of authority, delegation, accountability, and trust that just
don’t naturally map onto the model of intellectual reflection that is
in play in the epistemological arguments that have made postmod-
ernism famous. It’s true that senators and other public officials need
to “know” what their constituents want from, and expect of, them.
But the activity of representation doesn’t consist in gathering this
information (38-9), but rather in being authorized to act upon it in
various complicated, institutionally-specified ways.

Ankersmit’s obsession with the slogans of postmodernism, then,
cause him to beg all the important questions against ethical theories
of democratic representation. But even if his criticisms of tradition-
al democratic theory are misguided, it is still possible that
Ankersmit’s alternative analysis of democracy contains important
insights. Does postmodern, aesthetic political theory provide valu-
able hints as to how representative democracy can survive and flour-
ish in the “Age of Unintended Consequences”? 

The key to Ankersmit’s nonmimetic theory is the idea that repre-
sentative democracy is essentially a device for controlling a particu-
lar kind of social conflict (123). According to Ankersmit, represen-
tative democracy originated as a way of negotiating an historically
specific conflict between post-Enlightenment ideologies of tradition
and revolutionary reform (137f ). Democracy deals with this endur-
ing legacy of the French revolution by channeling revolutionary and
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reformist aspirations through the party political system. But this
way of taming the revolutionary impulse requires maintaining a del-
icate balance, a “juste milieu,” between the state (which instinctively
resists change and seeks to avoid conflict [110]) and elements of
civil society (which seek in various ways to capture the state to fur-
ther some reformist agenda [138]). But in the “Age of Unintended
Consequences,” the state is constantly tempted to address macro-
social problems (e.g., the degradation of the environment, welfare
policy) in neofeudal or autocratic ways, and this threatens the equi-
librium between state and civil society on which representative
democracy depends (150-154, 194-211). This brief summary of
Ankersmit’s characterization of modern democracy doesn’t do jus-
tice to the richness of his discussion. His account of the nature and
historical predicament of representative institutions is largely inde-
pendent of its problematic postmodernist setting, and it deserves to
be taken seriously.

However, Ankersmit’s aesthetic response to this predicament is
another matter. It’s not just that Ankersmit regards all ideals of direct
democratic control and popular sovereignty as obsolete and delu-
sive, though this will be bad enough for many democrats. There are
deeper worries. For one thing, Ankersmit effectively concedes that
problems like environmental degradation are more effectively dealt
with autocratically than democratically (150-153). Again and again,
Ankersmit calls for a stronger state, and he makes it clear that this is
likely to require insulating complex policy arenas from direct demo-
cratic influence. It will be better for all of us if (for example) the
environmental issue is dealt with by experts. This is not the sort of
job for which representative democracy is best suited. What role
then is left for aesthetic representation, and how will it help us to
“mobilize our collective will”?

Ankersmit’s answer centers on the aesthetic category of “style.” The
role of the democratic “stylist” is artfully and creatively to “repre-
sent” public policy to civil society (voters) (54). On this view, the
state assumes the role of a canvas or “scene” (372), on which cre-
ative politicians paint (and thereby politically organize) an aestheti-
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cally appealing portrait of how civil society’s conflicting aims, fears,
and desires are reconciled with each other and with public policy.
Just as artistic “style” permits painters to produce compelling por-
traits, so political “style” enables the skilled politician to “organize
political knowledge” (39) in a powerful and stabilizing way (157).
As the picture is painted (and presumably endlessly repainted), the
state assumes a “representation” that reflects civil society to itself
(191). The institutions that facilitate this ongoing process are polit-
ical parties, as they vie for the allegiance of voters and craft mani-
festoes and platforms (370). Ankersmit maintains that using the
medium of party politics to effect this sort of aesthetic self-represen-
tation is a desirable substitute for the traditional but defunct demo-
cratic goal of self-government.

Such puns on the word “representation” are presumably the essence
of aesthetic virtù, but what would aesthetic democracy actually look
like? Ankersmit’s proposal suggests a dualist view. The responsibility
for addressing large-scale social problems will be left to a stronger,
less accountable state (360), and its decisions will likely be made
extrademocratically (151-152). Meanwhile, the party system (which
Ankersmit regards as part of the state, a sort of ministry of ideolog-
ical conflict resolution) will work on civil society’s self image.
Through skillful aesthetic redescription, citizens will be led to re-
cognize themselves in the “representation” of the state disseminated
by party political “stylists.” On this view, citizens learn to see the
state’s actions as their own, but only in the “hyper-reality” of rhetor-
ical self-representation (150, 210). It turns out, then, that for
Ankersmit the democratic future lies not in increasing citizens’ con-
trol of public policy, but rather in politicians like Ronald Reagan
(Ankersmit’s paradigm of the political “stylist” [158]) and institu-
tions like advertising companies, already quite adept at using aes-
thetic techniques to reduce consumers’ cognitive dissonance. But to
see these agencies as the vanguard of democratic renewal strikes me
as perverse. Today, while key political decisions affecting our liveli-
hood and future are made in secret by unaccountable organizations
like central banks, political parties seem obsessed with issues of polit-
ical style (“spin”) to the exclusion of substance. It is hard to see how
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democrats could possibly be enthusiastic about these developments,
but Ankersmit’s theory implies that democrats should welcome and
embrace them. If this is the best future for which friends of democ-
racy can hope, who needs the democratic nightmare? 

Democracy and Disagreement and Aesthetic Politics are both attempts
to redeem the promise of democratic politics at a time when its
recent successes around the world ring strangely hollow. But their
diagnoses and proposed remedies move in opposite directions. Like
many today, Ankersmit is tempted by the cut-price radicalism adver-
tised by theorists of the “postmodern.” This drives him to view such
traditional democratic values as self-government and fair representa-
tion as useless relics of a now defunct “metaphysical tradition.”
Whether or not that tradition (if it really exists) is worth defending,
I fail to see the utility of associating it with such perfectly reasonable
social ideals as fair representation and self-government. The idea
that these values are merely the idle daydreams of a certain foolish
philosophical culture is an insult to those who have fought to realize
them. Moreover, Ankersmit’s aesthetic remedies seem less a solution
than a surrender to the more problematic features of modern repre-
sentative democracy.

By contrast, Gutmann and Thompson’s work is both more com-
pelling and more promising. But this is at least partly because it is
difficult, perhaps impossible, for us to oppose wholeheartedly the
idea that democracy should become more deliberative. The reason
for this is that those attributes of which we humans are typically
most proud (intelligence, forethought, consideration, magnanimity,
fair-mindedness, detachment, etc.) are already built into our con-
cept of deliberation. Gutmann and Thompson have made a useful
start on reconciling these deliberative virtues with democratic ideals
and procedures. But can their sort of deliberative democracy shift
the burden of proof back onto the shoulders of those under the sway
of the democratic nightmare? Is it likely that deliberative ideals and
democratic practice can cooperate rather than endanger each other?
Readers of Democracy and Disagreement will find that these remain
open questions.
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Introduction

The momentous political events of the last decade, in which people
throughout the world successfully demanded democratic forms of
government, have made the field of democratic theory particularly
lively. The success of these new regimes has offered something of a
vindication of democratic institutions. Indeed, many view these
events not as a fortuitous historical accident, but rather as a sign of
“the end of history” itself—a sign that democracy has not just tem-
porarily gained the upper hand in a battle against other forms of
government, but that liberal democracies represent the last develop-
mental step in humanity’s ideological evolution to find structures of
social organization that best meet our deepest longings and needs.

But even as democracies spring up all over the globe, there remains a
certain ambivalence or pessimism among many commentators about
the future of democracy. Not only have many of the new democrat-
ic nations struggled to make the full transition to democratic rule,
but there is also increasing concern about the health of the advanced
democratic nations. For there is a growing consensus among politi-
cal theorists that even in these strongholds of democracy, liberal
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democratic institutions are increasingly perceived as being ineffec-
tive and illegitimate, as is evidenced by low levels of voter participa-
tion, declining measures of social capital, rising cultural conflict and
ethnic tensions, and an increasing sense of disillusionment with gov-
ernment. As Jeffrey Isaac writes in Democracy in Dark Times, 

While the third wave of so-called democratic change
resulted in the liberation of many societies from dictato-
rial regimes, it is less clear that it has resulted in the pro-
motion of meaningful forms of political freedom to
those liberated. While something oppressive has indeed
been left behind, it is less obvious that what lies ahead is
any less disturbing.1

Though our historical moment has made these concerns about the
future of democracy particularly poignant, they are hardly new. For
as long as people have spoken of democratic rule, there have been
skeptics who question its ability to deliver the goods that it promis-
es. These concerns raise many deeper questions about the nature of
democracy: What is democracy? Why is it preferable to non-demo-
cratic forms of governance? What has precipitated the third wave of
democratization and what are the primary obstacles to its consolida-
tion? How important is participation to the vitality of democratic
regimes? What are the chief challenges to democracy’s future, and
how well equipped is democracy to face them? 

The literature that attempts to answer these questions is, of course,
vast and complex, characterized by a variety of different approaches
and concerns, but the following bibliography attempts to draw out
some of the more prominent issues for understanding democratic
rule. The bibliography begins by looking at the democratic ideal
that is expressed most characteristically in the classic democratic

1 Jeffrey Isaac, Democracy in Dark Times (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 
1998) 2.
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writings of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This ideal,
which emphasizes the moral value of self-rule and the importance of
participation in government, has been challenged in this century by
revisionist theorists, who argue that such a vision has an unrealistic
understanding of the ability of citizens to successfully rule them-
selves, and a corresponding erroneous over-estimation of the value
of mass participation in the political process. Such a critique of the
democratic ideal is further bolstered by certain voting paradoxes
that raise problems for the idea that a general will, which represents
the desires of all, can be expressed through an aggregation of votes.

However, while skepticism about the democratic ideal and the
importance of participation has dominated political thinking
through most of this century, the ideal has been revived in a num-
ber of interesting ways. These proponents of participatory democra-
cy attempt to address the concerns of the revisionists, and to rejuve-
nate the idea of participatory democracy. Related to this literature is
the recent work on deliberative democracy, which emphasizes the
importance of deliberation in the democratic process. 

Beyond this interest in the role and importance of participation,
there is also the vast amount of work that explores the significance
of civil society for democracy. Many of these theorists are interested
in the way in which non-governmental voluntary associations, such
as churches, synagogues, PTAs, bowling leagues, and civic groups of
all kinds, play an important role in developing the civic habits and
sense of mutual cooperation that are necessary for democratic gov-
ernance. This interest is particularly important since many think
that indicators of the vibrancy of civil society are declining precipi-
tously. Finally the bibliography concludes by looking at some of the
more recent publications that attempt to make sense of the prospects
and threats that arise for democratic governance at the beginning of
the twenty-first century.
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The Democratic Ideal

The first known reference to democratic rule is found in Thucydides’
History of the Peloponnesian War, which quotes Pericles as saying,
“Our constitution is named a democracy because it is not in the
hands of the few, but of the many.” The Athenian city-state, howev-
er, hardly resembled anything that might now be called a democra-
cy. In Periclean Athens, women, slaves, and resident aliens could not
participate in the political process, and only a small minority had
the privileges of citizenship. Further, Athenian democracy was a
direct democracy where citizens themselves proposed legislation that
was then voted on by a committee that was chosen by lot. 

These early Athenian democracies and the democracies of the
Roman Republic that followed were short-lived, and the idea of
democratic rule disappeared until the sixteenth century. The “demo-
cratic ideal” that arose among these modern theorists, however, was
significantly different. The ideal of “rule by the people” was primar-
ily articulated as an alternative to the tyranny of monarchy. The
development of this modern democratic ideal finds its roots in John
Locke’s attack on the divine rights of kings and his argument that
legitimate political obligations were only conferred by the free con-
sent of the governed. Similarly, Hobbes, while not recommending
democratic rule in particular, also helped to affirm the idea that
political legitimacy resides exclusively in the power of the people.

Another important component of the democratic ideal is found in
Rousseau’s claim that the decisions of the state express the “general
will” of the populace, a notion that is supposed to address the prob-
lem of how individuals might preserve their freedom while also
being bound up into a society that could coercively impose its power
on its citizens. Further, Rousseau’s political theory depends upon
the participation of every person within a society. Participation for
Rousseau does not just protect private interests, but has an educa-
tive effect on individuals, helping them to develop into responsible,
public-minded citizens who can experience the “real” freedom that
comes with active participation in politics. 
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While the notion of a “democratic ideal” is highly contested, and
while its proponents express a wide spectrum of views, what unifies
them is their commitment to the importance of participation in the
political process and their understanding of democracy as a moral
ideal. Democracy is preferable because no individual or group has
any special right or privilege to rule and only it is able to preserve
the rights of freedom and equality.
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Revisionist Theories of Democracy: 
Elitism and the Iron Law of Oligarchy

While the democratic ideal is a familiar one, it has nevertheless
undergone severe criticism in the last century. Much of this reevalu-
ation was precipitated by Robert Michels’ classic work, Political
Parties, published in 1915.  Michels attempted to draw out the con-
sequences of industrialization and the complexities that it intro-
duces into political institutions. According to Michels, the forces of
industrialization create the need for specialized bureaucracies to han-
dle the complexity that arises within industrialized societies. Because
of this need, leaders receive a near monopoly on power that they
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further consolidate by using their superior knowledge, control over
the formal means of communication, and skill in politics. As a
result, these factors create a special ruling elite that is ostensibly
empowered to serve the interests of the people. Because of its self-
interest and monopoly on power, however, this ruling elite becomes
institutionally conservative, seeking to preserve its own power and
interests. Thus, all institutions, even those that aspire to be democ-
ratic, are necessarily bound by the “iron law of oligarchy.” Even
democratic bureaucracies will never be genuinely responsive to the
desires of the people. As Michels wrote, “The majority of human
beings, in condition of eternal tutelage, are predestined by tragic
necessity to submit to the dominion of a small minority, and must
be content to constitute the pedestal of an oligarchy.”2

Michels’ work has had a profound influence over subsequent politi-
cal theory, leaving many theorists to conclude that if there is any
role for democratic participation in the political process, it is at best
one of holding the ruling elites accountable through periodic elec-
tions. Revisionist or elitist theorists argue that the democratic ideal
over-estimates the interest or capacity of citizens to participate in
the business of governance. Rather, they argue that an increase in
political participation could threaten the stability of a democratic
system and that democratic theory should take a less normative and
a more empirical approach that pays more attention to the actual
facts of real democratic institutions. Joseph Schumpeter’s hugely
influential book, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy, is the locus
classicus for these revisionist theorists. In Schumpeter’s revised theo-
ry of democracy, participation plays no central role; political power
is not held in the hands of the people; and contra the democratic
ideal, democracy is not characterized by the active participation and
involvement of the citizenry. Rather, democracy is “that institution-
al arrangement for arriving at political decisions in which individu-
als acquire the power to decide by means of a competitive struggle

2 Robert Michels, Political Parties (Gloucester, MA: P. Smith, 1978) 390.
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for the people’s vote.”3 On this theory, citizens are understood to be
disinterested in the political process. Emphasis is placed not on the
active participation of the people, but rather on the competition of
the ruling elites for their votes. This attack on the democratic ideal
has dominated political theory through most of this century and is
further developed in the work of Robert Dahl, Giovanni Sartori,
and others. 

■ Berelson, Bernard, Paul F. Lazarsfeld, and William N. McPhee.
Voting: A Study of Opinion Formation in a Presidential Campaign.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954.

■ Coe, Richard D., ed. Capitalism and Democracy: Schumpeter
Revisited. Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1985.

■ Dahl, Robert A. A Preface to Democratic Theory. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1956.

■ —————. Who Governs? New Haven, CT: Yale University
Press, 1961.

■ Eckstein, Harry. A Theory of Stable Democracy. Princeton: Center
of International Studies, Woodrow Wilson School of Public and
International Affairs, Princeton University, 1961.

■ Michels, Robert. Political Parties. Trans. Eden and Cedar Paul.
Somerset, NJ: Transaction, 1999.

■ Mills, C. Wright. The Power Elite. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1956.

■ Mosca, Gaetano. The Ruling Class. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1939.

■ Riker, William. Liberalism Against Populism. San Francisco:
Freeman, 1982.

■ Sartori, Giovanni. Democratic Theory. New York: Praeger, 1965.
■ Schumpeter, Joseph. Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy. New

York: Harper 1947.

3 Joseph Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (New York: Harper, 1947)
269.
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Arrow’s Paradox and Social Choice Theory

Another prominent problem confronting the democratic ideal arises
out of its assumption that individual preferences can be unproblem-
atically aggregated to produce a single outcome that stands as the
democratic judgment of all. This assumption becomes dubious when
one examines the paradoxes that arise out of attempts to derive group
decisions through majority voting. In a voting scenario with several
possible outcomes, the rank of preferences might be such that no
outcome clearly stands higher than the others.  Suppose, for exam-
ple, that a group of three people, X, Y and Z, tries to decide upon an
outcome of which there are three options, a, b, and c. X prefers a to
b and b to c; Y prefers b to c and c to a; and Z prefers c to a and a to
b. If the voters vote between a and b, then outcome a will win by a
vote of two to one. If they vote between b and c, then b will win by
a vote of two to one. Likewise, if they vote between c and a, then c,
will win by a vote of two to one. But if these votes are aggregated,
then a paradox arises for the group prefers a to b and b to c, but also
c to a. This problem, of course, does not arise from more simple vot-
ing scenarios, but it does seem to suggest that democracy as a method
of social decision-making will sometimes produce contradictory out-
comes, where no general will can be discerned. 

This problem was raised by Kenneth Arrow and has since produced
a vast corpus of highly technical literature aimed at addressing how
these voting paradoxes may (or may not) be solved. Dennis Mueller’s
Public Choice II and Amartya Sen’s Collective Choice and Social
Welfare (see list below) provide good overviews to this complex
debate.

Arrow’s Paradox also raises some general methodological questions
about this rational choice approach to issues of political theory. The
theory of rational choice attempts to explain the behavior of social
systems by supposing that actors within those systems are rational
utility maximizers whose basis of decision-making is driven by a
desire to satisfy their preferences. While such an approach promises
scientific rigor, and universal and logically consistent theories, it has
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been criticized for its assumptions about actors’ motives—that they
principally act to satisfy an ordered set of priorities that aim at per-
sonal gain rather than public good—and about the unimportance
of such factors as values, culture, and history. The much-discussed
Pathologies of Rational Choice Theory, by Donald Green and Ian
Shapiro, attempts to develop this criticism by arguing that rational
choice theory makes questionable assumptions and oversimplifica-
tions, and that the theory fails to provide accurate predictions or
explanations of the empirical evidence.

■ Arrow, Kenneth J. Social Choice and Individual Values. New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1970.

■ Elster, Jon, and Aanund Hylland, eds. Foundations of Social
Choice Theory. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989.

■ Green, Donald P., and Ian Shapiro. Pathologies of Rational Choice
Theory: A Critique of Applications in Political Science. New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1994.

■ Hauptmann, Emily. Putting Choice Before Democracy: A Critique
of Rational Choice Theory. Albany: State University of New York
Press, 1996.  

■ Mackay, Alfred F. Arrow’s Theorem: The Paradox of Social Choice.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980.

■ Mueller, Dennis C. Public Choice II. New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1989.

■ Sen, Amartya. Collective Choice and Social Welfare. San Francisco:
Holden-Day, 1970.

Participatory Democracy and Anti-Elitist Theories

While revisionist theorists have dominated political thought on
democracy, their basic position has been assailed more recently by
those who wish to reemphasize the role and importance of partici-
pation for democratic governance. Carole Pateman, for example,
argues that the democratic ideal attacked by the revisionists is noth-
ing more than a straw man and that the positions that are com-
monly associated with that ideal are far more complicated than their
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critics appreciate. 
Advocates of participatory theories typically argue that participation
produces certain beneficial effects on citizens, and that the results
which arise from such deliberations are also better. But the theoret-
ical resources that are used to justify the importance of participation
can be quite diverse. Benjamin Barber, for example, eschews talk of
natural rights and liberties and instead emphasizes the importance
of actual participation as a way to secure these rights. For Barber,
the only way to insure a truly democratic regime is for citizens to
practice democracy as a way of life.

■ Bachrach, Peter. The Theory of Democratic Elitism: A Critique.
Boston: Little Brown, 1967.

■ Barber, Benjamin R. Strong Democracy: Participatory Politics for a
New Age. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984.

■ Cook, Terrence R., and Patrick M. Morgan, eds. Participatory
Democracy. San Francisco: Canfield, 1971.

■ Marcus, George E., and Russell L. Hanson, eds. Reconsidering the
Democratic Public. University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State
University Press, 1993.

■ Pateman, Carole. Participation and Democratic Theory. New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1970.

Deliberative Democracy

An important recent development in democratic theory has been
the growing interest in deliberative theories of democracy. What
distinguishes the deliberative approach is its emphasis on the impor-
tance of discussions between citizens, where preferences are not
merely aggregated, but rather transformed through a process of dis-
cussion conducted under conditions that are meant to promote rea-
soned reflection and mutual willingness to understand the positions
of others. Thus, deliberative theories do not understand people’s
preferences as being fixed and static, but as open to revision through
a discourse that values the multiple perspectives found within a dis-
cussion and is oriented toward common goals and action.
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The idea of deliberative democracy is as old as the idea of democra-
cy itself and has deep affinities with the tradition of civic republi-
canism, but its modern revival is largely due to the influence of
Jürgen Habermas. For Habermas, deliberative democracy is a proce-
dural ideal that gives form to the norms that are latent in rational
discourse. Democratic deliberations ought to reflect an “ideal speech
situation,” where participants in a discussion have equal power and
attempt to discuss an issue without guile and in good faith, such
that the outcome of the deliberation will result only from the
“unforced force of the better argument.” Equally influential in the
development of this approach to democracy is John Rawls, who
describes the way in which deliberations ought to be made in terms
of the public good. Citizens ought to deliberate in the public sphere
only by appealing to reasons that any person, regardless of their pre-
ferred philosophical, ethical, or religious orientation could accept.

In addition to the work of Habermas and Rawls, the literature on
deliberative democracy is vast. Bowman and Rehg’s collection con-
tains helpful articles that introduce some of the basic theoretical
approaches and offer interesting developments and refinements of
these positions. Gutmann and Thompson articulate substantive
principles that are meant to guide democratic deliberations through
issues of real cultural conflict, such as welfare reform and affirmative
action, and show how a deliberative theory of democracy can be
used to address them.

■ Benhabib, Seyla, ed. Democracy and Difference: Contesting the
Boundaries of the Political. Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1996.

■ Bowman, James, and William Rehg, eds. Deliberative Democracy:
Essays on Reason and Politics. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1993. 

■ Chambers, Simone. Reasonable Democracy: Jürgen Habermas and
the Politics of Discourse. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996.

■ Fishkin, James. Democracy and Deliberation. New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1991.

■ —————. The Voice of the People: Public Opinion and
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Democracy. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995.
■ Gutmann, Amy, and Dennis Thompson. Democracy and

Disagreement. Cambridge, MA: Belknap/Harvard University
Press, 1996.

■ Habermas, Jürgen. Between Facts and Norms: Contributions to a
Discourse Theory of Law and Democracy. Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1998.

■ —————. Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An
Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society. Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1989.

■ Rawls, John. Political Liberalism. New York: Columbia University
Press, 1996.

■ —————. The Law of Peoples. Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1999.

■ Rosenfeld, Michel, and Andrew Arato, eds. Habermas on Law
and Democracy: Critical Exchanges. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1998.   

Democracy and Civil Society

Another persisting concern for democratic theory, which has recent-
ly become particularly influential, is the role and importance of civil
society for the health and flourishing of democratic governance. In
modern political and social thought, civil society has come to refer
primarily to the civic institutions and associations that exist outside
of the purview of government: families, religious groups, voluntary
associations, and social movements. Proponents of what Michael
Walzer calls “the civil society argument” differ widely, but at least
agree that civic associations play an important role in assuring the
stability and effectiveness of democratic institutions and help to
develop the behaviors, social capital, and “habits of the heart” that
are necessary for democracy to flourish. 

This line of thought is often traced to Alexis de Tocqueville’s
Democracy in America, though its roots are indeed much older. In
his journeys through the United States in the 1830s, Tocqueville
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was most impressed by the American tendency to form associations,
and it was to this tendency that he most credited the success of
American democracy. Many contemporary neo-Tocquevillian theo-
rists have assembled a substantial body of empirical evidence that
suggests that the quality of life and the performance of social insti-
tutions is indeed powerfully influenced by the vitality of civic net-
works and associations. One of the most influential of these theo-
rists has been Robert Putnam, whose 1995 Journal of Democracy
article, “Bowling Alone: America’s Declining Social Capital,” as well
as his book, Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern
Italy, has done much to influence the contemporary debate over
civic associations. In his study of northern Italian regional govern-
ments, Putnam argues that the factors that most nurture local
democracy are long-standing traditions of active voluntary associa-
tions. The number of civic associations in a region in the late nine-
teenth century turns out to be the best indicator of successful self
government in the twentieth century. He argues that “Networks of
civic engagement are an essential form of social capital: The denser
such networks in a community, the more likely that its citizens will
be able to cooperate for mutual benefit.”4 In short, participation in
voluntary civic associations, like civic groups or fraternal associa-
tions, helps to provide the social bonds and civic training that is
necessary for successful self-government. Further, in his Journal of
Democracy article and in his forthcoming book, Putnam argues that
in the United States membership in such civic associations has
declined dramatically in the last 25 years, a decline that poses a sig-
nificant threat to the health of American democracy.

Of course, the claims of Putnam and other proponents of the civil
society argument are not uncontroversial. Everett Ladd, for example,
questions the empirical data that Putnam uses to justify his claim
that the stock of “social capital” in the United States is indeed in
decline, and claims that indicators of social capital are holding steady,

4 Robert, Putnam, Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993) 173.
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if not improving. While Ladd concedes that membership in some
civic associations might be decreasing, those losses are being recouped
by growing participation in other areas. Others such as Robert
Wuthnow argue that Americans are not so much disengaging from
civic associations as changing the definition of engagement, by exper-
imenting with less formal, ad hoc connections that better accommo-
date the diversity and fluidity that characterizes modern life. 

While debates over the nature of the empirical data constitutes one
aspect of this debate, another focuses on whether such civic engage-
ment is as beneficial as proponents of the civil society argument
claim. Michael Schudson argues that the decline of social capital
indicators can be misleading, since it is also accompanied by greater
inclusion and respect for individual rights. Insofar as inclusion and
protection of rights are indicators of civic health, Schudson claims
that “Americans are unquestionably better off in the past quarter
century than at any prior moment in our history.”5 

■ Bellah, Robert. Habits of the Heart: Individualism and
Commitment in American Life. New York: Harper & Row, 1985.

■ Berkowitz, Peter. Virtue and the Making of Modern Liberalism.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999.

■ Cohen, Jean L., and Anthony Arato. Civil Society and Political
Theory. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995.

■ Cohen, Joshua, and Joel Rogers, eds. Associations and Democracy.
New York: Verso, 1995.

■ Dionne, E. J., ed. Community Works: The Revival of Civil Society
in America. Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press, 1998.

■ Ehrenberg, John. Civil Society: The Critical History of an Idea.
New York: New York University Press, 1999.

■ Fukuyama, Francis. Trust: The Social Virtues and the Creation of
Prosperity. New York: Free Press, 1995.

■ Gellner, Ernest. The Conditions of Liberty: Civil Society and Its

5 Michael Schudson, The Good Citizen: A History of American Civic Life (New York:
Free Press, 1998) 308.
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Rivals. New York: Penguin, 1994.
■ Keane, John, ed. Civil Society and the State. London: Verso, 1988.
■ Ladd, Everett Carll. The Ladd Report. New York: Free Press, 1999.
■ Putnam, Robert. Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in

Modern Italy. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993.
■ —————. Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of

American Community. New York: Simon & Schuster, forthcom-
ing in June 2000.

■ Schudson, Michael. The Good Citizen: A History of American
Civic Life. New York: Free Press, 1998.

■ Seligman, Adam. The Idea of Civil Society. New York: Free Press,
1992.

■ —————. The Problem of Trust. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1997.

■ Skocpol, Theda, and Morris P. Fiorina. Civic Engagement in
American Democracy. Washington, DC: Brookings Institution
Press, forthcoming.

■ Tocqueville, Alexis de, Democracy in America. Trans. George
Lawrence. Ed. J.P. Mayer. New York: HarperCollins,1988.

■ Wolfe, Robert. Whose Keeper? Social Science and Moral Obligation.
Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1989.

■ Wuthnow, Robert. Loose Connections: Joining Together in America’s
Fragmented Communities. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1998.

Democracy on Trial: Present Crises, Future Hopes

The revolutions of 1989 have in many ways deepened and made
more urgent the need to understand the present condition of demo-
cratic governance and the particular threats that it faces. What are
the principle challenges that democracy faces at the beginning of
the twenty-first century and how well-equipped are democratic
states to face them? 

The following is a fairly eclectic selection of books that attempt to
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answer these questions. Their answers are disturbingly diverse. Is the
problem rights-based individualism run amuck? The increasing
polarization of society? The loss of civil public discourse? The corro-
sive effects of global capitalism? The erosion of civil society? These
various concerns suggest that the potential threats and challenges
that democracy faces are many. Of course, not everyone is equally
pessimistic about the prospects for democracy, but the concerns of
many of these theorists suggest that if the consolidation of democ-
racy and the hopes that follow it are to happen, there are yet many
important challenges that need to be understood and faced. 

■ Barber, Benjamin. Jihad v. McWorld. New York: Times, 1995.
■ Diamond, Larry, and Mark Plattner, eds. The Global Resurgence

of Democracy. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993.
■ Dionne, E. J. Why Americans Hate Politics. New York: Simon &

Schuster, 1991.
■ Elshtain, Jean Bethke. Democracy on Trial. New York: Basic, 1995.
■ Fallows, James. Breaking the News: How the Media Undermine

American Democracy. New York: Pantheon, 1996.
■ Fukuyama, Francis. The Great Disruption: Human Nature and

the Reconstitution of Social Order. New York: Free Press, 1999.
■ Gray, John. False Dawn: The Delusions of Global Capitalism. New

York: The New Press, 1998.
■ Greider, William. Who Will Tell the People: The Betrayal of

American Democracy. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1993.
■ Huntington, Samuel. The Third Wave: Democratization in the

Late Twentieth Century. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1991.

■ Isaac, Jeffrey C. Democracy in Dark Times. Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1998.

■ Lasch, Christopher. The Revolt of the Elites and the Betrayal of
Democracy. New York: Norton, 1995.

■ Postman, Neil. Amusing Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse in
the Age of Show Business. New York: Viking, 1985.

■ Sandel, Michael. Democracy’s Discontent: America in Search of a
Public Philosophy. Cambridge, MA: Belknap/Harvard University
Press, 1996. 
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